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BERMUDA CONNECTION PROJECT SCHEME OBJECTIONS
Introduction
This document has been put together to represent the concerns of the communities of West Nuneaton
regarding the project now known as ‘The Bermuda Connection: Getting West Nuneaton Moving’ and
act as a formal objection document to the aforementioned project.
All the comments & objections that have been made in this document have been concluded from, or
obtained by, reviewing either Warwickshire County Councils own reports & documentation into this
project, information freely available from public sources, information obtained through freedom of
information or EIR requests or quoted from documents used to hold up standards of construction in
areas directly related to this project, for example the design & construction of roads & bridges.
We hope that Warwickshire County Councilors and the Cabinet Members who will make the decision
as to whether this project will go ahead will give this document full consideration before making any
decision on whether to proceed any further with this project.
Not only will this project have huge negative impact on Bermuda & the communities of wider
Nuneaton but there clear under estimation of the project costs & overestimation of project benefits,
for example jobs creation.
All information and objections contained in this document are understood to be correct at the time of
preparation
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Overview
On 14th August 2015 Warwickshire County Council began the consultation period for the project now known as
“Getting West Nuneaton Moving: Bermuda Connection”.
Getting West Nuneaton Moving: Bermuda Connection is a scheme which has been proposed in order to tackle
congestion in and around West Nuneaton by creating a direct 1.3mile highway link between West Nuneaton and
the Griff Roundabout.
To do this it will be required that a bridge across the A444 in Bermuda, Nuneaton, that has never been opened to
road traffic, will have to be opened to motor traffic in conjunction with changes to the surrounding highway
network to re-route large volumes of traffic.
In reality it will add further pinch points by adding a major traffic light controlled junction on Heath End Road, at
The Raywoods & at Bermuda Road in addition to the traffic lights currently at Tenlons Road. It will encourage
significant volumes of traffic travelling to & from the A444 to ‘rat run’ through unsuitable narrow residential
streets, and not just those in Bermuda, but all the surrounding estates and beyond.
This has been confirmed by recent traffic data obtained from Warwickshire County Council.
As part of the consultation a series of documents were published on line along including an electronic version of
the information booklet “Frequently Asked Questions”. A paper copy of this frequently asked questions
information booklet has also been distributed to 23,000 houses in the wider West Nuneaton area (and since
extended to Bedworth and Eastern Nuneaton) in order, we believe, to obtain a more favorable outcome at the
consultation.
Also, as ascertained from published documentation, the proposed Bermuda Connection scheme will do little to
ease congestion in the west of Nuneaton and offer minimal journey time savings. In some instances the journey
time savings as demonstrated by Warwickshire County Councils consultation documentation is actually
“Negligible”. This is based on traffic modeling with current volumes & does not include any future growth, for
example by including any of the housing estates that have been earmarked for development in the local area in
the newly released Nuneaton& Bedworth Borough plan or any of the 1000+ houses that have been identified as a
key outcome of this project in the, as it was known at the time, Bermuda Connectivity Project business case
which was used to obtain the grant funding.
Heath End Road, The Raywoods, Northumberland Avenue, Croft Road and the surroundings will not only incur
increases in congestion but will attract significant additional traffic from further afield that currently does not
currently travel through these areas. This will be brought about as drivers are encouraged to use the new route.
Again not only is this our belief but this has also been confirmed by traffic modeling produced on behalf of
Warwickshire County Council in relation to the Bermuda Connection project. (See WCC Documents; Forecast
Change in Morning Peak Hour (08:00—09:00) & Two Way Combined Traffic Flows and Forecast Change in Evening
Peak Hour (17:00 —18:00) Two Way Combined Traffic Flows which shows the increases based on a single hour
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morning & single hour evening, however the increase will not be limited to a single hour at morning & evening
peak but will be, in the case of some streets, 24/7.
There appears to be some misrepresentation of the Bermuda Connection scheme not only to the general public
but also to Warwickshire County Councilors and the Cabinet Members who will make the decision as to whether
this project will go ahead yet do not appear to be being versed on all the in-depth details & wide ranging impacts.
There is also a statement made in the Warwickshire County Council Road Safety Audit that, traffic calming &
speed reduction measures are not being implemented as they are not part of the client (Warwickshire County
Council’s) requirement.
This is despite lobbying from the Bermuda Bridge Action Group & assurances received personally from Councilor
Peter Butlin, Portfolio for Transport Holder, that the safety of residents & road users alike was taken into account.
This is clear indication that WCC are putting cost well before the safety of residents as there is the need to
squeeze every penny from the Benefit/Cost ratio to make this project appear much more appealing than it
actually is. To slow traffic down with speed reduction or traffic calming measures will reduce the BCR.
It will also impact on the journey time savings for this scheme, most of which are not the significant time savings
you would expect to be achieving when spending several millions of pounds. In fact as previously mentioned
some journey time savings will not be affected at all by the implementation of this scheme & are shown as
‘negligible’ in the WCC consultation material.
This means WCC will be spending millions of pounds for absolutely no benefit. The very definition of ‘Money
for Nothing’
The Bermuda Connection Scheme also falls way short of fulfilling its aims & objectives as laid out in the project
business plan. One such claim was that this project was the key to unlocking 4000 jobs in the local area. This has,
since funding was obtained, been revised down to around 200 by CWLEP which is a significant drop.
Effectively this scheme proposes that housing estates and residential areas become used as a relief road for a
strategic main road, The A444 dual carriageway between the M6, Nuneaton and the A5, with priority given to
road users, commuters and HGVs. It is proposed that this is achieved by linking the existing road infrastructure up
with an a colliery bridge that has never been opened to traffic which would then link to Bermuda Park Industrial
estate where there are a large number of logistics distribution companies.
The Bermuda Bridge itself was never intended to take high volume strategic road network traffic.
It was built under the Highways Act to provide farm & then coal board access over the A444 when the A444 was
constructed and severed existing bridleways and means of access from the Old Coventry Road and Hill Top.
It was never intended to be a used in such a way as is being proposed in this scheme, which is demonstrated by
its inadequate road cross section for two way traffic (the consultation proposals have had to remove a footway on
one side to make space for bi directional traffic & heavy goods vehicles).
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Despite previous failed attempts to open the bridge to all vehicles it has NEVER been used for, or open to general
traffic as it was never fit for that purpose.

WHO WE ARE
The Bermuda Bridge Action Group is a community based, non-politically affiliated group that opposes the project
now known as 'Bermuda Connection: Getting West Nuneaton Moving'. The plans that the County and Borough
Councils have presented so far are have left our community with a multitude of unanswered questions some of
which we have highlighted in this document.

OUR VIEWS & THAT OF THE LOCAL COMMUNITY
We are not against growth, housing or investment in the local area & there is no doubt that something needs to
be done to ease congestion in the west of Nuneaton but the proposed Bermuda Connection Scheme is not the
best way to achieve this
Not only will this project turn a quiet part of Nuneaton into a ‘major rat-run’ but it will also provide access to a
proposed ‘mega-estate’ in Arbury, already earmarked with a capacity for 2052 dwellings. This housing estate was
highlighted as a key outcome of this project.
The part of Nuneaton that it is proposed that all this should happen in simply cannot support such growth in its
current state.
An attempt to funnel large volumes of traffic down what is a quiet residential street in order alleviate the
strategic dual carriageway, A444 major transport route cannot be viewed favorably when there are other
schemes already in the pipe line that are much more suited to the local & strategic transport requirements.
There is an alternative scheme already tabled known as the A444 Corridor Improvements Programme.
This is a scheme that it is said will significantly reduce the issue of traffic in the whole of the town and, as it is
improving the existing main strategic route in the town, there are no negative impacts on residential areas. The
scheme does not change existing traffic patterns thereby avoiding the creation of new commuter rat runs along
residential streets. Once funds had been granted for the Bermuda Connectivity Project, as it was formally known,
the Bermuda Connection Scheme was adopted in to the A444 Corridor Improvements scheme, they were
however, in the first instance 2 entirely separate business cases with entirely separate funding applications.
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The A444 Corridor Improvements Business Case (released prior to the adoption to the Bermuda Connection
Project into the same scheme) clearly states:

"The scheme achieves its primary objective of addressing all queuing and congestion issues on the
A444 corridor at this location. Additionally, the scheme provides capacity for NBBC Local Plan growth
over the plan period (up to 2028). The scheme also has sufficient capacity to accommodate
significant further growth".
It is our view that council should without doubt look to implement the A444 Corridor Improvement Scheme
without the inclusion of the Bermuda Connection element before any attempt is made to proceed with the
Bermuda Connection Scheme
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Published Reports
PUBLISHED REPORTS
This section summaries quotes taken from various documents and reports prepared as part of the Bermuda
Connectivity Project. Many of these findings and observations have not been translated into the 'glowing' reports
that have been presented to our local councilors and county councilors and as a result they will not have not
been making decisions on a fully informed basis.
In this section we aim to change this by highlighting these omission and giving Councilors the evidence required
to re-evaluate and reject the significant impacts of the scheme and why the claimed benefits and Value for
Money calculations of the Bermuda Connection Project are too high.
They also provide some background as to why some of the scheme objections have been made further on in this
document.
The supporting documentation to the scheme is based around a growth agenda with little or no consideration of
sustainability or community issues.

The documents reviewed include:
•

JMP Bermuda Bridge Bermuda Transport Bridge Feasibility Report

•

Coventry and Warwickshire Local Enterprise Partnership / Warwickshire County Council, Strategic
Economic Plan

•

Outline Major Transport Scheme Business Case, Scheme : A444 Corridor Improvements – Coton Arches
Roundabout to George Eliot Hospital [PLEASE NOTE THE BRIDGE DID NOT FORM PART OF THIS PROJECT]

•

Bermuda Connectivity Growth Fund Business Case

•

Bermuda Park Railway Station Transport Statement, Atkins (18th May 2012)
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JMP BERMUDA BRIDGE BERMUDA TRANSPORT BRIDGE FEASIBILITY REPORT
3.35 - "We became aware of the possibility that a restriction on full use of the bridge may have been covenanted
at the time of bridge being constructed which prevented use beyond providing access to the National Coal Board
property to the west of the A444."
3.38 - "Given the uncertainty over the deliverability or timing of a new road to the Arbury Estate proposed
development west of Bermuda village this was not considered at this stage."
3.45 - "The composition of Bermuda Landfill site comprise of household, commercial and special waste. The likely
range of problems that might occur at the site includes:
•
•
•
•

•

Biodegradable materials such as household waste, produce flammable and asphyxiant gases:,
During the decomposition of deposited material, landfill gases are produced such as: carbon dioxide,
hydrogen, methane which are flammable
Some waste can contain toxic or chemically aggressive substances that interact with water or other
waste to produce toxic materials,
Despite Bermuda landfill being an older site, it does not mean biodegradation has started or
permanently ceased; old sites could be activated by disturbance caused by construction and gas
production could be started or reactivated; this can cause emission of toxic gases to the atmosphere;
Site engineering may affect the impact of a site on its environment e.g. changes in groundwater,
contamination of ground water;

3.51 - "Construction of the development, as well as opening it to the traffic will produce air and noise pollution
and increase roads accidents and congestion around the site. The development will also affect residents of
Nuneaton due to increase of pollutants related to traffic emission."
3.53 - "The development will generate and increase traffic volume in the area, as well as alter the traffic
composition on local roads, therefore Air Quality and Noise Assessment should be carried out."
3.56 - "It should be highlighted that inappropriate site use could cause contamination of land, air and ground
water thus it can significantly impact on human health"
4.2 - "The assessments indicate that limited bus operational and patronage benefits would occur from the
opening of the bridge in the form of a sustainable modes bridge given that cycling and walking are already
catered for on an informal basis. As such it is our view that establishing a full business case for a stand-alone
sustainable modes bridge would be challenging given the limited benefits available and uncertainty over bus
services using the bridge. Any such case would need to rely on wider economic benefits from WebTAG such as
health and fitness benefits from cyclists and pedestrians using the new formalised link."
5.2 - "In the future year modelling undertaken (at 2022) the new link created by the bridge results in a significant
diversion from Heath End Road into Bermuda Road in the AM peak”
5.11 – “The new link created by the bridge results in a significant diversion from Heath End Road into Bermuda
Road in the AM peak.”
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5.14 - "The signalisation of the St Georges Way arm of Griff roundabout has also been reconsidered. Again our
view is that the signalisation can be justified on the basis of the effect of managing future traffic demands from
development, not all of which are included in the traffic model used for analysis."
5.15 - "The current proposed parking arrangements at the new Bermuda railway station comprises some 30 on
street marked parking spaces in St Georges Way. As the proposed bridge reopening will change the nature of St
Georges Way into a well-used through route it is appropriate that on-street parking is removed where possible."
Table 6.3 -"The above analysis assumes that no new benefits accrue from the provision of the cycle ways as these
journeys can already be made, albeit in less than ideal conditions."
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CWLEP / WCC, SEP: A444 CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENTS
2.1.3 - "significant and regular queuing on the main route from Nuneaton to the M6 and Coventry. Nuneaton and
Bedworth Borough Council (NBBC) Local Plan proposals allocate over 3000 houses to the north of Nuneaton
whilst the majority of employment is expected to be located south of Nuneaton, there is also a very significant
existing draw for commuters towards employment in Coventry. This forecast growth compounds the problems on
an already heavily congested section of the corridor."
2.2.1 - "The scheme location is focused on the A444 in the south of Nuneaton. It serves as Nuneaton’s primary
southern access onto the Strategic Road Network (SRN) and provides access to the M6, A46 and Coventry. The
road also serves as the main link between Nuneaton, GEH and employment in the Bermuda area."
3.2.2 - "Furthermore there are significant Local Plan employment proposals just south of the scheme extent and
further large housing sites to the west of the scheme."
3.2.8 - "The proposed scheme is designed to address existing congestion problems and related safety concerns by
reducing vehicle delays at key pinch points on the approach to and from Nuneaton town centre and to facilitate
significant future employment and housing growth as set out in Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough’s Local Plan."
3.2.9 - "Benefits in terms of congestion relief should be realised immediately upon scheme completion.
3.2.10 - "WDC Local Plan growth equates to approximately 7,900 houses and 62.5Ha of employment land. The
Joint Housing Market Assessment provides the current best estimate, this suggest these figures could be
significantly more. The proposed SEP scheme provides suffient capacity to accommodate Local Plan growth, but it
also has capacity to enable significant further growth."
3.6.5 - "The scheme achieves its primary objective of addressing all queuing and congestion issues on the A444
corridor at this location. Additionally, the scheme provides capacity for NBBC Local Plan growth over the plan
period (up to 2028). The scheme also has sufficient capacity to accommodate significant further growth.
4.1.3 - "The scheme opens up the area for housing and employment growth in line with NBBC Local Plan and
provides significant capacity beyond this identified growth."
4.2.1 - "Planned outcomes in terms of reduced congestion and safety improvements will be realised immediately
upon completion of the scheme."
4.2.3 - "WCC will continue to monitor access to sustainable modes of travel to local employment sites and will
help support and encourage mode shift."
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BERMUDA CONNECTIVITY GROWTH FUND BUSINESS CASE
1.1 “The Strategic Economic Plan highlights that around 4,000 new jobs will be created through further
development of the Bermuda Park employment site. However, the Strategic Economic Plan predicts there is a risk
that only just over 1,000 of the new jobs would actually materialise, if complementary measures such as
improvements to local highway network to enhance connectivity are not delivered”.
1.1 “The Strategic Economic Plan also emphasises that proposed levels of housing growth on sections of the
North-South corridor (e.g. Bermuda) also needs to be supported by investment in transport infrastructure”.
1.1 “The opening of the bridge to all traffic for the purpose of creating a direct link between West Nuneaton and
the Griff Roundabout presents an opportunity to enhance connectivity and the accessibility of the area for
general traffic, freight, bus and rail services whilst also improving the facilities for pedestrians and cyclists”.
1.1 “The Project consists of the following elements:
• Opening the existing bridge over the A444 to all traffic and road users and connecting to the local
highway network
• Enhancements to Heath End Road / Bermuda Road junction
• Enhancements to Griff Roundabout
• Enhancements to the highway and cycle way on St Georges Way
• Enhancements to shared use cycle / pedestrian link between the bridge and George Eliot Hospital
• Provision of additional car and cycle parking for Bermuda Rail Station
1.1 “The main objectives of the Project are:
• Support economic growth and access to jobs through improved transport links and reduced
congestion
• Improved connectivity, route choice and accessibility to Bermuda Railway Station
• Improved environment for cyclists and pedestrians to increase mode choice and accessibility”
1.1 “The residential areas that will benefit from improved accessibility include in excess of 1,000 new homes (in
housing allocation site SHS2 and to a lesser extent in SHS1)”
1.1 “The proposed scheme will improve walk and, particularly, cycling opportunities for the existing and proposed
residents in these areas to the employment opportunities and to Coventry via the new Bermuda Park railway
station. Active travel is particularly important as there is a high prevalence of fitness-related problems in this area
of north Warwickshire, such as high blood pressure, obesity and diabetes”.
1.2 “This Business Case has been produced to demonstrate that the Bermuda Connectivity Project would deliver
large benefits to Nuneaton and Warwickshire in terms of transport, economic development, social and
environmental objectives and that it would represent a good value for money investment.”
1.5 “The Bermuda Bridge in south Nuneaton was built in 1974 to serve an opencast colliery and was used solely
by colliery traffic. The bridge is no longer used by colliery vehicles and is now an informal link, albeit poor in
quality, providing walk and cycle access to employment, training and leisure opportunities in south Nuneaton
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whilst also providing a link to Bermuda Business Park and the George Eliot hospital. The bridge surface is
currently in poor condition (as shown in Figure 5); however it provides a potential key link for pedestrians and
cyclists over the A444 which severs the southern areas of Nuneaton.”
1.5 “It was considered that retaining the existing road network would not be a valid option, given the problems
that already exist and the forecast growth in the area.”
1.5 “The ERDF bid was unsuccessful due to the region-wide call for projects being oversubscribed by four times
the amount of funding available and priority being given to other types of projects (Axis 1- Innovation and R&D
and Axis 2 - Enterprise).”
1.5 “Small parcels of privately-owned land will be required to complete the highway connections with the bridge
so that a small amount of land assembly and purchase will be required. Negotiations are underway with the
relevant private landowners and their support in principle has been gained. No other assets are being purchased,
other than time and materials to construct the scheme.”
1.5 “Planning permission will be required and this process will take place in the first half of 2015. Procurement is
expected to be in early 2015 and the contractor will commence on site in May 2015.”
1.6 “The scheme is aiming to achieve the following objectives:
• Improve access to a development site that has the potential to create jobs
• Improve access to a development site that has the potential to create housing
• Improve access to urban employment centres
• Ease congestion / bottlenecks”
2.1 “Enhance accessibility to Bermuda Park railway station - Provide a new route for all vehicles to the proposed
station and provide a vastly improved link to the station for pedestrians and cyclists.”
2.1 “Reduce congestion in Nuneaton town centre, in particular eastbound traffic on routes from west Nuneaton.”
2.1 “Provision of additional car parking for Bermuda Rail Station off St Georges Way”;
2.1 “Provision of a cycle way on St Georges Way.”
2.1 “Warwickshire County Council to work in partnership with Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough Council to
deliver the Bermuda Connectivity Project during 2014-15 and 2015-16.”
2.1 “The timescales for monitoring these impacts relate to the Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough Plan allocations
and the timescale of improvements to the Nuneaton to Coventry railway (the NUCKLE ERDF funded scheme).
Existing information relating to housing numbers, employment and travel behavior will be used as a benchmark
with which the scheme impacts can be measured.”
2.2.1 “Research demonstrates that although transport investment will not guarantee economic success alone, in
most cases enhanced transport systems have improved accessibility, and consequently, have contributed towards
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producing improved economic growth and productivity. Investment in transport infrastructure creates a basis for
long term sustainable growth and the benefits tend to be more long term.”
2.2.1 “The Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough Council - Borough Plan identifies growth of 62ha of employment
and 1,500 residential units in the Bermuda Park area, including the expansion of the key Bermuda Park
employment site (one of the priority cluster of major employment sites highlighted in the SEP).”
2.2.1 “The A444 Corridor Improvements and Bermuda Connectivity Project were included in the Transport Annex
of the SEP, but unfortunately, neither formed part of the select list of schemes chosen by Government to receive
Single Local Growth Fund resources.”
2.2.1 “Additionally, there are two nearby proposed housing developments; SHS1 (518 dwellings) and SHS2 (1,000
dwellings) which would also benefit from the proposed bridge. HM Government estimates that up to two jobs are
created for every new home that is built, so the proposed 1,518 homes would generate up to a further 3,000 new
jobs.”
2.2.1 “The improvement of the bridge and connection to the local road network will facilitate a link route
between West Nuneaton and Griff Roundabout”
2.2.1 “It is necessary for the public sector to intervene in this project because there is not a strong enough
incentive for a private sector investor to fund the improvements that are required. The bridge links and
associated highway infrastructure are public goods that have benefits for private industry and local residents. It
would not be possible for private sector investors to capture the benefits of the scheme and this means that the
large up-front capital costs will not be met by the private sector. Instead, it is necessary for the public sector to
take a wider view of the scheme's benefits and invest in these public goods.
2.2.1 “The scheme will primarily benefit road transport towards the south from Nuneaton to Coventry and the
M6 Motorway, which will improve accessibility to the key destinations in the West Midlands and the M6/M1
corridors, such as UK Central at Birmingham International, the airport and the potential HS2 interchange.”
2.2.1 “Transport users must route via the congested A444 and B4112 junctions which imposes unnecessary
transport costs on businesses and residents in the area and limits the accessibility of the strategically important
Bermuda Park employment area and the George Eliot hospital.”
2.1.1 “A cycle way and footpath exist across the bridge linking the two sides of the A444, but the route is low
quality and not well maintained. This discourages people from walking and cycling along this route, and would
not be an attractive option for potential passengers using the new Bermuda Park station. The proposed scheme
will bring the cycle and walking route up to a high quality in order to encourage the use of these active modes to
get to the station and job opportunities in the area.”
2.2.3 “When traffic on a network is modelled, traffic will generally take the fastest route (taking into account
speed limits applied to various links). When a route such as Heath End Road is improved, the existing traffic that
uses Heath End Road benefits from time savings. In addition, the road becomes more attractive to people who
previously used other nearby roads, hence they transfer from these other roads onto the improved route. As a
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result the overall reduction in vehicles on the roads in question is not as great as initially expected due to a
redistribution (or re-assignment) of traffic from neighboring routes.”
2.2.5 “The scheme is shown to have benefits at specific locations on the transport network, including reducing
delays, vehicular flows on specific links with known accident and air quality issues.”
2.2.6 “NUCKLE includes the construction of a new station at Bermuda and the opening of Bermuda Bridge and
the associated package of measures will provide a convenient route for potential passengers from west Nuneaton
to access the new station car park that also forms part of the Connectivity Project.”
2.2.7 “Housing Allocations SHS1, SHS2 and the Arbury Estate Transport Link – The proposed housing allocations
will generate traffic, cyclists and pedestrians that will be able to use the new Bermuda Bridge link. The
development also includes a potential highway link from Walsingham Drive to Arbury Rd/Ansley Rd to support
the proposed residential development in the Arbury area as part of the NBBC Borough Plan. If built, this
additional link would provide an alternative for traffic in west Nuneaton to access the A444 to the south,
although it would not provide the direct link to the employment sites that the Bermuda Connectivity Project
does.”
2.2.8 “If funding is not secured to deliver the Bermuda Connectivity scheme then the scheme would be put on
indefinite hold; there is no alternative low cost scheme which can be implemented to address the existing
economic, environmental and congestion issues to an equivalent level of success. The existing problems would
get worse with traffic growth and land use development.”
2.2.9 “A redistribution of traffic noise will occur as drivers change route. Vehicle noise will be created on the new
route but there will be a corresponding reduction on the existing links. Encouragement of sustainable modes will
also have a benefit. The net change is likely to be relatively small”
2.2.9. “The bridge structure is existing but its overgrown and disused appearance would be improved as part of
the scheme. The replacement of the existing carriageway, paths and earth bunds with new carriageway and
street furniture would improve the visual impact for the residents and existing users of the pedestrian/cycle
route”
2.2.10 “Warwickshire County Council has completed an Equality Impact Assessment for the project. This
concludes that the project would have no adverse impacts on any particular groups of people. “
2.2.10 “The project supports Smarter Choices and improves social inclusion by encouraging the use of public
transport, walking and cycling.”
2.2.10 “There could be some negative consequences for some of the residents that live along the new vehicular
route to the bridge but they would also benefit from the improved connectivity that the link will provide.”
2.2.10 “The Project will improve pedestrian and cycle linkages in south Nuneaton facilitating people to walk and
cycle more for work and leisure journeys.“
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2.2.11. Accidents on Heath End Road are also likely to reduce as the number of vehicles on the road will decrease.
Although there are likely be benefits of the scheme to existing known accident locations, opening the bridge to all
traffic could increase the likelihood of accidents occurring along the new route for traffic.
3.2 “At present, no developers are seeking planning consent for significant development in the Bermuda Park
area, so there has been no opportunity to obtain contributions towards the capital cost of Bermuda Park rail
station and the Bermuda Connectivity Project.”
3.2 “It is anticipated that delivering the Bermuda Connectivity Project will unlock future development by
encouraging developers to progress significant proposals in the Bermuda area much quicker than estimated, e.g.
the expansion of the Bermuda Park employment site and housing development.”
3.2 “The Bermuda Connectivity Project includes the delivery of an off-street car park (106 space capacity) for the
forthcoming Bermuda Park rail station. SLC Rail produced the Bermuda Park Railway Station Additional Car
Parking Recommendations Report in June 2014 and this report estimates that the provision of an off street car
park for the station would generate around £100,000 per annum in revenue for the County Council.”
3.3 “The key element of the project, the bridge structure, is already in place and it just needs to be upgraded to
carry two-way traffic and the connections made at each end. WCC Corporate Legal Services investigated planning
restriction matters in relation to the bridge in March 2014 and advised that no covenants restricting the full use
of the bridge could be identified.”
3.3 “The junction improvements that are required off-site are also relatively simple, although implementation at
these busy junctions will require careful project planning and the design at Heath End Road is still to be finalised.
The two cycle way elements of the scheme are relatively low risk.
There are potential issues relating to land ownership as third party land is required to make the new highway
connections. However, negotiations have been underway with the land owners for some time and they are
supportive of the scheme, so the time and cost risk takes this into account.”
4.1 The scheme will generate transport journey time benefits of over £60m over a 60 year scheme life because it
creates a new route and relieves congestion on the existing route. The 60 year scheme life used to calculate
scheme benefits represents the principle applied for transport projects by WebTAG, which is the DfT’s multimodal
guidance on the appraisal of transport projects and proposals.
4.1. “The effect of the main highway packages, such as the A444 Transport Corridor Improvements which
includes the Bermuda Connectivity Project, could be to support an additional £110 million Gross Value Added
(GVA) by 2021 or around 1,600 additional new jobs over and above projections, with 565 of these new additional
jobs being created along the A444 corridor in Nuneaton”
Table 12 - Capital Scheme Costs (including risk, design and contingency)
Construction costs
£1.84m
Bridge improvements
£1.18m
Station Car Park
£0.69m
Total Scheme Cost (2013 prices)
£3.70m
5.2 - The following timeline illustrates the key milestones for the
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project:
Design and Consultation
Land Acquisition - including Compulsory Purchase Orders, if necessary
Planning Application
Member Approval
Procurement (Construction Contract)
Mobilisation

Apr 2014 - June 2015
Jun 2014 - Dec 2015
Jan 2015 - Jun 2015
Apr 2014 - Apr 2015
Dec 2014 - March 2015
May 2015 - Oct 2015

5.2 “The scheme is dependent on a small amount of land acquisition. The bridge structure is owned by the
County Council and no covenant has been identified that would restrict its opening for use by vehicles. However,
a developer (Deeley Properties Ltd) owns the approach road and embankments at either end of the bridge.
Deeley Properties Ltd and Taylor Wimpey also own small sections of land to the west of the bridge, which is
required to connect the bridge to the adjoining road (The Bridleway).
The existing shared pedestrian / cycle connecting the bridge to Barling Way (George Eliot Hospital and EPIC
business centre), is situated on private land owned by Holland and Barratt Retail Ltd. Discussions regarding the
purchase of this land are positive and well advanced.
Parcels of privately-owned land will be required to complete the highway connections with the bridge so that a
small amount of land assembly and purchase will be required. Negotiations are underway with the relevant
private landowners and their support in principle has been gained.”
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BERMUDA PARK RAILWAY STATION TRANSPORT STATEMENT, ATKINS (18TH MAY 2012)
1.6 " The density of the population and the level of activity in the corridor is set to grow substantially and will
create increasing demand for transport. The route already suffers from traffic congestion and future
developments will increase car use and congestion unless there is a good quality public transport alternative.”
2.3. “More recently, another White Paper Creating Growth, Cutting Carbon (2011) was released which outlines a
vision for a transport system that is an engine for economic growth, and one which is greener and safer. The
White Paper states that by improving transport links and targeting projects that promote green growth, a
dynamic, low carbon economy can be created.
2.4. “In November 2008 the DfT published Delivering a Sustainable Transport System („DaSTS‟) which set out the
Governments proposals for transport planning and investment. This document would assist in the identification
of measures to be delivered that will achieve the Governments five transport policy goals:
•
•
•
•
•

• To support national economic competitiveness and growth;
• To reduce transport’s [sic] emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases;
• To contribute to better safety, securing health and longer life expectancy;
• To promote greater equality of opportunity for all; and
• To improve quality of life for users and non- users of transport.”

2.6. “The National Planning Policy Framework sets out the Government’s economic, environmental and social
planning policies for England. Taken together, these policies articulate the Government’s vision of sustainable
development, which should be interpreted and applied locally to meet local aspirations”.
2.7. “Policy 4 deals with transport and states that „transport policies have an important role to play in facilitating
sustainable development but also in contributing to wider sustainability and health objectives‟. It is recognised
that sustainable transport solutions may vary from place to place, however, the overall aim should be to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and congestion (para 30).”
3.15 “Given the anticipated low level of traffic which is anticipated to be generated by the development, it is
considered that the analysis of accident data focuses on accidents involving non-motorised road users (cycle and
pedestrians).”
3.18. “Only one PIA (Personal Injury Accident) involving pedestrians occurred in proximity to the proposed
station. The PIA occurred on St Georges Way 150m north of the proposed station. The PIA involved a rear end
shunt between two vehicles when a car turned out of an access road onto St Georges Way in front of another
vehicle. One of the vehicles ended up off the carriageway colliding with a group of pedestrians.”
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3.21. “Whilst all road traffic accidents are regrettable, the PIA data gives no indication of specific concerns
relating to the level or nature/pattern of PIAs in the immediate area surrounding the proposed site in relation to
the proposed development. The potential slight increase in traffic levels and pedestrian/cycle movements related
to the proposed development is unlikely to increase the accident volumes within the immediate area surrounding
the site.”
3.22. “A number of pedestrian PIAs occurred between the proposed station and the residential area of Hill Top. It
is therefore recommended that post development, pedestrians that want to travel between the station and Hill
Top are guided towards Hill Top via St Georges Way and Middlemarch Road rather than along Coventry Road via
the footpath that links with the station.”
3.26. “To the north of the station, areas such as Attenborough, Heath End and Hill Top are all within a 3km walk /
cycle distance from the station. Elsewhere, Collycroft and Mount Pleasant are also within this distance band.”
3.27 “A pedestrian footway is located on the western side of St Georges Way. This footway links to Griff
Roundabout to the south and the residential estate located to the north of the proposed station site (via a
footbridge over the railway line). Figure 7 shows St Georges Way and the footway.
3.28. “At the northern end of St Georges Way the carriageway crosses over the A444 via a bridge which is
believed to have previously carried vehicular traffic. Access to the bridge by motorised traffic is currently blocked
by an earth bund – cycles and pedestrian access has been maintained.”
3.29 “An advisory cycle lane is located on both sides of St Georges Way from 100 metres north of Griff
Roundabout to the bend at the northern end of St Georges Way. The cycle lane then connects to Hill Top
residential estate via a shared use pedestrian/cycle track which crosses over the rail track via a footbridge.”
3.36. “The nearest bus stop to the proposed station is located on Coventry Road to the east of the proposed site.
This bus stop can be accessed via the footpath that passes under the Railway Line, adjacent to the proposed
station, and connects directly to Coventry Road. The bus stop is located at the mouth of the footpath as it meets
Coventry Road. The proposed station platforms will be connected to this footpath. The southbound bus stop
(located on the eastern side of Coventry Road) can be accessed via an underpass and the northbound bus stop
can be accessed directly from the footpath. The passenger facilities at these bus stops is considered to require
improvement given the lack of timetable information and bus shelter.”
3.37. “The number 48 service operates from this stop and provides a frequent service, every 10 minutes, to
Leicester, Nuneaton, Bedworth, and Coventry.”
4.9. “The rail demand model, produced by Jacobs (provided in Appendix C) concluded that 30 spaces are required
at Bermuda Park Station. These demand forecasts have been accepted by the Department for Transport in their
approval of funding for the scheme.”
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4.10. “Thirty parking spaces will be provided off the carriageway but within the highway boundary. Drawing No.
5106599-CON-ATK-002 in Appendix D shows the proposed layout of these 30 spaces.”
4.12. “Vehicle access to the station will be via St Georges Way which is low trafficked industrial road.”
4.13. “As part of the station proposal it is proposed that a mini roundabout is located at the end of St Georges
Way to allow cars to travel past the station, turn around and then drop-off passengers or park in one of the 30
proposed parking bays. Drawing No. 5106599-CON-ATK-002 in Appendix D shows the proposed layout of this mini
roundabout.”
4.14. “Access for pedestrians will be via the local network of footways. Footpaths provided on St George’s Way
links to the residential areas of Hill Top and around the George Elliot Hospital on Heath End Road.”
4.15. “Given the anticipated traffic conditions and highway layout on St Georges Way, it is not considered that a
formal pedestrian crossing facility is required on adjacent to the proposed station.”
4.17 “Cycle Access to the wider area is provided by a local network of cycle tracks and cycle lanes. It is considered
that cyclists accesses the site from the north and north east (Hill Top area) will use the cycle track to the west of
the Railway Line as this route provides more attractive traffic conditions than the Coventry Road. Covered cycle
parking stands (20) will be provided at the station within easy walking distance of the platforms and so as to be
conspicuous and thus secure.”
5.5 “Using demand forecast model data produced by Jacobs, the following level of vehicle demand for the
Bermuda Park Station Development has been assumed:
•
•
•
•
•

• 13 vehicles will arrive during the AM hour peak period (2 hour peak)
• 5 vehicles will arrive during the 2 hour inter peak
• The station will not generate any new trips during the PM peak other than those returning trips that
arrived earlier in the day
• 33 vehicle arrival trips will be generated by Bermuda Park Station throughout the day
• 30 parking spaces will be provided on the Bermuda Park Station site

5.6. “Based on an initial assessment of the demand model the following highest level/worst case number of
vehicle trips have been used to assess the impact of the development:
•
•
•
•
•

All 13 arrivals during the 2 hour AM peak will all arrive in one hour (i.e. the AM peak hour)
50% of the 13 arrivals in the AM peak are assumed to be drop-off trips and are therefore assumed to
leave the car park during the AM peak
All 13 AM arrivals plus 5 inter peak arrivals will leave the site during the PM peak hour
50% of the 18 departures in the PM peak are assumed to be pick-up trips and are therefore assumed to
arrive during the PM peak
The site will generate 100 two-way vehicle trips during a 24 hour period (33 arrivals, 33 departures, 17
drop-offs and 17 pick-ups)
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6.7 “It is understood that WCC is committed to monitoring parking in the vicinity of the proposed Railway Station,
including on St Georges Way. In the event of actual demand exceeding forecast demand, WCC have the powers to
regulate parking through Traffic Regulation Orders, including double yellow lines. Enforcement of parking is also
within the control of WCC.”
6.11 “Taking into account the traffic flow across the whole Griff Roundabout the impact of the proposed station is
predicted to be 0.5%.”
6.14. “Pedestrian access to the proposed development can be facilitated via the existing footway on St Georges
Way. This footways links to the residential area of Hill Top via the recreation area to the north of the development
and a pedestrian footbridge over the Railway Line. Footways also link towards the residential areas around the
George Elliot Hospital to the north west of the development.”
6.19 “As requested by Warwickshire County Council the nearby committed Bermuda Road, Nuneaton
development proposals have been accounted for when assessing the impact of the station on the local highway
network. The planning application reference number for this development is 030794”.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.20. “The Bermuda Road development is located at four distinct parcels of land, in the Bermuda area of
Nuneaton. The proposals consist of:
• 169 residential dwellings split across several different areas;
• 520 sqm doctors surgery;
• 520 sqm retail units;
• 520 sqm community centre;
• Play Area;
• Crown Bowling Greens;
• Association Football Pitch, and;
• Multi Use Games Area Courts.”

6.21. The trip generation estimates summarised in the Transport Assessment (Final Draft 25/02/2011produced by
JMP Ltd) have been added to base traffic levels. The committed development trip generation figures are shown in
figures Appendix A.
7.2 “Wayfinding and signing improvements are conditioned to be undertaken to improve the coherence of
signing to and from the station for pedestrians and cyclists from the local area. The exact signing locations and
information to be provided on each sign face should be identified through a Wayfinding Strategy Study. Signing
should promote the existing routes via St Georges Way that link with Middlemarch Road (for access to the Hill
Top residential area) and to link with the residential area around the George Elliot Hospital via the bridge over the
A444.”
8.4. “The traffic impact of the vehicle trip generation on the Griff roundabout junction has been assessed. The
worst case percentage impacts (other than St Georges Way arm that will provide direct access to the station) are
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forecast to be on the A444 northern arm and Coventry Road East arm. The impacts on both these arms are
however less that 0.5%.”
8.5. “The impact on St Georges Way arm is predicted to be greater than 13%; however, this arm is the only access
road between the site and main highway network and only 757 vehicles were observed using this arm during a 12
hour period and a maximum of 91 vehicles during any peak hour period. The maximum development impact is
predicted to be 19.4% (one-way flow) and 17.7% two-way flow) on St Georges Way arm.
8.6. “Taking into account the traffic flow across the whole Griff Roundabout the impact of the proposed station is
predicted to be 0.5%.”
8.7. “Existing infrastructure has been shown to accommodate travel to the station by sustainable travel modes.
The existing cycle, pedestrian and bus facilities are considered appropriate in the main and will be improved
further following investment in a number of infrastructure improvements”
8.8.“It can be concluded that the proposed Bermuda Park Railway Station will have minimal impact on the
surrounding highway network. We recommend the proposed Bermuda Park Railway Station development for
approval in transport terms, based on the assessment and mitigation measures identified in this report.”
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Objections
OBJECTIONS OVERVIEW
An objection or material planning consideration is one which is relevant to making the planning decision that has
been put forward in any project or scheme.
The scope of what can constitute a material consideration is very wide however, in general the courts take the
view that “planning is concerned with land use in the public interest”, so that the protection of purely private
interests such as the impact of a development on the value of a neighboring property or loss of private rights to
light could not be material considerations.
We intend to show that there are many objections that fit the scope of a material consideration that should be
taken into consideration when deciding if this project should be moved onto the next stage, where considerable
more cost will be incurred. At the moment the Bermuda Connection scheme has not reached a formal planning
stage. However, given the wide ranging issues the Bermuda Bridge Action Group have found in terms of errors in
the Business Case, insufficient environmental work and the actual detail of the proposals that have a large
number of safety concerns. The work to date gives a wide variety of reasons to lodge a formal objection not only
in the detail but also the process undertaken to date. There are a wide range of formal objections that the
Bermuda Bridge Action Group will be pursuing if the scheme proceeds and ultimately we believe that these
issues will ultimately be up for challenge during a judicial review process. The Bermuda Connection is not wanted
by local residents and WCC must be seeking better solutions for West Nuneaton which benefits all residents
without the destruction of existing communities or significantly changing traffic patterns.
Technical arguments otherwise known as Material Considerations that we will be applying to this scheme include
but are not limited to
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Highway Safety
The proposal is contrary to national, regional or local planning policy, government.
Traffic
Noise
Effect on Nature, Conservation, Ecology & Biodiversity (Environmental)
Contravention of Government or Local Policy
Impact on Disabled Persons Access
Previous planning decisions (including appeal decisions). There is a history of rejecting similar plans in
the area
The proposal will have an economic impact, such as impacting on small businesses and large
multinationals alike.
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ESSENTIAL OBJECTIONS
These are objections that are listed at a high level below but we go into more detail further down this document
and also in the additional supplied drawings document.
Environmental:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Noise.
Vibration.
Air Quality.
Impact on biodiversity and the environment.
Community severance from the volume of traffic.
Light pollution from car lights and upgraded street lighting.
The Environmental Scoping Report isn’t complete meaning that the full impacts of the scheme at the
Public Consultation were not understood.
Impact of landscaping proposals.
The environmental impacts upon the Arbury Ward community and natural environment are too severe
and it will create significant risks to the health and safety of our community.

Technical:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inadequate visibility along large parts of the route impacting on road safety.
Inadequate road width for a bypass (width has only been created by removing virtually all on-street
parking with very limited parking bays the majority of which are away from the residential properties).
Removal of footways in a residential area to make way for two way traffic causing a significant hazard to
pedestrians and cyclists from narrow shared footways.
A significant increase in traffic on Heath End Road of over 600 vehicles in the peak period.
Significant Rat Runs created throughout Arbury Ward.
Increased delay at all times of day from two new traffic signal controlled junctions on Heath End Road.
Significant increases in queuing along the route and Heath End Road.
Sub-standard road alignment and cross sections in the residential streets and across the bridge.
The only way all the policy objectives can be met is to provide a purpose built residential bypass and to
leave the Bermuda Bridge as sustainable transport corridor for pedestrians and cyclists to the new train
station at Bermuda Park and Bermuda Industrial Estate.

Road Safety:
•
•
•
•

Removal of parking leading to a long straight race track along Bermuda Road. Children, the elderly and
vulnerable road users will end up killed or seriously injured.
Road safety of children.
Road safety of elderly.
Road safety of vulnerable road users and those with mobility impairments.
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•
•
•
•

•
•

Road safety of equestrians.
Impact on vulnerable people who need visits from care workers.
Impacts on local schools, particularly Glendale School (removal of a signalised crossing on the children’s
desire line, footway narrowing by school and significant increase in traffic).
Impact of increased traffic flow on other routes (e.g. The Raywoods & Northumberland Avenue which
will require Puffin Crossings to assist Children crossing roads that will become far busier throughout the
day).
A bypass to a strategic bypass being retrofitted into unsuitable narrow residential estates.
The safety impacts upon the Arbury Ward community are too severe and it will create significant risks to
the health and safety of our communities.

Economic:
•
•

•

It negatively impacts upon numerous existing businesses in the Arbury Ward by changing traffic
patterns.
Various plots of land need to be purchased which could affect the viability of some businesses,
particularly the Hare & Hound public house. The other known plots of land include Bermuda Phoenix
Centre, Holland & Barrett, Taylor Wimpey, Univar, UPS and possibly Network Rail too.
The implementation of this project is not required to directly provide any economic growth, large
employers will come to Bermuda Bridge regardless and some of the business along St Georges Way are
actually negatively impacted upon by the scheme proposals.

General
•

•
•

The consultation material is in parts misleading. The quoted house price improvement are down to the
new Bermuda Park railway station alone which does not form part of the Bermuda Connection scheme
(Source: Gateways to Prosperity: The Long Term Impacts of New Railway Stations - University of
Southampton (2010.
The claimed benefits regarding emergency services and the opening up of the bridge which has been
disproved by local residents has since been removed from later versions of consultation material.
Reduces the access and opportunities for children and residents to socialise in the purpose built
community facilities in the Bermuda area and access natural local amenities such as Ensors Pool.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS; OVERVIEW
The single biggest impact of the Bermuda Connection Scheme is the impact on the environment. The BBAG
believe that there are significant environmental impacts resulting from the scheme and to date WCC have doe
insufficient work to nearly start to understand the wider concerns. Very limited environmental work has been
undertaken and we have summarised our few of our concerns below which will be points of further objection
and challenge if the scheme proceeds:

•
•

Ensuring there is no impact on Ensors Pool which is designated for its conservation value and is the only
environmental site in Warwickshire protected by European law.
Impacts of the Works of flora, fauna, animals and humans.
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•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The traffic queues and increase traffic flows at the Heath End Road traffic lights will cause safety and
environmental issues with traffic queuing back emitting poisonous exhaust emissions into residential
communities past our homes.
The queues will block or impede access to residential properties and the waiting restrictions will create
significant problems on a street where on-street parking is required and where not all properties have
garages and driveways.
Additional noise from braking / acceleration and increased air pollution from exhausts as a result of the
new signalised junctions, mini-roundabout and general significant increase in traffic flows down
residential streets.
Risk to children play in their front gardens or going to school or the park.
Significant increase in traffic volume leading to Community Severance.
The speed and volume of traffic are likely to lead to a significant increase in the rates of people being
killed or seriously injured in our community.
Significant increase in the number of heavy goods vehicles.
Significant increase in noise and vibration.
Increase in traffic emissions and reduction in local air quality affecting all residents but in particular
young children and many senior citizens.
Constrained capacity being released leading to no traffic or air quality improvements on Heath End
Road.

ENVIRONMENTAL - KEY OBJECTIONS
Introduction
As outlined in the Preliminary Supporting Environmental Information PSEI (draft), uploaded to the Bermuda
Connection: Getting West Nuneaton Moving in September 2015, the proposed site is comprised of the following
characteristics (as reiterated elsewhere in this document):
•

The area surrounding the application is a mixture of residential, commercial and industrial development.

•

The area around the north of the site is primarily residential, as is the section of land that lies between
Heath End Road and Sargasso Lane at the northern end of Bermuda Road.

•

Commercial and industrial development lies to the west of St George’s Way.

•

Ensor’s Pool – which is an SSSI, SAC and LNR lies also to the west of the proposed scheme site.

•

The area of land approaching the Griff Hill Quarry (at the south of the site) is also classified as an SSSI.

It’s important to note that the document clearly states that the assessment has been ‘principally based on an
analysis of existing information’. Consultation with statutory as well as other stakeholders (the Environment
Agency; Warwickshire Wildlife Trust; Natural England) has been scant so far.
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Section 3.45 of the JMP Draft Bermuda Bridge Feasibility Study noted the following issues with reopening the
Bermuda Bridge:
•

"The composition of Bermuda Landfill site comprise of household, commercial and special waste. The
likely range of problems that might occur at the site includes:
•
•
•
•

•

Biodegradable materials such as household waste, produce flammable and asphyxiant gases:,
the decomposition of deposited material, landfill gases are produced such as: carbon dioxide,
hydrogen, methane which are flammable;
Some waste can contain toxic or chemically aggressive substances that interact with water or
other waste to produce toxic materials;
Despite Bermuda landfill being an older site, it does not mean biodegradation has started or
permanently ceased; old sites could be activated by disturbance caused by construction and gas
production could be started or reactivated; this can cause emission of toxic gases to the
atmosphere;
Site engineering may affect the impact of a site on its environment e.g. changes in groundwater,
contamination of ground water;

POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
Cultural Heritage
Under 4.3.6.1 of the PSEI draft it is unclear as to whether any historical map/regression has been undertaken. In
view of the potential for buried archaeology (4.3.5.2) archaeological geophysical surveys will need to be
undertaken with the extent of previous disturbance to be confirmed via historic maps and regression techniques.
It is very unclear from the heritage section of the PSEI draft what the significance criteria for heritage assessment
are. WCC cannot possibly conclude, therefore, what the potential impact on the local heritage will be and
whether it will be significant or not.
Water and Air Quality
According to the JMP Draft Report, as the site is situated in the midst of commercial and industrial development,
it is crucial that all all actual potential hazards are accounted for in the design of the scheme. The form of
development best suited to this site cannot be decided until the condition of the land has been properly
assessed (3.44). There are significant issues in relation to the opening of the Bermuda Bridge in relation to the
materials that may be uncovered and of the impact on human health that this may have.
a)

Air:
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The PSEI draft itself notes that once the scheme is complete, ‘there may be changes in emissions from traffic
using Bermuda Road and other nearby roads which experience a change in flow or composition as a result of the
scheme’. The draft goes on to note that during the construction phase, air quality may particularly be affected by:
•

Dust emissions from construction activities.

•

Exhaust emissions from construction vehicles travelling to and from construction sites.

•

Changes in exhaust emissions from any traffic management and/ or diversion of vehicles.

If dust creation activities are not controlled, there may be the potential for ‘elevated dust deposition and soiling
at properties within 200m of the construction site boundary’. Receptors within 200m of the site boundary include
800 residential properties, an infant school and industrial units. This is in addition to the SSSI and SAC/LNR site at
Ensor’s Pool also within 200m of the site boundary. According to point 4.2.5 data from the Coventry Airport
meteorological station would suggest that the wind is more likely to transport the dust raised on site towards the
existing receptors, and that with appropriate mitigation measures in place it is likely that ‘any potentially
significant adverse effects of the construction works could be minimised such that residual effects would not have
a significant impact on receptors’.

However, this raises several important points of objection:
•

What are the mitigation measures proposed?

•

Have they been included in the business case?

•

If not, how much of an impact does this have on the projected construction cost?

•

What impact will this have – along with mitigation measures to minimise noise and vibration – on the
local landscape?

•

What contingency plans are in place should they fail to minimise the ‘residual effects’ on receptors of
the construction process?

These issues have been underplayed. In fact, the JMP Draft raises several points of serious concern that the PSEI
Draft fails to address through lack of consideration as to how negative impacts will be mitigated against. They
include, but are not limited to:
•

It is likely that the construction and operation of the development will impact significantly on wellbeing
of local residents.

•

The handling of hazardous material/gases (if any) – related with engineering work at the landfill.

•

Noise and pollution – use of machinery;
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•

Increased traffic - import of material and staff travel to the site.

In particular, Table 3.11 in the JMP Draft notes that impacts that will likely occur at the site during and after the
construction phase at the site will include increased traffic related pollutant that will indirectly affect Nuneaton
residents, affected air quality as a result, nuisance dust emission during the construction phase, impact on the
vulnerable (children and the elderly), an impact on the patients at the George Eliot Hospital and the potential of
accidents through increased traffic, the import of goods and handling of hazardous and flammable
materials/gases from the site.

Human receptors are considered to be at moderate risk (PSEI Draft – Table 4-36 and 4-37) from several factors
including the inhalation of contaminants in soils and dust and inhalation of ground gases and vapours during a
range of activities (residential and recreational) around the scheme site – the risk rising for residents living
adjacent to the scheme.
WCC through the consultation process has confirmed that no air pollution assessment or baseline monitoring
have been undertaken for The Bridleway, Bermuda Road and Tenlons Road. According to WCC the most relevant
and available baseline data on noise levels is, therefore, the noise maps produced by DEFRA during the first round
of noise mapping in 2006 (more recent noise maps are not yet publicly available). This approach is not robust and
will be subject to challenge should the scheme progress.

a)

Water:

Section 3.55 of the JMP Draft report notes that: If landfill deposits have not been removed or land has not been
protected, a risk assessment should be undertaken (along with site evaluation) in order to analyse the hazard
associated with potential contamination of the site. The site can be measured in terms of source, pathway and
receptor relationships. For example: Source: hydrocarbons, ground gases; Pathways: Dermal contact, direct
ingestion, surface water flow; Receptors: surface water flow, site constructors/workers, infrastructure building
fabric and foundations.
As reiterated elsewhere, the JMP Draft report also states that:
• Site engineering may affect the impact of a site on its environment e.g. changes in groundwater, contamination
of ground water;
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Again, Atkins/WCC cannot provide adequate information as to how the potential impact of these residual effects
will be mitigated against. Regardless of the potentially hazardous impact on human health, these mitigation
measures (which would need to be applied to multiple environmental concerns surrounding the project) have not
been factored into the business case. WCC/Atkins, have no idea as to how the site - indeed its users and residents
- and the scheme proposals will be impacted by these measures.
Landscape
Two forms of preliminary assessment – landscape and visual impact assessment (LVIA) – have been carried out.
According to the PSEI draft, a radius of 2km from the centre of the scheme site has been used as the baseline
data, with the initial site survey carried out by Atkins Landscape Architect in March 2015. It is important to note
that there are limitations to the LVIA assessment and recommendations, and so any assessment is preliminary
and inconclusive. There are several key objections to the scheme on this basis.
a) The Site and Users:
As stated in 4.4.5.1, Public Rights of Way (PROW) run alongside and across the proposed route. Public Footpath
N78 runs immediately along the road to the west of the Bridge – The Bridleway. WCC have not consulted local
rambling and walking associations, and cannot or have not guaranteed that PROW will remain.
Key views will also be likely to have significant impacts, thus changing the appearance of the site irrevocably for
its users. The PSEI draft determines that the receptors from viewpoint 6 (Bermuda Village and Public Footpath
N78) and viewpoints 7, 8 and 9 (The Bridleway and PROW) will be subject to ‘high sensitivity’ to change of the
type proposed (4.4.5.3).
b) Construction:
The PSEI draft finds that there will be a moderate adverse impact on the landscape character during the
construction phase. Residents of Tenlons Road, The Bridleway, Bermuda Road and Heath End Road have been
defined as: receptors with the potential for an effect on their visual amenity requiring further analysis. The
report also goes on to state that visual impact upon residents at The Bridleway and neighbouring properties
during construction and operation will be moderate-minor adverse. This raises several important questions that
have yet to be addressed by WCC:
•

Can WCC confirm what mitigation measures would be provided during construction, and how effective
they would be? Have mitigation measure been taken into consideration in the business case?

•

What form will the planting scheme along the route take in order to mitigate against moderate adverse
impacts on views for the residents of The Bridleway?

•

Has a landscape ecological plan been prepared in advance of review of the scheme proposals?
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•

Bermuda Bridge may require upgrading (table 4.20). Atkins, and WCC, cannot provide a definition for
what ‘upgrading’ means. Does it mean the strengthening of the Bridge or the removal and new
construction?

•

No assessment on the potential effect of demolition or construction on watercourses and the tranquility
of the local ecology and local landscape has been carried out.

•

Will accessibility be affected during construction?

Under 4.5.5 the PSEI draft determines that ‘strict adherence to Environment Agency Pollution Prevention
Guidelines’ is necessary to ensure that construction activities do not ‘adversely impact local water quality or
levels’. WCC have not stated what mitigation they will provide in order to be compliant.

c)

Operational Phase:

•

Finding on operational landscape impact is not conclusive and seems to suggest that there is the
potential for landscape impact (4.4.6.2).

•

Any operational impact on the area will be permanent and the tranquility and quality of the landscape of
the area and its character will be destroyed. Unless more detailed assessment, such as photomontages,
is carried out the effects (as defined in the draft report as the result of impact) cannot be understood
prior to the decision to carry the scheme forward.

•

Table 4.26 is not clear in terms of what it means by ‘slight significance’ – the criteria are not clear and
need to be defined, it is either slight or significant.

d) Vegetation:
•

Vegetation (trees) must be replaced on at least a 1 to 2 basis. Has an arboricultural survey and
assessment been carried out? Have the costs been factored into the business case?

e) Lighting:
•

Lighting will need to be installed for the safety of road users as the existing lighting levels are poor and
not suitable for an all traffic relief road. There is no discussion of the installation of artificial lighting
(lighting columns) for road users or for safety/security of the work force during construction. New
lighting, if it is to be implemented to standard, will affect the local ecology (SSSI and SAC sites) and
residents. This hasn’t been taken into consideration.

These issues have not been factored into the consideration of the scheme proposals. WCC cannot possibly make
a balanced and considered decision until they are.
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Nature Conservation
Ensor’s Pool is both an SSSI and LNR (the only European designated site within Warwickshire) and, therefore, falls
under constraint under both the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 and Section 21 of the
National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949. As the site lies partly within Green Belt, justification for
need under the National Planning Policy Framework needs to be provided. The sites will both be subject to
increased pollution and noise. Ensor’s Pool is an internationally important site supporting a large population of
white-clawed crayfish. In 5.1.4 it’s noted that the phase 1 habitat survey was undertaken at the same time as the
walkover survey (11/3/15). The survey limitations here are very relevant (4.5.1.7).
Ensor’s Pool is fed by a groundwater source. A major road traffic accident or oil spillage could significantly impact
upon this area.
Only the Great Crested Newts DCN test - plus observation during the walkover and Phase 1 Habitat surveys in
March and May 2015 – has been carried out. A full GCN survey needs to be carried out prior to consideration of
the scheme proposals.
All species of bats are European Protected Species. According to WCC, a full assessment of bat roosting potential
near the site has not been possible, and therefore has not been undertaken. If the bridge structure is to be
upgraded bat roosting potential must be established. .
•

WBRC hold four records of bat sightings within 1km of the site (including Noctule and Daubenton’s bats
– protected under British legislation), with the species unspecified in two of the sightings.

•

A desk study carried out by Deeley homes for the houses adjacent to the route required that bat boxes
be provided for Pipistrelle bats.

•

Bat roost potential of residential and industrial properties along the scheme has only been undertaken
via visual inspection using binoculars and was limited to one side of building.

•

The surrounding woodland and trees could provide an important feeding corridor for bats, as noted in
the PSEI draft. Again, a full survey has not been undertaken.

WCC cannot, therefore, determine that the scheme proposals are compliant with the NERC Act, or indeed the
Biodiversity Pledge that they are committed to. Warwickshire Wildlife Trust - as a stakeholder - have not been
contacted in relation to the potential environmental impact and asked for appraisal of the plans. Neither has
the Environment Agency – a key stakeholder – been asked for comment on the scheme as of July 2015. The full
impact upon the ecology of the locality has not been ascertained and cannot until full and compliant surveys
are carried out.
Noise and Vibration
The PSEI draft implies that no baseline noise surveys have been undertaken and that traffic noise prediction is
based solely upon calculated noise levels rather than a comprehensive survey. The report indicates that ‘road
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traffic noise form local roads and A444 is expected to be the dominant noise source active in the study area’
(4.7.4). However, no such baseline survey has been carried out. The report implies that ‘qualitative’ assessment
has been produced for The Bridleway, St George’s Way and Bermuda Road, without supplying data as to how the
potential noise and vibration impact will affect residents along the residential sector of the scheme site.
It is also important to note that the draft report states that there will be an increase in the traffic prediction figure
for Tenlons Road, as noted in point 4.46:
Significant impacts are predicted at Tenlons Road, where major short term and long term noise increases were
predicted.
Traffic flow will increase from 553 vehicles (combined two-way 18 hour AAWT) to 3900 vehicles (or greater).
Therefore, at this stage in the scheme development the conclusions drawn on the impact of noise and vibration
are significantly flawed for several reasons:
•

Without knowing the baseline noise and vibration measures WCC cannot be certain that the mitigation
measures that are referred to in 4.7.6.1 will be effective.

•

The scheme does not take into account the noise from a predicted increase in traffic figures.

•

HGV figures at peak times have been omitted from the AM/PM peak traffic modelling data. What impact
will this have upon noise vibrations for residents living along the site of the scheme, particularly along
Bermuda Road, which currently sees the highest concentration of HGVs?

•

The proposed installation of a construction noise barrier to reduce construction noise levels by 5-10 dB
(4.7.6.1.) gives no indication as to what the size, scale and extent of the barrier will be or, indeed, what
its impact upon the locality might be.

•

There is no information presented by Atkins on either a ground borne or airborne vibration assessment.
Any preliminary conclusions drawn on the impact of noise and vibration are inconclusive until this
assessment is carried out, particularly in light of the increase in traffic and congestion along several key
areas of the route.

WCC through the consultation process has confirmed that no baseline noise data has been gathered for The
Bridleway and Bermuda Road and that no noise modelling or contour mapping has been carried out. According
to WCC the most relevant and available baseline data on noise levels is, therefore, the noise maps produced by
DEFRA during the first round of noise mapping in 2006 (more recent noise maps are not yet publicly available). In
addition to the above no assessments for feelable vibration and ground bourne vibration from the new sections
of highway and the significant increase in traffic from an all traffic relief road have been undertaken. This
approach is not robust and will be subject to challenge should the scheme progress.
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WARWICKSHIRE TRANSPORT PLAN OBJECTIVES
It can be demonstrated that this proposed scheme contravenes every one of the Warwickshire Transport Plan
objectives.
These objectives are:
•
•
•
•
•

Minimise the impacts of transport on the built and natural environment
Continue to reduce the risk of death or injury due to accidents on the transport network
To improve the safety, security and health of people by reducing the risk of death, injury or illness arising
from transport, and by promoting travel modes that are beneficial to health;
Reduce / minimise the number of areas declared as having poor air quality as a result of road transport
emission
Enhance well-being and sense of community by creating more opportunities for social contact and
better access to leisure activities and the natural environment

Even at a very high level view we can see that this scheme increases the impact of traffic on the built & natural
environment by rerouting strategic ‘A’ road traffic from the A444 through what is currently a no through route
then further into the wider West of Nuneaton by using unsuitable residential streets that cannot support such an
increase in vehicle volume.

By opening the Bermuda Bridge to all traffic there will be significant increase in accidents along what is currently
an almost accident free route. There will also be a significant increase in KSI figures due to the increased speeds
attainable by drivers using the new route and the neat total absence of any safe crossing facilities for pedestrians,
cyclists & other vulnerable road users.
Although there is cycle provision in this proposed scheme it will actually mean the removal of an already near
traffic free cycle route whereby cyclists will then have to share the footway with pedestrians along what will
become a very busy route and as such this provides little or no increased benefits for cyclists. This can also be
qualified by the following excerpt taken from the Councils own JMP report
6.3 -"The above analysis assumes that no new benefits accrue from the provision of the cycle ways as these
journeys can already be made, albeit in less than ideal conditions."
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Although it could be argued that this proposed scheme is supposed to alleviate congestion & as a consequence of
this air quality will be improved, not only will it attract more vehicle journeys into & through West Nuneaton but
you can see illustrated in the attached drawing “Drawings BBAG/DWG/012-019: AM & PM Traffic Queue
Comparison” that this is not correct and all this scheme serves to do is move standing traffic to a different
location therefore providing no improvement to air quality. It will however create a deterioration of air quality in
areas that are currently adequate.
Again Councils JMP report highlights the following issues that will be prevalent if this scheme goes ahead:
3.51 - "Construction of the development, as well as opening it to the traffic will produce air and noise pollution
and increase roads accidents and congestion around the site. The development will also affect residents of
Nuneaton due to increase of pollutants related to traffic emission."
3.53 - "The development will generate and increase traffic volume in the area, as well as alter the traffic
composition on local roads, therefore Air Quality and Noise Assessment should be carried out."
3.56 - "It should be highlighted that inappropriate site use could cause contamination of land, air and ground
water thus it can significantly impact on human health"
Finally the proposed scheme does nothing to enhance well-being and sense of community by creating more
opportunities for social contact and better access to leisure activities and the natural environment. It does,
however do the exact opposite.

It will lead to community segregation, increased difficulty in accessing the community centre, the children’s play
area, Ensors Pool (also a site of special scientific interest) and access to the sporting & leisure facilities attached to
the community centre.
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In addition this proposal will substantially increase the traffic that encircles these play, community & sporting
facilities therefore greatly increasing the amount of pollutants inhaled by anyone taking part in activities at these
locations.

BUSINESS CASE

•

•

•

•

Contrary to best practice for obtaining funding for public sector projects, no optioneering of alternatives
has been considered. WCC were requested to provide the full WebTAG options analysis of alternative
routes undertaken for the Bermuda Connectivity Project and the following response was received in
February 2015: “The proposed Bermuda Connectivity Project is solely focused on the improvement of
the existing bridge over the A444 and opening it to traffic in conjunction with complementary highway
enhancements. Therefore, no alternative route options have been considered.”
The alternative option of a new bypass has not been investigated and may have a better Benefit to Cost
Ratio opening up large swathes of land for access with purpose built relief road infrastructure away from
residential properties.
A business case was made for a park & ride at Coleshill Parkway with a new bridge and two new car
parks which was delivered by WCC and was purposely design to prevent opening up a rat run between
residential areas and a major industrial estate on a route parallel to the strategic A446 dual carriageway.
This is an identical scenario to the proposed objective of using Bermuda Bridge to provide access to the
new Bermuda Park station next to the A444
The construction date of March 2016 is also very ambitious and suggests the scheme is being rushed
through to implementation?
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COST ESTIMATE
The Bermuda Bridge action group have had a detailed cost estimate for the Bermuda Connection prepared by a
Member of the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors specialising in the transport infrastructure projects. In line
with industry standards an estimating uncertainty of +/- 40% has been applied (this takes into account the lack of
GI/ detailed topo etc. confirmed by WCC’s project team) with the results presented below:
Bermuda Bridge Action Group Cost Comparison
Element of Project

Consultation
Commentary

Proposals

Total
Scheme
Cost
risk/contingency)

(including

Growth
Fund
Business Case

BBAG RICS
Estimate

Bridge Improvements

Bridge needs strengthening for
44T HGVS and requires new
parapets (WCC may have
more info on structural
requirements hence their
higher costs)

£1,178,438

£7735,350

All

This is based on the JMP study
that did not include the
major realignment of the
road through an area of
contamination

£485,225

£ 3,030,584

The original JMP report only
allowed for traffic signals at
Bermuda Road, not The
Raywoods or Tenlons Road

£778,875

£ 215,643

Junction Improvement:
St
Georges
Way/Griff
Roundabout

Atkins have not modelled any
junction improvements and
these don’t form part of the
current proposals!

£130,650

0

Enhancement of Existing
Shared

There are no improvements
proposed, but the route will

£347,425

0

Traffic Link to
Bermuda
Village
(Connecting Bridge
to the Highway)

Junction Improvement:
Heath
End
Road/Bermuda Road
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Element of Project

Consultation
Commentary

Pedestrian/Cycle
Link to George Eliot
Hospital

Proposals

Total
Scheme
Cost
risk/contingency)

(including

Growth
Fund
Business Case

BBAG RICS
Estimate

be dissected by the scheme
proposals (all that is
provided is a pedestrian
refuge off the desire line)

Station Car Park

This is the cost taken from the
Growth Fund Business Case

£690,000

£ 1,386,000

Junction Changes:

This isn’t in the JMP study and
the layout cannot be
considered
an
improvement

0

£ 103,865

This isn’t in the JMP study and
the layout cannot be
considered
an
improvement

0

£ 94,086

Land Cost at Hare &
Hounds Public House

The

Business Case only
identified private land
being required for the
highway connections to the
Bridge

0

£ 15,400

The realignment of
Bermuda Road in the
vicinity of The Rider
Close

This isn’t in the JMP study and
was identified by the
independent road safety
audit team and a recent
addition to the project.

0

£ 498,960

Land Cost at Univar

The

0

£7735,350

Heath
End
Road/Bermuda Road
Junction Changes:
Heath End Road/Tenlons
Road

Business Case only
identified private land
being required for the
highway connections to the
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Element of Project

Consultation
Commentary

Proposals

Total
Scheme
Cost
risk/contingency)

(including

Growth
Fund
Business Case

BBAG RICS
Estimate

Cost

Bridge
Land Cost at Univar

The

Business Case only
identified private land
being required for the
highway connections to the
Bridge

0

£ 19,250

Land Cost
Bermuda
Centre

The

Business Case only
identified private land
being required for the
highway connections to the
Bridge

0

£15,400

Other
improvements

at the
Phoenix

road

Essential project considerations
such as the upgrading of
the carriageway surface,
road lighting and drainage.

£336,952

SUBTOTAL

£3.7M

£6,451,491

Optimism Bias @ 44%

1.63M

£2,838,656

TOTAL

£5.33M

£9,29M

From the above it can been seen that the capital cost of the current scheme is almost double that of the original
proposal. Of even greater interest is that the remainder of the £12M A444 Coton Arches to Griff Way Upgrade
could be delivered for the same money now with the Coton Arches element already having secured £3M of
funding. The above provide strong evidence that the Bermuda Connection should not be progressed as the A444
could be delivered eliminating all the safety and environmental issues noted in this BBAG

COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS
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•
•

•
•
•

The cost plan at £5.7M is not developed sufficiently for WCC Councilors to make an informed decision
regarding the benefit cost ratio of 5.9.
These BCR is based on an old version of TUBA. More recent updates would result in a much lower BCR
that that used for the Growth Fund Business Case. Therefore the figures are over- optimistic and the BCR
should be recalculated with the latest version of TUBA and increased realistic construction costs.
No mitigation measures for the local community appear to form in integral part of the project.
The lighting along the whole route does not meet the BS EN standards and new lighting is required
along the whole route including the bridge which is not within the cost plan or business case
There is significant impact on existing statutory undertaker’s equipment at the new traffic junctions and
along the new link road.

TECHNICAL
A number of these appear to be omitted from the scheme cost plan which would lead to an increase in scheme
costs and a reduced BCR (see scheme costs page 36)
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

The road width in many areas is too narrow for 2 way traffic and on-street parking (approx. 6.0 to 6.5m
compared to Heath End Road which is approx. 7.5 to 11m wide).
The route does not meet the required visibility standards required in either the Design Manual for Roads
& Bridges (DMRB) or the Manual for Streets.
There are numerous drives and side roads that are not suitable for a link road and will lead to vehicle
conflict and potential accidents.
There is severe 90 degree bend on Bermuda Road that does not have the necessary width for 2 way
goods vehicles, visibility or superelevation. The inside verge is immediately adjacent to recently
constructed attenuation pond and trees by the community centre.
The entrance to the recently constructed Rider Close is immediately to the west of the 90 degree bend
and Hazel Way to the north. Its design may be suitable for a slow speed estate road but not for accesses
and visibility on a busy distributor road.
There is a long straight on Bermuda Road past the recently constructed playing fields and playground
which can encourage high speed which leads up to the 90 degree bend. We can foresee issues with
vehicles misjudging the turn and ending up in the gable end of the newly constructed houses causing
serious injury to the motorist and occupants of the house.
A 2 way through route open all traffic will significantly increase the risk to cyclists from the volume of
traffic and current site layout. In particular the swept path of Goods Vehicles around tight corners and
long straights likely to encourage high speeds from commuters are a concern. In addition, there is
insufficient space for cyclists and general traffic to use the bridge safely and will not be consistent with
the guidance in Local Transport Note 2-08 - Cycle infrastructure design or Warwickshire County Council
Standard Details. As a result the bridge is not wide enough to accommodate two way traffic and the
Section 106 commitment from previous developments within the area for cycle lanes across the bridge.
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•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•

There are no safe crossing points along the entire route despite numerous community facilities
including: Ensor’s Pool, children’s playground, Bermuda Sports facilities, Phoenix Community Centre,
Harefield Lane and the Bermuda Lake.
Bermuda Road has substandard width, alignment & visibility standards (Bridge & Corners) that is not in
accordance with either the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges or the Manual for Streets.
The number and spacing of side roads & accesses including recently constructed housing cul-de-sacs will
cause safety issues and are not desirable on a distributor link road route.
All street lighting along entire link will need to be upgraded to meet the change in use and the
requirements of lighting classifications within BS 5489-1:2013. Bermuda Road was most likely designed
to an S class for “residential and minor roads” in accordance with the S classes from BS EN 132012:2003. The traffic count and accident levels will rise accordingly, to match the modified road proposal to
a “traffic route”, thus will require an upgrade to ME classification lighting scheme in accordance With BS
EN 13201-2:2003. This will require taller lighting columns (8 or 10m) as opposed to the infrequent 6m
sodium columns and new lanterns with higher intensity to achieve brighter more uniform luminance
levels.
The bridge has not been assessed to current standards - the most recent assessment undertaken in 1994
– and since then standards have changed with the EU limit for heavy goods vehicles raised to 44T; above
the 40T limit the bridge was designed for. Since then the bridge has deteriorated significantly as
reported in recent WCC inspection reports which could be costly to remedy or result in a weight
restriction.
The approach ramps to the bridge do not meet the required sight stopping distances and will need
rebuilding and regrading to meet current standards. The safety barriers and bridge parapets do not
appear to be suitable for an ‘all traffic’ through route.
The Bridleway and possible other section of Bermuda Road will not have a pavement construction fit for
44T HGVs and may need total reconstruction.
There will be give way priority visibility issues for both the bus turning area and the junction of the
Bridleway / Templar Drive.
There is a signalised pedestrian crossing on Heath End Road to the west of Bermuda Road. This facility
would need to be replaced within the proposed signalised junction. However, the required DMRB
junction intervisibility zones could not be achieved without significant compulsory purchase of private
land belonging to local residents and businesses.
Private land including significant areas of residential gardens needs to compulsory purchase on all 4
corners of the Bermuda Road / Heath End Road junction to meet the Design Manual for Roads and
Bridges requirements for traffic signals.
The Hare & Hound Lane does not align with Bermuda Road, resulting in a staggered junction layout
which will have a significant impact on the capacity of the junction and negatively impact upon any
perceived scheme objectives unless the Pub Business is extinguished and the property demolished and
road realigned.
Private driveway will emerge into the middle of the signalised junction with pedestrian crossing facilities
which are a significant safety risk.
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•

•

•

•

•

Signalised and interlinked as one larger junction again impacting on the capacity of the junction, and
adding significant delay when compared to the current priority layout negatively impact upon any
perceived journey time savings and scheme benefits and hence the scheme objectives.
The impact of all the above on existing statutory undertakers equipment of the kerbline realignment that
are required to accommodate heavy goods vehicles at the signalised junctions and sub-standard tight
corners.
Significant rat runs will be created along Shillingstone Avenue, Tenlons Road, Cornish Crescent and
Orkney Close (all residential and equally unsuitable as Bermuda Road) as people try to avoid the long
queues that will form along all approaches to the new signalised junctions.
The redistribution of traffic throughout Arbury will lead to a significant increase in traffic including The
Raywoods and Northumberland Avenue which already have weight limits and traffic calming to mitigate
against traffic problems. The significant increase in traffic on these routes will require new puffin
crossings to be installed outside Croft School and Glendale School and will affect the safety of all pupils
attending these schools.
The St Georges Way arm of the Griff Roundabout is too close to the arms of the A444 and B4113 limiting
the scope of any capacity and road geometry improvements.

BRIDGE AMENDMENTS
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Removal of segregated footways and cycle ways meaning cyclists & pedestrians now have to share a
single footpath.
High volumes of HGV and other traffic running close to parapet edge due to the removal of the footway
on one side of the bridge required to accommodate 2 way traffic which may result in severe accidents
occurring & the possibility of vehicles leaving the crest of the bridge and falling on to the A444 below.
Insufficient width for two way cycles and heavy goods vehicles.
The bridge is not wide enough to accommodate two way traffic and the Section 106 commitment for
cycle lanes across the bridge.
Reconstruction of the bridge approach ramps to meet visibility standards. The current approach ramps
are very steep and will require significant works to change this again impacting on local residents.
The original bridge if refurbished to its original design standard will be of insufficient design for the
maximum 44T heavy goods vehicles now approved under EU legislation. Therefore, strengthening of the
bridge beyond its original design capacity is required to allow for 44T HGVs now permitted by EU
legislation within the UK.
Significant increase revenue budget required for assessments and regular maintenance of the bridge.
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ROAD SAFETY

•

Removal of on-street parking will increase the average speed of traffic along Bermuda Road making it
more likely that high speed collisions occur & significantly increasing the number of Killed/Seriously
injured.
The significant increase in traffic and change in driver behavior from the majority being residents to the
majority being commuters will lead to a significant increase in traffic.
There is no traffic calming along the entire route (either vertical or horizontal) despite the scheme
resulting in a through route for all traffic off a strategic 70mph bypass funneled into residential streets
where children are playing out on the street. As there isn’t currently an accident problem on the
proposed link the route won’t qualify for safety cameras so traffic calming has to be provided to combat
the high speed from commuter traffic off a strategic ‘A’ Road to the M6 and A5. Vertical traffic calming
would introduce significant noise and vibration issues particularly as the route will be open for all traffic.
Horizontal calming with chicanes and priority give way’s has to be implemented along all residential area
at frequent intervals if WCC force through this ridiculous project.
Rat-running will be prevalent through Arbury with people racing along parallel road to avoid traffic
queues and to try and recover lost time on the commute.
Removal of signalised pedestrian crossing on Heath End Road between The Raywoods and Bermuda
Road to make way for queuing vehicles (add house no for location)
Significantly narrowing the footway of Heath End Road (at the Tenlons Road junction) outside one of the
main pedestrian routes to Glendale Infant School.
Significant Increase in traffic past Croft Road on Northumberland Avenue.
The scheme poses a significant safety risk to the high proportion of cyclists who use the road as a virtual
traffic free route from the employment at Bermuda Park (e.g. Dairy Crest) to their homes in the town
centre and West Nuneaton.
The Improvements to the 90 degree bend on Bermuda Road will encourage higher speed and possibly
result is higher severity accidents on a wide sweeping bend.
There are no signalised crossings along Bermuda Road or the Bridleway including footways from Ensors
Pool, Harefield Lane / Bermuda Park cycle way and Hill Top cycle route (why does the train station for
commuters warrant a signalised crossing with this volume of traffic but the main residential amenities
which are in use throughout the day do not)!
The unsafe junction layout and visibility for Knights Close and Templar Drive.
The lighting along the whole route does not meet the BS EN standards and new lighting is required along
the whole route including the bridge.
Many of the logistics companies use St Georges Way to store vehicles which will inhibit two way traffic
flow.
The number and spacing of side roads & accesses including recently constructed housing cul-de-sacs will
cause significant safety issues and are not desirable on a distributor link road route.
Accidents from resident trying to reverse in and out of drives on a high speed link road.

•

Insufficient width for two way heavy goods vehicles

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
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•
•

Rebuilding the carriageway for 44T HGVs (e.g. The Bridleway). (pic 1.a & 1.b below)
The Bridleway and possible other section of Bermuda Road will not have a pavement construction fit for
44T HGVs and may need total reconstruction (pic 1.a & 1.b below)

1.a
Current Bermuda Road Carriageway condition

1.b
Current Bermuda Road Carriageway condition
•
•

There will be give way priority visibility issues for both the bus turning area and the junction of the
Bridleway / Templar Drive.
The St Georges Way arm of the Griff Roundabout is too close to the arms of the A444 and B4113 limiting
the scope of any capacity and road geometry improvements at the signalised roundabout .
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•

•

•
•
•

•

There is severe 90 degree bend on Bermuda Road that does not have the necessary width for two way
goods vehicles, visibility or superelevation. The inside verge is immediately adjacent to recently
constructed attenuation pond and trees by the community centre.
The entrance to the recently constructed Rider Close is immediately to the west of the 90 degree bend
and Hazel Way to the north. Its design may be suitable for a slow speed estate road but not for accesses
and visibility on a busy distributor road.
The road width in many areas is too narrow for two way traffic and on-street parking (approx. 6.0 to
6.5m compared to Heath End Road which is approx. 7.5 to 11m wide).
The route does not meet the required visibility standards required in either the Design Manual for Roads
& Bridges (DMRB) or the manual for streets.
There is a long straight on Bermuda Road past the recently constructed playing fields and playground
which can encourage high speed which leads up to the 90 degree bend. I can foresee issues with
vehicles misjudging the turn and ending up in the gable end of the newly constructed houses causing
serious injury to the motorist and occupants of the house.
The approach ramps to the bridge do not meet the required sight stopping distances and will need
rebuilding and regrading to meet current standards. The safety barriers and bridge parapets do not
appear to be suitable for an ‘all traffic’ through route (see pic 2.a).

2.a
Current condition of safety barriers on Bermuda Bridge
•

Likely that cars will run into parked vehicles in the layby opposite Radley Drive as there is no build out to
protect the vehicles.
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BERMUDA ROAD / HEATH END ROAD JUNCTION
•
•
•
•
•

•

There is insufficient space at the Bermuda Road junction to provide a safe layout with sufficient reserve
capacity.
Private land including a significant impact on a Public House and residential gardens is required.
The proposed junction does not have the required inter-visibility zones to meet DMRB standards.
Driveways emerge into the junction which is inappropriate and unsafe given all the conflicting traffic
movements.
There is a signalised pedestrian crossing on Heath End Road to the west of Bermuda Road. That has not
been provided. This is a main walking route to school and its removal means a much longer route for
children and the vulnerable within the proposed signalised junction and having to cross busier streets
using uncontrolled crossings. The pedestrian crossing facilities across Bermuda Road are uncontrolled
which is unsafe and inappropriate given the predicted volume of traffic. The layout is unsafe as it has
inadequate visibility and gives a false sense of security to users.
Risk to pedestrians from HGVs overrunning the footway (this currently happens and will be more
prevalent with a significant increase in traffic and long queues at the traffic signals.
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•

•

•

The narrowing of Bermuda Road footway is inappropriate for a main walking route to Glendale School
and will create significant visibility issues for residential driveways and the potential for pedestrians and
cyclists to be injured.
The mini-roundabout at the junction of Heath End Road / The Raywoods is too close to the proposed
signalised junction with Bermuda Road. It would need signalising and linking together which could add
significant delay compared to the current priority layout.
The required DMRB junction intervisibility zones could not be achieved without significant compulsory
purchase of private land belonging to local residents and businesses.

THE RAYWOODS / HEATH END ROAD JUNCTION

•
•
•

•

There is insufficient space at the Raywoods junction to provide a safe layout with sufficient reserve
capacity.
The proposed junction does not have the required inter-visibility zones to meet DMRB standards.
There is a signalised pedestrian crossing on Heath End Road to the west of Bermuda Road. That has not
been provided. This is a main walking route to school and its removal means a much longer route for
children and the vulnerable within the proposed signalised junction and having to cross busier streets
using uncontrolled crossings. The pedestrian crossing facilities across Bermuda Road are uncontrolled
which is unsafe and inappropriate given the predicted volume of traffic. The layout is unsafe as it has
inadequate visibility and gives a false sense of security to users.
Driveways emerge into the junction which is inappropriate and unsafe given all the conflicting traffic
movements.
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•

•

The junctions of Heath End Road with Bermuda Road and The Raywoods are too close together. They’d
need signalising and linking together which could add significant delay compared to the current priority
layouts. The modelling undertaken by WCC has not modelled any traffic growth and the junction is likely
to be over-capacity in future years and will become gridlocked.
The required DMRB junction intervisibility zones could not be achieved without significant compulsory
purchase of private land.

CYCLISTS
•

•
•
•
•
•

The scheme poses a significant safety risk to the high proportion of cyclists who use the road as a virtual
traffic free route from the employment at Bermuda Park (e.g Dairy Crest) to their homes in the town
centre and West Nuneaton.
A two way through route will significantly increase the risk to cyclists along the very popular near traffic
free Bermuda Road and Bermuda Park cycle route.
It is inappropriate to just put cyclists on footways to make space for two way commuters and heavy
goods vehicles. This will result in accidents between competing modes.
The shared cycle routes weave around ‘optional parking bays with inappropriate alignments
Cyclists and pedestrians are not separate at the start and end of the cycle routes and are expected to use
the same crossing area which will create conflict.
There are no Toucan crossings to cater for the current cycle routes that dissect the Road at Ensors Pool,
The playing Fields, Harefield Lane, the Bermuda Phoenix Community Centre and at Hill Top.
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TENLONS ROAD / BERMUDA ROAD MINI ROUNDABOUT

•

•

The dome of the roundabout can have a raised dome up to 125mm (higher than a road hump) but by
the nature of the proposed design without deflection it can be over-ridden at speed. As a large
proportion of heavy goods vehicle will use the new link to Bermuda Park Industrial Estate in addition to
those from Hazel Way will result in HGVs driving over the island generating significant noise and
vibration to local resident living by the roundabout.
According to the DfT’s Mini-Roundabouts Good Practice Guidance “Mini-roundabouts may be
introduced at junctions that experience problems with safety or side road delay”. There is no justifiable
reason for inflicting a mini-roundabout within the residential area as the junction of Tenlons Road and
Bermuda Road has no recorded personal injury accidents (checked August 2015 on crashmap.co.uk) and
suffers from no delays.

SOCIAL
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

The impact of the scheme on the character of Bermuda village.
The consequence of creating a new through route to an industrial estate with a strong focus on logistics
and creating a short cut to the motorway will result in a significant increase in the number of heavy
goods vehicles using residential roads This will impose a significant increase in noise and vibration from
road traffic upon residents and businesses along the route.
Previous development has been carefully planned to not open up through routes along Bermuda Road,
Shillingstone Estate, Bermuda Park, the Bridleway, Sargasso Lane, Rider Close and Penns Croft. As
demonstrated the area has already taken its fair share of new housing compared to other areas of
Nuneaton.
The route along Bermuda Road is approximately 600m shorter than the current main road with no
junction conflict points compared to signalised crossing and 3 junction nodes along the Heath End Road,
College Street and A444 dual carriageway.
Bermuda Road will become the route of choice to the A444 and the M6 motorway and will change traffic
flows across the whole of the Arbury Ward (see separate drawings).
Traffic will speed through a residential road rather than travel on a classified ‘B’ road and purpose
designed dual carriageway bypass (designed for a speed limit of 70mph).
rd
The scope of the traffic modelling shown on Page 21 of the NBBC Cabinet Report of the 3 December is
a concern and will significantly underestimate the impact on traffic throughout the Arbury Ward. The
cordon should be extended so that all impacts whether they be beneficial or negative or understood.
The proposed Bermuda Road link is 600m shorter than the current route via Heath End Road. It has no
delay conflict points in comparison to the 2 signalised crossings and 3 roundabouts along the current
route. As a result all existing traffic heading towards Coventry and the M6 will ‘rat run’ through Bermuda
Road rather than using the purpose built A444 bypass which eliminates pedestrian interfaces. Traffic will
reassign from Tompkinson Road to the new route along Westbury Road, Northumberland Avenue and
the Raywoods which already have traffic calming measures. These roads are not within the cordon so
the impacts on the Arbury Ward are significantly under-estimated. There needs to be a commitment to
widen the cordon so that the impact on Nuneaton is fully understood.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The proposals would remove a ‘near traffic free’ route for cyclists and pedestrians to Bermuda Park
Industrial Estate and local amenities
There are no mitigation measures for local community safety (traffic calming or signalised pedestrian
crossings).
No optioneering of alternative routes has been considered.
The scheme appears to have inconsistent objectives when the current and previous studies and business
cases are compared.
New housing will place pressure on all local services and increase congestion without sustainable
purpose built infrastructure and community facilities.
The scheme will extinguish the only public house within 10 minutes’ walk of the area resulting in a loss
of a community facility and social gathering space.
The impact of the scheme on the character of the quiet and historic Bermuda village.

CURRENT PLANNING & TRANSPORTATION POLICIES
The Nuneaton & Bedworth Borough Council (NBBC) planning policy homepage takes residents to the Borough
Plan. The ‘Plan’ was a vision for shaping the future of the Borough up to 2028, however this isn’t approved and an
emerging Borough Plan is still being developed by NBBC but is not yet at the stage of having detailed information.
The planning for the future map attached to the Borough Plan and forming part of the Borough wide consultation
indicated 2 purpose built link roads from the Arbury Estate to the A444 and from Heath End Road to
Walshingham Drive in addition to a public transport only link over the Bermuda Bridge.
The Warwickshire County Council’s Local Transport Plan (LTP) 2011-2026 is the fundamental delivery mechanism
for transport policies. The Bermuda Connectivity Project is not included within the LTP and it seems to be
appearing very early in the life of the LTP while many of the key priority projects for Nuneaton are still waiting to
be progressed (see image below – courtesy of WCC LTP). The funding for this project should be re-directed into
these priority projects.
A Strategic Transport Assessment (STA) was produced by Warwickshire County Council in February 2011 to
accompany the Borough Plan. Within this document there is a section entitled Walking and Cycling which stated:
The Attleborough to Bermuda on and off-road route provides excellent links to employment though the recently
signalised Griff Roundabout at the A444 with cycle crossing facilities. This will be further complemented by
improvements associated with Bermuda Station and committed improvements linking to Bermuda village
through provision of an official cycle route on the bridge over A444. From Bedworth, the Bermuda Park
employment area can be accessed from B4113 Coventry Rd via Griff Lane off-road cycle route and the bridge over
A444 or via cycle facilities at Griff Roundabout.
It further details that a SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats) analysis was undertaken by
WCC. The threats noted within the STA is a perfect description of the impacts on Bermuda Village and its environs
of the Bermuda Connection being promoted by WCC:
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“THREATS - Development sites may come forward which are not supported by sustainable transport
improvements, leading to a growth in car-based travel. Subsequent impacts on rat-running and increased
congestion (particularly in town centres and surrounding residential areas) and on local air quality.”
A number of local imperatives were included within the STA aimed at reducing the impact of transport on people,
to improve the safety, security and health of people by reducing the risk of death, injury or illness arising from
transport, promoting travel modes that are beneficial to health and reducing transport’s emissions.
There has been a fundamental change in the project scope and title from the Bermuda Sustainability Project to
the Bermuda Connectivity Project to the Bermuda Connection now aimed purely at getting support from
commuters heading out of Nuneaton. The Bermuda Sustainable Transport Bridge was promoted as ‘formulising
the existing Bermuda Bridge over the A444 for use by cyclists’. This change from providing a sustainable link that
fully meets the objectives of the local plan and LTP to one that now fails to meet the criteria and only provides
journey time benefits for wider Nuneaton, but at a significant detrimental impact locally.
• Enhance access to existing and future employment in order to stimulate job creation and economic
growth;
The A444 and Coventry Road B4113 already provide two distinct and separate links between Nuneaton and
Bermuda Park. Endangering the lives of residents and cyclists on a residential estate is not an enhancement and
job creation cannot be at the expense of people’s lives or quality of life.
• Substantially enhance access to Bermuda Park rail station;
The station will have motorised vehicular access from both the A444 and B4113. Bermuda Road is already an
excellent sustainable route from Nuneaton to employment that is almost traffic free hence its huge popularity
with cyclists and walkers. A formalised pedestrian / cycle route over the bridge will improve access in a
sustainable manner encouraging people to leave their cars at home while eliminating the increased risk of death
or serious injury. Precedents have also been set by Warwickshire County Council at Coleshill Parkway where
access to the station has been carefully design to allow park & ride traffic but prevent the opening of rat runs
through a residential town to an major industrial estate through controlled road access.
•

Provide a sustainable link between Heath End Road and Griff Roundabout;

The Connectivity Project is not sustainable and will likely result in less people using the route for sustainable
methods of transport due to the increased risk to pedestrians and cyclists.
•

Improve links to College Street roundabout and Coton Arches by contributing towards reducing
congestion in this area;

This should be achieved by junction improvements or a purpose built link road. Moving the congestion from a ‘B
road’ and motorway link road along with its associated traffic, pollution, noise, vibration and high vehicle speeds
to a residential area that is completely unsuitable for this type of traffic is unacceptable. Crucially WCC have the
A444 corridor improvements that solves all congestion issues at these junctions and others along the A444.
•

Improve links to existing and future residential areas.
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The proposed route is unsuitable as indicated above, even before the cumulative impact of future development is
considered. New developments needs to be accessed by safe purpose built access routes that can designed to
mitigate any environmental concerns.
Infrastructure is also a key theme within the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). The Policy sets out the
fundamental transport planning requirements that need to be considered through the planning process to
protect and exploit opportunities for the use of sustainable transport modes for the movement of goods or
people. Therefore, developments should be located and designed where practical to give priority to pedestrian
and cycle movements, and have access to high quality public transport facilities and create safe and secure
layouts which minimise conflicts between traffic and cyclists or pedestrians, avoiding street clutter and where
appropriate establishing home zones.
On the basis of NPPF the method of reducing congestion has to be by providing a purpose built link road between
Heath End Road and Walshingham Drive (as indicated in the original Borough Plan). This can achieve all the
objectives of the Connectivity Project without endangering the lives of residents, other road users and adversely
impacting upon the local community. This could be funded upfront by the developers who would benefit from
the link or through contributions by WCC to provide economic stimulus (via council tax contributions or
prudential borrowing via the LEP).
No mitigation can be provided within the current single option proposal that is acceptable to the local
community unless the bridge link is truly sustainable and reserved for pedestrians, cyclists and buses with
controlled access. To create a sustainable local transport system, motorists need to leave their cars at home and
to do this, there needs to viable alternatives in place. The original Bermuda Sustainability scheme achieves this as
it provides a walking, cycling and bus route to the new Bermuda Park Train station and to employment. Using the
precedent set by WCC at Coleshill Parkway, access control could be introduced to the bridge allowing buses
between Bedworth and Nuneaton to use the link to avoid congestion. This would allow bus operators to provide
a rapid transit link to the new station and Business Park which could run via the Raywoods, Croft Road, Manor
Court Road and Abbey Street to allow interchange opportunities with services running to all areas to the west of
Nuneaton and provide a truly sustainable integrated transport solution.

COMMUNICATION PROCESS

•

Residents outside Bermuda Village not invited to Arbury & Stockingford Community Forum

•

3 consultation venues to 10 as per scrutiny. Still did not have a consultation venue in Bermuda.

•

Refusal to communicate and lack of communication from Councilors of both WCC and NBBC to the
concerns of local residents. This meant constituents have had no outlet to raise their concerns or have
their voice heard.

•

Please note the wholehearted support of our local Member of Parliament, Marcus Jones MP.
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•

The Bridge Growth Fund Business Case indicates that consultation has been undertaken with local
businesses (20 of them are noted as being in support of the scheme) but none whatsoever with the
community directly affected.

•

Serious concerns throughout the local area about the heavily biased information that has so far, for the
purposes of this consultation, currently been published by the council and has been distributed to
23,000 homes in Nuneaton.

•

Initially confirmed the consultation would only be at around 4 venues local to the affected areas & that
the views of the local people would be given priority over the views of people from far & wide.

•

Actually 13 consultation venues proposed none of which are directly on the various rat runs that will be
created through residential areas which will be subject to the most serious negative impacts of the
scheme, if it goes ahead.

•

There is a massive disparity with locations, all geared it would seem, towards providing a more
favourable outcome for the scheme at consultation by diluting the strong opposition that is now
apparent in the local area.

•

The scheme was even been rebranded by WCC in an attempt to appeal to more people by promoting it
as a way to improve traffic, improve access to jobs and create a vibrant business environment in our area
‘ without priority being given to what this scheme will do to the living environments of the people living
on the affected routes.

•

‘Improved access to the Bermuda Community Centre’ had been used in the marketing material yet the
same community centre had not been approached to host a consultation. This community centre is also
not going to benefit from any additional access by the Bermuda Bridge being opened as the community
centre is already in West Nuneaton.

•

Studies quoted regarding house price increases again taken completely out of context. Any house price
increase gained by those properties which fall into the category of being directly benefitted by the
opening of Bermuda Park Railway Station, which is part of the completely separate NUCKLE project due
to open this year and not directly be the proposed scheme.

•

Any increase in house price gained by the opening of the Bermuda Park railway station will be negated
by the detrimental impact of having a massive increase in traffic by the routing of a bypass to a strategic
A road diverted past the front door of properties on the affected route.

•

There are no negatives in any of the promotional materials to offer a balanced view and allow members
of the public to make an informed decision.

•

It does not appear to be a fair & balanced consultation where all the facts are being given to residents
and that there is the opportunity for vulnerable people and those with a mobility impairment to access a
consultation in their area.
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APPENDIX B - RELEVANT EXTRACTS FROM LTP
“There is still a need to move towards a low carbon transport system to help meet our carbon budget obligations
and opportunities will be sought to reduce transport related carbon emissions in the area and sustainable modes
of travel will be encouraged.”
“Continued improvements in road safety form an important part of the transport strategy for the Nuneaton and
Bedworth Urban Area. This includes tackling the problem of the significantly higher incidence of road casualties
in disadvantaged communities in West Nuneaton.”
“Poor air quality can impact on people’s health, causing problems for those with respiratory illnesses and
cardiorespiratory conditions. Certain pollutants can lead to more general difficulties in breathing, headaches,
coughing and nausea when levels are high.”
“Encouraging more active travel is one way to help address the health issues identified above and opportunities
will be sought to encourage people into more healthy lifestyles through walking and cycling.”
“The dominance of traffic along main roads supporting a mix of uses can conflict with places where people live,
work, shop and socialise, resulting in a reduced quality of life and safety concerns. Such conflicts occur in several
locations within the Borough, including Bedworth town centre and the local centres of Queens Road and Abbey
Green in Nuneaton. Similarly, the location of several older industrial areas close to residential areas can lead to a
reduced quality of life for local people due to high volumes of heavy goods vehicles on unsuitable roads.
Measures to reduce such conflicts will be explored, including introducing access restrictions for HGVs and
reviewing signing for vehicles to encourage the use of more suitable routes.”

ROAD SAFETY AUDIT
As you will see from the Warwickshire County Council road safety audit for this project, (RSA2199 Bermuda
Connectivity) there have been several issues raised, some of which are significant ones.
This road safety audit was only made available to the public as part of the Bermuda Connection consultation
documentation after a complaint was made to WCC about the lack of visibility to the safety audit & traffic speed
reports.
This was quite worrying as it appeared that WCC were willing to try to camouflage the major flaws in this scheme
especially after a statement was put out in the press saying there were no safety issues identified.
There is also contained within this road safety audit the acknowledgement by WCC that this scheme is not only
unsafe to those along the affected route but will draw in extra traffic & is dangerous for people in the wider area
(specific reference to this is made in point 5.12).
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AUDIT REFERENCE
2.1

The audit was carried out in June 15 by L Williams BSc (Hons), Senior Engineer, Road Safety Unit,
Warwickshire County Council . It was checked by J Edwards MIHE Eng Tech, Principal Engineer, Road
Safety Unit, Warwickshire County Council.

2.2

The audit has been carried out in accordance with Warwickshire County Council’s safety audit
procedures. These procedures largely follow those recommended in document HD 19/03 – ‘Road Safety
Audit’ of The Highways Agency’s Design Manual for Roads and Bridges.

2.3

All recommendations and comments relate only to the drawings and documentation supporting the
proposed. (listed in Section 3.0 below).

[BBAG Response: The named drawings should have been provided for reference along with the safety audit but
were not.]
3.2

Documentation:
h

E-mail dated 5 June 2015, confirming request for a Stage 1 Audit, and design brief with details of the
proposals.
Previous Stage 1 feasibility Audit: RSA2198
[BBAG Response: This means this is not the first BUT the 2nd Road Safety Audit undertaken for this project
despite the claims made that no safety issues had been identified.]

3.3

No departures from standards have been notified.

[BBAG Response: As demonstrated, illustrated & noted in this document & the accompanying drawings
document there are ‘departures from Standards’ so the safety auditors should have been notified]
4.0

SITE DESCRIPTION

4.1
The audit covers a proposed connection route heading from Griff roundabout on the A444 along St
Georges way. This is currently a dead end, where there once was access to a bridge heading over the A444. It is
intended to reconnect and upgrade this bridge. The route then continues through a residential area heading
along Bermuda Road and finally connecting to Heath End Road. This terminates into a busy residential
[BBAG Response: The term ‘Reconnect’ is factually incorrect as the bridge & road have technically been
connected to provide a through route to all traffic. The term reconnected should not be used as it is
misleading]
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4.4
There are existing cycleway facilities along St Georges Way, which are planned to be linked with a shared
route heading partly along Bermuda Road
[BBAG Response: Cycle way has been moved off near traffic free road & onto a footway now being shared with
pedestrians which is less safe that is currently in use.]
5.1

PROBLEM
Location – Bermuda Road/ The Bridleway
Summary – Increased traffic through a heavily residential area could lead to increased conflicts with
pedestrians and vehicles at side roads
With sending potentially high volumes of traffic from the train station through the residential areas
along Bermuda Road, this could increase the risk of conflicts. This includes for both pedestrians and
vehicles, where collisions from residents emerging from the multitude of side roads could occur.
Recommendation
Ensure that all junctions are signed accordingly and consider improvements for visibility.

Designers Response
Agreed. The junction layout has now been revised to provide a minimum 90m forward and junction visibility as
per the requirements of DMRB. Refer to the following drawings for details:
5131052-ATK-BCP-DR-110-01_F
5131052-ATK-BCP-DR-120-02_A
5131052-ATK-BCP-DR-120-03_A
Appropriate signage will be proposed at the detailed design stage.

[BBAG Response: The above problem & recommendation refers to the whole of Bermuda Road & The
Bridalway yet the designers response only refers to the junction at the point where Bermuda Road & The
Bridalway meet. As highlighted within the technical data contained in this document the scheme layout has
not been changed to provide the recommended 90m forward visibility.]
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5.2

PROBLEM
Location – Proposed junction with Templar Drive, The Bridleway and new link road section to the
bridge
Summary – Complex junction with two converging roads could confuse drivers to who has the right of
way and increase the risk of collisions.
With this proposed design, with having two roads (Templar Drive/ The Bridleway) converging into the
new bridge link road, this could lead to conflicts. For drivers approaching this junction from either side
road, there is no clear indication to who has the right of way. There is also an access road and turning
point which branches off for property number 2 along the Bridleway which could cause further conflicts.
Recommendation
An alternative junction layout should be considered or give way lines introduced to allow one of the side
roads priority over the other.

Designers Response
Junction give way marking is proposed where The Bridleway meets the proposed link road to the bridge in
order to allow priority to those on the main route.
The area within the housing development is a local residential street where a low speed is expected due to
the geometry of the roads, narrow carriageway and on-street parking. The volume of traffic is also deemed
low, and motorists are expected to give way to each other.
In addition, no existing junction marking has been applied at Knights Road and Templar Drive at present.
[BBAG Response: This does not address the problem. It’s the same as saying that because traffic is deemed to
be low volume it is acceptable to provide an unsafe junction. This is wholly unacceptable. Also There is
currently no junction at Knights Road & Templar Drive (it’s a residential estate road) so there won’t be any
junction markings at present]

5.3

PROBLEM
Location – Proposed junction with Templar Drive, The Bridleway and new link road section to the
bridge
Summary – Visibility restricted for persons pulling out of side road could lead to collisions
At this location for persons pulling out from The Bridleway/ Templar Drive, visibility is restricted to the
right. This is due to the proposed curvature of the new bridge link road. Drivers will have to look over
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their shoulder behind them to see approaching vehicles to the right. This could result in them not seeing
them and collisions occurring.
[BBAG Response: The proposed curvature of the new bridge link road is below standard.]
Recommendation
The junction should be relocated further away from the bend on the link road, such as Joining the
Bridleway near Knights Road. Alternatively the curvature of the link road should be modified to improve
visibility.
[BBAG Response: The above statement validates the previous comment that the proposed design is
below standard & therefor unsafe.]

Designers Response
The close vicinity of the junction to the bridge and existing site constraints do not allow the junction to be
moved further to the east.
[BBAG Response: This means that attempting to open the bridge will be with the full knowledge that it is
unsafe to do so as there is no way this can be changed due to existing constraints The above statement
validates the previous comment that the proposed design is below standard & therefor unsafe.]
The proposed splitter island is nearly 7m, almost 1.5 times the length of an average car. This should be
sufficient to lead the motorists to arrive perpendicularly at the give-way line. At this point, the junction
visibility has been assessed which shows a minimum of 90m visibility to the right. Refer to:
5131052-ATK-BCP-DR-120-03_A.
[BBAG Response: Any delivery vehicles will not be able to access The Bridalway/Templar Drive estate
through the new access road as most delivery vehicles are over 7 metres long.]

The layout will be re-assessed at the detailed design stage with a view to re-align the south side kerb in The
Bridleway to allow for a wider right turning movement. Tracking analysis will also be carried out at this stage.
[BBAG Response: This confirms that nothing will be changed before consultation so WCC will be going to
consultation with an unsafe design. If passed there is no redress for the community if they fail to re-assess at
the detail design stage & plough ahead using the unsafe design.]

Date:

Approved:

Auditors Comments
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5.4

PROBLEM
Location –The Bridleway proposed access road leading to property No. 2
Summary – The turning head layout is spread out, meaning vehicles having to reverse for a long
distance, increasing the risk of collisions with vehicles turning into the side road
For this proposed layout for vehicles travelling along this access, they are presented with a dead end
with no easy way to turn back around. Although there is an intended turning provision, this is a long
distance away, meaning vehicles will have to reverse back for some way, and could be a difficult
manoeuvre. If other vehicles happen to be turning into the access at the same time, collisions could
occur.
Recommendation
The road layout should be modified to allow for vehicles to be able to turn back around easily.

Designers Response
Agreed. The length of the proposed service road has now been reduced to ease the turn back. Refer to:
5131052-ATK-BCP-DR-110-01_F.
[BBAG Response: The above confirms that rather than address an unsafe situation & provide better turning
provision for residents by modifying the new link WCC have chosen to just remove the provision all together.
Another example of WCC putting cost before the needs of residents]
Date:

Approved:

Auditors Comments
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5.5

PROBLEM
Location –The Bridleway junction with Bermuda Road (Bermuda Village)
Summary – Visibility restricted by foliage and trees for vehicles exiting Bermuda Road could lead to
collisions
With the new proposed layout there are plans to change the priority of this give way junction from
Bermuda Road to the Bridleway. Vehicles turning onto the Bridleway from Bermuda Way could have
restricted visibility due to existing foliage and trees. This could lead to collisions from vehicles pulling out
into oncoming traffic.
Recommendation
Foliage and trees should be trimmed back to increase visibility.

Designers Response
Agreed. This will be considered as part of the detailed design.
[BBAG Response: In the Design Manual for Roads & Bridges it is stated that 90 metres of visibility should be
standard. Trees & Shrubs will grow back obscuring the visibility and reducing it to below what is required.
The trees & shrubs are also on private land.]
Date:

Approved:

Auditors Comments

5.6

PROBLEM
Location –Bermuda Road access to Harefield Lane shared cycleway
Summary – Proposed refuge crossing point and cycleway do not tie in with the existing route, meaning
cyclists my use the footpath and collide with pedestrians.
With proposals for a new crossing point and shared cycleway, this does not tie into the existing one from
Harefield Lane. Cyclists may emerge from this lane and use the crossing point to access the new shared
route on the opposite side of the road. To do this they are likely to cut across the non-shared space
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footpath, where they may collide with pedestrians who may not be expecting them to be using the
footpath.
Recommendation
The footpath on the south side of the refuge should be changed to shared space to join up the existing
cycle route.
Designers Response
Agreed. This will be considered as part of the detailed design.
[BBAG Response: This confirms that nothing will be changed before consultation so WCC will be going to
consultation with an unsafe design. If passed there is no redress for the community if they fail to re-assess
at the detail design stage & go ahead using the unsafe design.
This is yet another example of WCC putting cost before the needs of residents.]
Date:

Approved:

Auditors Comments

5.7

PROBLEM
Location –Bermuda Road opposite Hazell Way
Summary – Termination point for cycle route leads cyclist into road at junction and onto wrong side of
the road (if heading north) which could lead to collisions.
For cyclists travelling north, the cycle route terminates at a point opposite Hazell Way. They will also be
on the wrong side of the road, where they must cut over to the other side. At this point with vehicles
turning out of the side road, they may not see the cyclists merging back onto the carriageway and collide
with them. There could also be the issue of cyclists having to cut across traffic flow to allow them back
onto the left hand lane of the carriageway.
Recommendation
The merge point should be located away from any side road junctions. There should also be a crossing
point to allow them safe access the left hand lane of the carriageway.
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Designers Response
Agreed. The proposed shared route has now been extended to link in to the footpath leading to Ensors Pool. A
refuge has also been provided to allow for a safe crossing point. Refer to:
5131052-ATK-BCP-DR-125-01_D
[BBAG Response: The crossing point is not safe as proposed & the merge is unsafe as there are no lines to
warn motorists.]
Date:

Approved:

Auditors Comments

5.8

PROBLEM
Location –Bermuda Road junction with Tenlons Road
Summary – Close Proximity of mini roundabout with junction of Heath End Road could result in
queues backing up on to it. This could result in shunt collisions with vehicles on the main road
With the proposed mini roundabout for Tenlons Road, this will give priority for potentially large vehicles
to pull out onto Bermuda Road. Given its close proximity to the Heath End Road junction, vehicles
turning into Bermuda Road may have to wait and queue while a large vehicle is making this manoeuvre.
This could cause the traffic to stack up into Heath End Road. With a green light situation approaching
vehicles may not be expecting stationary traffic and slow down sufficiently, resulting in a shunt type
collision.
Recommendation
The mini roundabout should be replaced with a give way junction and ‘Keep clear’ markings. Ensuring
traffic on Bermuda way is given the priority and doesn’t queue back up into the signalised junction.
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Designers Response
The mini-roundabout has been proposed to provide a balanced priority to those motorists using Tenlons Road
to access Bermuda Road in order to avoid the Heath Road End / Bermuda Road junction. (This route will be
signed as not suitable for bypassing HGVs (see drawing 5131052-ATK-BCP-DR-130-02_F).
With this, only a limited number of the HGVs accessing the properties on Tenlons road are expected to carry
out such a manoeuvre. The risk is therefore deemed to be low.
In addition, the junction modelling has demonstrated that queues on the Bermuda Road arm on the proposed
Heath End road junction are not likely to extend back into the mini-roundabout, and queues on the miniroundabout are not likely to extend back into the Heath End Road junction.
[BBAG Response: Confirmation that WCC are aware there will be issues at the new traffic light junctions & to
avoid this junction motorists will use Tenlons Road to rat run. No acceptance they will then run through the
Shillingstone Drive as this road is deemed out of scope & hasn’t been included in modelling.
No housing or future growth has been modelled in this instance meaning that the junction will fail almost
immediately. HGV’s also regularly access Tenlons Road to access the various businesses in the industrial area.
This could lead to a possible extinguishing of business.]
Date:

Approved:

Auditors Comments

5.9

PROBLEM
Location –Bermuda Road approach to Heath End Road
Summary – Tight geometry of this road on approach to Heath End Road and its junction, could lead to
large vehicle crossing the centre line and colliding with oncoming vehicles
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There is a tight curvature on this road for the approach to Heath End Road and at the junction for
vehicles turning into it. For larger vehicles they may have to cross the centre line and collide with
oncoming vehicles.
Recommendation
Vehicle tracking should be checked and amendments made to the layout if there is a risk of conflicts.

Designers Response
Tracking analyses have been carried out and the stop lines on all the arm have been moved back accordingly.
See:
5131052-ATK-BCP-DR-130-04_B
[BBAG Response: Moving the stop lines back has reduced the capacity of the junction. There appears to have
been a failure to remodel the junction to test if this new layout will work in conjunction with the rest of the
new proposed road lay out.]
Date:
Approved:
Auditors Comments

5.10

PROBLEM
Location –Heath End Road junction with Bermuda Road and junction with The Raywoods
Summary – Low storage capacity for queuing vehicles, given very close proximity between the two
signalised junctions could lead to shunt type accidents.
With a new signalised junction to be installed for Bermuda Road / Heath End Road this is in very close
proximity to an existing signalised junction for The Raywoods. As a result there is very little storage
capacity (approximately two/ three vehicles) to queue between the two junctions, including the right
hand turn lanes and this could easily get gridlocked. With a green light situation, approaching vehicles
may not be expecting stationary traffic and slow down sufficiently, resulting in shunt type collisions.

Recommendation
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The two signalised junctions should be synchronised to minimise queuing between them or a new layout
should be considered.

Designers Response
Agreed. The two proposed signalised junctions have been synchronised and the traffic modelling suggests that
there would be no queuing issues at these junctions. Additional measures should be included in the controller
specifications / MOVA datasets at the detailed design stage to ensure that this synchronisation will occur.
[BBAG Response: Auditors have pointed out that the new proposed traffic light junction at Heath End
Road/Bermuda Road/The Raywoods will not work as the right hand turn lane could get ‘easily gridlocked’
The designer has commented they agree, confirming they are aware the proposed design is not workable.
Additional to this is the comment made previously regarding the stop lines at one arm of the junction being
moved therefore making the junction even less workable.
This junction is unsafe for pedestrians & residents but will have capacity issues from the outset with a poor
design that cannot be changed due to the existing layout of all the roads involved.]
Date:
Approved:
Auditors Comments

5.11

PROBLEM
Location –Hare and Hounds public house car park
Summary – Vehicles potentially cutting across full height kerb to take short cut to access junction, with
the risk of vehicles turning at the junction colliding with them.
Although it has been stated on the drawing that a full height kerb will be installed for the public house
car park. There is no indication of an alternative route for patrons to exit the car park. Drivers may still
decide to take a short cut regardless of the full height kerb onto Heath End Road junction. At this
location other vehicles may be turning and collide with the vehicle exiting the car park, who will be
unaware of the status of the signals.
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Recommendation
Bollards or railing should be installed to stop persons accessing Heath End Road from the pub car park
and alternative route onto Hare and Hound Lane should be sought.

Designers Response
Agreed. It is proposed that the main entry/exit will be via Hare and Hounds Lane as marked on drawing
5131052-ATK-BCP-DR-130-01_E
The capital cost estimates at this preliminary stage take account of a low height wall (similar to existing
between the pub car park and Hare and hounds Lane) along the south side of the car park preventing direct
access to/from Heath End Road. This hasn’t been specifically mentioned on the preliminary design drawing but
will be included on detailed design drawings.
[BBAG Response: Hare & Hounds lane is a small single track road that cannot accommodate a lot of traffic,
with poor visibility from Heath End Road. The car park at the pub is heavily used.
Moving the entrance to the pub car park will lead to issues on Hare & Hounds Lane with possible collisions
of vehicles turning into Hare & Hounds Lane from Heath End road into traffic waiting to turn into the pub car
park. There is already, contained within the proposals, a footway to be constructed using some of the pub
car park.
Also moving the pub car park entrance will result in a very tight turn to exit which will require the driver to
drive on the wrong side of the carriageway. There is also a significant height difference between Hare &
Hounds Lane & the pub car park with the car park being level & steps at the far end descending to the pub
entrance.]
Date:

Approved:

Auditors Comments

5.12

PROBLEM
Location –Heath End Road junction with Arbury Road and Greenmoor Road
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Summary – Increased volume of traffic could cause additional conflicts at these two linking junctions
to Heath End Road
For the two junctions which link to the ends of Heath End Road (Arbury Road at the west, Greenmoor
Road at the east) there has been no consideration for these two mini roundabouts to be upgraded for
the additional volume of traffic which could pass through them. In their current state, both have a
history of accidents and with additional traffic flow could increase the level of potential collisions
occurring at these.

Recommendation
Consideration should be given to upgrading these junctions to allow for the greater volume of traffic.

Designers Response
ORIGINAL RESPONSE: These junctions are outside the scope of this study.
RESPONSE CHANGED FOR CONSULTATION DOCUMENT: The Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough Wide Area SParamics Traffic Model results indicate that there are predicted to be relatively insignificant changes to total
traffic flows at the two junctions identified in the RSA. The model predicts that in the 2018 future year, the
proposed Bermuda connection will result in slight increases to traffic flows on some approaches to the
junctions, along with some slight decreases in traffic flows on some approaches. The impact on the two
junctions will be assessed should the scheme progress to the detailed design stage.
[BBAG Response: This is a very important point to make. The above is Confirmation that WCC are fully aware
that this scheme, rather than alleviating traffic issues in the wider area is actually going to create more & not
only that but as they consider these issues to be ‘out of scope’ as in the first safety audit issued to the public
then something to be considered at a later date in the safety audit published at the consultation, both
meaning nothing will be done about the identified issues]
Date:
Approved:
Auditors Comments

6.0

GENERAL COMMENTS
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6.1

COMMENT
Location –Bermuda Road/ The Bridleway whole extents of route
Summary – Double yellow lines across the entire route could increase vehicle speeds and increase the
chance of collisions occurring.
There was evidence of numerous parked vehicles along this route which acted as a natural traffic
calming feature. With parking restrictions put in place, this could increase vehicle speeds along the route
and increase the risk of speed related collisions occurring. There is also the possibility that residents may
park down the side roads and near the mouths of the many junctions along Bermuda Road without any
other provision to park.
Recommendation
Traffic calming / speed reducing measures should be installed along the route and consideration to
additional residents parking considered.

Designers Response
Comment noted. Traffic calming / speed reduction measures will be considered as part of the detailed design
and in conjunction with the client’s requirements.
[BBAG Response: This is another very important point:
This confirms that nothing will be changed before consultation so WCC will consulting with an unsafe
design. If passed there is no redress for the community if they fail to re-assess at the detail design stage & go
ahead using the unsafe design.]
Date:

Approved:

Auditors Comments
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NON COMPLIANCES WITH THE DESIGN MANUAL FOR ROADS AND BRIDGES (DMRB) AND
OTHER GUIDANCE
While it accepted that the Bermuda Connection is at feasibility design stage the 2 layout created importantly
does not meet Design Manual for Road & Bridges standards (or the lesser standard of the Manual for Streets 1 &
2).
First of all it is worth considering whether the Manual for Streets (MfS) is applicable for the scheme. MfS itself
states that “MfS focuses on lightly-trafficked residential streets, but many of its key principles may be applicable
to other types of street, for example high streets and lightly-trafficked lanes in rural areas. It is the responsibility
of users of MfS to ensure that its application to the design of streets not specifically covered is appropriate. The
Bermuda Connection has significant negative impacts on residential streets and the primary reason for this is the
significant increase in traffic created by the scheme and the high traffic flows which the route and wider
residential area will be subjected to.
The preface to the documents goes on to note that “For too long the focus has been on the movement function of
residential streets. The result has often been places that are dominated by motor vehicles to the extent that they
fail to make a positive contribution to the quality of life. MfS demonstrates the benefits that flow from good
design and assigns a higher priority to pedestrians and cyclists, setting out an approach to residential streets that
recognises their role in creating places that work for all members of the community. MfS refocuses on the place
function of residential streets, giving clear guidance on how to achieve well-designed streets and spaces that
serve the community in a range of ways”. It is clear that the Bermuda Connection has not used this approach of
good design and assigning a higher priority to pedestrians and cyclists. The proposals narrow and remove
footways and removes on-street cycle lanes to create space for road traffic. The removal of parking, inadequate
pedestrian crossing provision and no speed reducing features show no consideration for the needs of the
community and the current function of these family friendly residential streets affected by the scheme.
The MfS also notes how it is expected to be used predominantly for the design, construction, adoption and
maintenance of new residential streets. The key aim being that Streets should not be designed just to
accommodate the movement of motor vehicles. It is important that designers place a high priority on meeting
the needs of pedestrians, cyclists and public transport users, so that growth in these modes of travel is
encouraged. Section 1.1 .5 of the MfS notes that the aims are as follows:
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MfS aims to assist in the creation of streets that:
• help to build and strengthen the communities they serve;
• meet the needs of all users, by embodying the principles of inclusive design;
• form part of a well-connected network;
• are attractive and have their own distinctive identity;
• are cost-effective to construct and maintain; and
• are safe.
In the opinion of the BBAG, the Bermuda Connection proposals have failed on all of the above. The only elements
of MfS that are being applied are the elements that reduce cost but not in a cost effective way and in a way that
reduces safety too as the cost cutting measures are being implemented in isolation.
The Design Manual for Roads and Bridges has been purposed developed for the design of trunk roads and
strategic routes. Many Local High Authorities have adopted DMRB as their own standard. As a result the
standards of DMRB are more applicable to road such as the A444 Griff Way bypass. The Bermuda Connection
aims to creates a new relief road link to relieve congestion on the A444 by creating a new strategic route linking
the A444 (& M6) to the B4112 and large areas of Nuneaton and North Warwickshire (unfortunately this is being
done via unsuitable existing residential street).
This is such a significant change in use for many of the streets which are primarily residential with low levels of
traffic and a small number of local businesses to a relief road intended to take traffic away from the Strategic
A444 bypass linking the M6 to the A5.
It is worth noting that the A444 was built to take traffic away from the residential areas of the Old Coventry Road
but now that the A444 is congested at peak times the solution is to bypass the bypass by moving the traffic into a
different family friendly residential area. It’s also interesting to note that in the Designer’s Response to the Stage
1 Road Safety Audit when a serious safety concern has been identified that that Atkins have noted the problem
and agreed that DMRB standard needs to be met
The standards of this route are simply inappropriate for this type of road as demonstrated within this section.
Essentially, the Bermuda Connection project cannot be delivered safely within the current cost constraints being
used by the project team and it is therefore an inappropriate route to be considered to provide such a link. The
following section highlights how the current design has numerous non-compliances and as a result safety issues
by not complying to a number of key DMRB requirements and WCC’s own highway standards.
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DMRB VOLUME 6 SECTION 1, PART 1 TD 9/93, HIGHWAY LINK DESIGN
Mandatory Elements
The following mandatory elements of DMRB Volume 6 Section 1, Part 1 TD 9/93, Highway Link Design have not
been adhered to:
• 1.8 Urban Roads: Low speed limits (30-40 mph) may be required due to the amount of frontage activity,
but also where physical restrictions on the alignment make it impractical to achieve geometry relative to
a higher Design Speed. Design Speeds shall be selected with reference to the speed limits envisaged for
the road, so as to permit a small margin for speeds in excess of the speed limit, as shown in Table 2. The
minimum Design Speed for a primary distributor shall be 70A kph.
[BBAG Response: A district distributor road is defined as” for traffic between the primary road network and
districts within the main urban areas”. The new link created connects the A444 (and M6) to the B4112. In
theory the Design Standard of 70kph should be used for such a strategic link (the difference being that WCC are
trying to create the link by using existing residential streets only design for very low levels of traffic). The new
link created by the introduction on new sections of highway does not even meet the requirements for a Design
Speed of 60B kph for a speed limit of 30mph as noted in the comments below.]
1.26 The Relaxations below Desirable Minimum in stopping sight distance and vertical curvature for crest
curves and Absolute Minimum for sag curves described in Paragraphs 2.8 to 2.13 inclusive and 4.9 to
4.17 inclusive are NOT permitted on the immediate approaches to junctions, because the majority of
accidents occur in the vicinity of junctions. For the purposes of this Standard the immediate approaches
to a junction shall be:
o a. For at grade major/minor junctions without diverge and merge tapers, those lengths of
carriageway on the minor roads between a point 1.5 times the Desirable Minimum Stopping
Sight Distance upstream of the Stop line or Give Way line and the Stop line or Give Way line
itself, and those lengths of carriageway on the mainline between a point 1.5 times the Desirable
Minimum Stopping Sight Distance from the centre line of the minor road and the centre line
itself.
[BBAG Response: Using the design standard of 70kph this stopping sight distance is 1.5x120m which results in a
figure of 180m (135m if a design speed of 60kph is used). This requirement is clear that there should be no
relaxations below desirable minimum. The desirable minimum stopping sight distance requirement is not met
for the full length of the Bermuda Connection. This change in use from a residential street with low volumes of
residential traffic to a route with high volumes of commuter and HGV traffic is not appropriate given this key
safety requirement is not met.]
•

4.13 Relaxations below Desirable Minimum are not permitted on the immediate approaches to junctions
as defined in Paragraph 1.26.
[BBAG Response: As noted above, the proposed link isn’t compliant with this standard due to the possible
design speeds and close spacing of junctions along the whole route. As no relaxations are permitted the
decision to progress the scheme in its current form would pose a significant safety risk.]
•

Other Clauses
The Design Manual for Roads and Bridges has a number of other clauses in Volume 6 Section 1, Part 1 TD 9/93,
Highway Link Design that are not satisfactorily addressed by the proposed design:
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1.8 Urban Roads: Low speed limits (30-40 mph) may be required due to the amount of frontage activity,
but also where physical restrictions on the alignment make it impractical to achieve geometry relative to
a higher Design Speed. Design Speeds shall be selected with reference to the speed limits envisaged for
the road, so as to permit a small margin for speeds in excess of the speed limit, as shown in Table 2. The
minimum Design Speed for a primary distributor shall be 70A kph.
[BBAG Response: A district distributor road is defined as a route ”for traffic between the primary road network
and districts within the main urban areas”. The new link created connects the strategic A444/M6 to the B4112.
By following DMRB a Design Standard of 70kph should be used for the Bermuda Connection. This would
require a sight stopping distance of 120m and it can be seen from Atkins drawing 5131052-ATK-BCP-DR-120-03
rev A that only 90m is achieved (the standard that Atkins have acknowledged they need to meet within their
response to the Stage 1 Road Safety Audit). Even using this lesser standard the link created by the Bermuda
Connection does not even meet the requirements for a Design Speed of 60B kph for a speed limit of 30mph as
noted in the comments below, particularly in the existing residential area which is currently only subject to
very low traffic flows. The Design of these residential streets is not appropriate for use as a district distributer
and to accommodate significant volumes of through traffic which is also evidenced by the need to removal
parking on both sides of the street to squeeze the large volumes of commuter and HGV traffic expected to use
the route.]
•

3.a

1.10 Transitions between sections with different Design Speeds shall be carefully designed so as not to
present the driver suddenly with low radius curves, shorter sight distances etc. Where an alignment
changes from a higher to a lower Design Speed, Relaxations should be avoided adjacent to the interface
on the length of road with the lower Design Speed.
[BBAG Response: The new alignment designs for the Bermuda Connection do not meet mandatory
requirements noted above. The new sections of highway along St Georges Way, The Bridleway and Bermuda
Road are meant to meet DMRB standards (as noted within this report there are a large number of departures
from standards and relaxations). WCC have confirmed that the route has not been designed in three
•
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dimensions and the BBAG have noted a number of horizontal and vertical alignment issues previously and
within this report and supporting drawings. The geometry across the bridge will not meet DMRB requirements
within significant further work while the realigned sections of Bermuda Road near Rider close will inevitably
lead to higher vehicle speeds approaching the residential areas either side of this realignment. These roads are
only designed for residential access and occasional light goods deliveries and the geometry, limited visibility,
the number of side roads and driveways in affect create a significant further relaxation. The Bermuda
Connection Design has failed to consider this and significant relaxations are required across the new link.]
1.11 Care shall be taken where an improved section rejoins an existing road, that the existing Standard
of curvature and sight distance at the interface shall be subject to the same restrictions as would be
relevant for the Design Speed of the improvement.
[BBAG Response: As noted above this has not been considered and there are no actual improvements to the
existing road. Atkins have already had to make changes to the realigned section of Bermuda Road as a result of
comments from the independent road safety auditors. The 90m visibility splay indicates a design speed of
60kph and it is clear that the existing residential section of Bermuda Road and The Bridleway so not meet
these standards.]
•

1.12 Designers should normally aim to achieve at least Desirable Minimum values for stopping sight
distance, horizontal curvature and vertical crest curvature. For sag curves, Designers should normally
aim to achieve at least Absolute Minimum values.
[BBAG Response: This is a key safety requirement that has not been met. WCC have confirmed that the
Bermuda Connection has only been designed in 2 dimensions but it is clear from existing site constraints that
the existing carriageways on The Bridleway and St Georges Way cannot be linked up to the bridge without substandard vertical and horizontal highway designs and very significant highway amendments including
reconstruction of the bridge approach embankments and existing access roads. The hog curve over the bridge
and sag curve either side, particularly the junction of The Bridleway and Templar Drive and the cross roads that
will be created on the corner of St Gorges Way by Univar. BBAG have produced a series of drawings based upon
the Atkins drawings showing the sight stopping distance and horizontal curvature issues.]
•
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4.a

1.17 Relaxations may be introduced at the discretion of the Designer, having regard to the advice given
in this document and all the relevant local factors. Careful consideration must be given to layout options
incorporating Relaxations, having weighed the benefits and any potential disbenefits. Particular
attention should be given to the safety aspects and the environmental
[BBAG Response: Relaxations have been applied across the design. The need to create a link on the ‘cheap’
appears to be driving the proposals rather than safety or the impact on the environment. If the scheme
took due consideration of all the issues there would not be a business case for promoting this scheme.]
•

1.17 Relaxations may be introduced at the discretion of the Designer, having regard to the advice given
in this document and all the relevant local factors. Careful consideration must be given to layout options
incorporating Relaxations, having weighed the benefits and any potential disbenefits. Particular
attention should be given to the safety aspects and the environmental and/or cost benefits which would
result from the use of Relaxations. The consideration process should be recorded. The preferred option
should be compared against options that would meet Desirable Minimum Standards.
[BBAG Response: No departures from standard were identified in the information provided to the Road
Safety Audit Team. This document notes numerous sub-standard designs and safety issues while it is clear
that options to meet desirable minimum standard along the route have simply not been considered in
development of the scheme.]
•

•

1.24 Only stopping sight distance, horizontal curvature, vertical curvature, and superelevation shall be
subject to Relaxations. Stopping sight distance Relaxations of up to 1 Design Speed step below Desirable
Minimum may be coincident with horizontal curvature Relaxations of up to 1 design Speed step below
Desirable Minimum. All other combinations of Relaxations are not permitted and shall be treated as
Departures.
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[BBAG Response: WCC have confirmed that no vertical design has been completed. For the new sections of
carriageway the horizontal design is a minimum of one step below the Design Speed and in many
residential areas is a number of steps below.]
2.2 Stopping sight distance shall be measured from a minimum driver's eye height of between 1.05m
and 2.00m, to an object height of between 0.26m and 2.00m both above the road surface, as shown in
Figure 3. It shall be checked in both the horizontal and vertical plane, between any two points in the
centre of the lane on the inside of the curve (for each carriageway in the case of dual carriageways).
[BBAG Response: WCC have confirmed that no vertical design has been completed. However there are a
number of areas where the above isn’t achieved. These include but are not limited to the hog and sag
curves over the bridge, the exit from the Bermuda Phoenix Car Park, the pedestrian crossing at the
proposed Tenlons Road mini roundabout.]
•

5.a

3.1 On sections of road with radii greater than that shown in Table 3, (Minimum R without elimination of
adverse camber & transitions), (i.e. V²/R < 5) the crossfall or camber should be 2.5% from the centre of
single carriageways, or from the central reserve of dual carriageways to the outer channels. At junctions
other than roundabouts, the cross-section of the major road shall be retained across the junction, and
the side road graded into the channel line of the major road. On horizontal curves, adverse camber shall
be replaced by favourable crossfall of 2.5% when the radius is less than that shown in Table 3, (Minimum
R without elimination of adverse camber & transitions), (i.e. V²/R > 5). However, it will frequently be
necessary to eliminate adverse camber on larger radii for aesthetic or drainage reasons.
[BBAG Response: WCC have confirmed that no vertical design has been completed. However the issues
identified above will be evident on the new approach ramps to the hump backed bridge and also the
proposed high speed sweeping curve of Bermuda Road close to Rider Close.]

•
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3.3 The Desirable Minimum radii, corresponding with superelevation of 5% and radii below Desirable
Minimum with superelevation of 7% are shown in Table 3 (i.e. V²/R > 14 Desirable, 20 Absolute
Maximum).
[BBAG Response: For the Design Standard of 70kph a minimum horizontal radii of 360m is required (255
for a design speed of 60kph. The proposed design does not meet this, even the realigned section of
Bermuda Road and the new connection into St Georges Way only has a horizontal radius of 90m.]
•

3.9 Widening of curves on links and on the main line through junctions is required for carriageways of
less than standard width and for low radius curves of standard width to allow for the swept path of long
vehicles.
[BBAG Response: The proposed design does not accommodate the swept path of long vehicles. This is
demonstrated on the BBAG mark-up of the Atkins drawings showing all the issues identified, see BBAG
Drawings 301 (WCCC-930-213 Swept Path Mark-up) and BBAG Drawing 302 (WCCC-930-214 Swept Path
Mark-up). Atkins even admit that Tenlons Road is unsuitable but the Bermuda Road access has similar
issues with swept paths clashing and vehicles overhanging footway which risks pedestrians or street
furniture being hit.]
•

3.10 For Carriageways of Standard Width, (7.3m, 11m, and 14.6m for 2, 3 or 4 lanes respectively), an
increase of 0.3m per lane shall be allowed when the radius is between 90m and 150m.]
[BBAG Response: There are few areas within the residential parts of the street where the standard with is
met. In a number of areas where the radii is below 150m and the road has not been widened. Using this
requirement the new and realigned sections of Bermuda Road and St Georges Way should be
7.3m+(2x0.3m) = 7.9m wide. On St Georges Way meets this requirement with Bermuda Road sub-standard
at 7.5m.]
•

•

3.11 For Carriageways less than the Standard Widths, widening shall be:
o 0.6m per lane where the radius is between 90m and 150m subject to maximum carriageway
widths of 7.9m, 11.9m and 15.8m (for 2, 3 and 4 lanes respectively).
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[BBAG Response: There are many corners on Bermuda Road and Tenlons Road that are below the standard
width and below a 90m radii (Tenlons Road is below a 50m radius while the new carriageway on The
Bridleway is under a 90m radii too. Both these corners are too narrow for two way traffic using DMRB
design standards (the standard accepted as being required in the Stage 1 Road Safety Audit response.]

3.12 Radii less than 90m on the mainline are Departures from standard. For these and all other junction
elements, widening should be in accordance with TA 20 (DMRB 6.2).
[BBAG Response: The Road Safety Audit response noted no departures from Standard despite their being a
number. For example the 90 degree bend on Tenlons Road is below a 50m radius while even the new build
section does not meet this requirement (85m radius on the new Highway adjacent to The Bridleway on a
road that is only 6.4m wide. The Bermuda Connection design does not provide a safe alignment and
should not be progressed.]
•

3.18 Stopping Sight Distance: When the road is in a cutting, or at bridge crossings, it will be necessary to
widen verges or increase bridge clearances to ensure that the appropriate stopping sight distance is not
obstructed.
[BBAG Response: WCC have confirmed that no vertical design has been completed. Interestingly, the
approach with the Bermuda Connection is to remove a footway and have the traffic lane running close to
the bridge parapet. The existing embankments would require significant widening to accommodate
appropriate verges and as noted earlier need complete reconstruction and enlarging to overcome
significant subsidence and visibility issues.]
•
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3.19 Full Overtaking Sight Distance: Figure 7 shows the maximum central offset required with varying
horizontal curvature, in order to maintain the Design Speed related FOSD's.
[BBAG Response: The Bermuda Connection can simply not provide the FOSD for large parts of the route.]
•

4.1 Maximum Gradients: The desirable maximum gradient for design shall be:
o AP Single Carriageways 6% (Desirable Max Grade)
[BBAG Response: WCC Project Team has confirmed that no vertical design has been undertaken. The
approaches to the existing hump back Bermuda Bridge are clearly greater than a 6% vertical gradient. The
approach ramps will need to be completely rebuilt. The ramps are also showing signs of movement and
subsidence and will need completely rebuilding and regrading in an area where there is ground
contamination, special waste and ground gas. The scheme budget does not allow for such significant works
to the bridge.]
•
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4.2 There is, however, a progressive decrease in safety with increasingly steeper gradients, and gradients
steeper than 8% shall be considered as Departures from Standards.
[BBAG Response: The existing gradients of the approach ramps appear to be steeper than 8% on both
sides. The gradient to the west leads into a heavily residential area and proposals to adopt the current
bridge alignment are clearly unsafe and will lead to accidents as noted above. The presence of the
proposed junction with The Bridleway and Templar Drive was picked up as a significant safety concern in
the Road Safety Audit. Its location was deemed a constraint rather than concluding that it is unsafe to
open the bridge with humped back leading into a residential area with inadequate visibility.]
•
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4.4 General: Vertical curves shall be provided at all changes in gradient. The curvature shall be large
enough to provide for comfort and, where appropriate, stopping sight distances for safe stopping at
Design Speed.
[BBAG Response: As noted above the Bermuda Connection cannot achieve this on the basis of the existing
topography and worryingly has not even been considered by the project team despite this leading to very
significant visibility issues in the vicinity of the Bridge.]
•

4.6 Crest Curves: There are two factors that affect the choice of crest curvature, visibility and comfort. At
Design Speeds of 50 kph and above the crest in the road will restrict forward visibility to the Desirable
Minimum Stopping Sight Distance before minimum comfort criteria are approached, and consequently
Desirable Minimum crest curves are based upon visibility criteria.
[BBAG Response: The Project Team has not considered the vertical alignment. It is clear that this
requirement is driven by safety yet the proposed design will not be able to meet this without significant
road regrading and realignment which isn’t in the scheme budget and would have very significant
environmental impacts on surround residents.]
•

4.7 Sag Curves: Visibility at sag curves is usually not obstructed unless overbridges, signs or other
features are present
[BBAG Response: The Bermuda Connection has none of the above but visibility of the sag curves that will
be created on the new parts of highway at either side of the bridge will be obstructed by the hog curve on
the bridge. This should not considered acceptable for new build highway.]
•

•

6.1 The various elements detailed in this Standard shall be coordinated, together with cross-section and
junction layouts, so as to ensure that the three dimensional layout as a whole is acceptable in terms of
traffic safety and operation, and economic / environmental effects. Single carriageway design is given
particular emphasis due to the problems of driver understanding and provision for overtaking.
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[BBAG Response: WCC have confirmed that no vertical alignment design has been done. The independent
Stage 1 Road Safety Audit identified 13 problems or issues with the Bermuda Connection design, many of
which have not been addressed for the consultation plans including the recommendation to install traffic
calming along the entire route. This is significant omission and error in approach when WCC are seeking
the views on a scheme that already has safety issues and the design should be brought back for further
public comment with these issues addressed. This document identifies many other safety and
environmental impacts and decision that have led to a completely unacceptable proposal driven by cost.]
6.5 Single two lane carriageway S2 or WS2 urban roads of Type B, with no frontage access, no standing
vehicles and negligible cross traffic, would normally represent a radial or orbital bypass or new town
distributor.
[BBAG Response: Bermuda Road has significant frontage access and indicates that the route is
inappropriate to act as the commuter relief road / bypass as indicated in the consultation material and by
the significant increase in motorised vehicles within the traffic modelling (which doesn’t consider traffic
growth of the new housing proposed in the draft Borough Plan and which is also noted as a key outcome
and deliverable of opening the bridge.]
•

6.6 Single two lane carriageways S2 or WS2 with frontage development, side roads, bus stops, etc with
the paramount need to create safe conditions for pedestrians, are likely to be modest projects in an area
where comprehensive traffic management has been carried out on the existing network and the new
road is required to extend or improve that management. It is unlikely that the coordinated design
aspects contained hereafter will be applicable in these cases.
[BBAG Response: The Bermuda Connection consultation proposals have completely failed to consider
safety in an environment perfectly described by above. Inadequate facilities are provided for pedestrians
while there are no traffic management proposals to slow down traffic in an area with numerous side
roads, bust stops, driveways etc. It is worth noting that these are not required at the moment due to the
very low traffic flows and on-street parking within these residential areas where children play out in the
street due to the relatively safe environment.]
•

DMRB VOLUME 6 SECTION 1, PART 2 TD 27/05, CROSS SECTIONS & HEADROOM

Mandatory Elements
The following mandatory elements of DMRB Volume 6 Section 1, Part 2 TD 27/05, Cross Sections &
Headroom have not been adhered to:
• 2.6.3 The Design Organisation must ensure that the proposed cross-section and lane widths are
adequate to enable maintenance to be undertaken safely. Care must be taken to ensure that where
cyclists are permitted to use the designated lane, the width is adequate for this purpose.
[BBAG Response: The footway over the bridge on the southern side has been removed only leaving a
600mm space from the edge of the structure to the traffic lane (it is unclear whether the width of the new
parapet is considered which could further reduce this clearance). In addition the new lane widths over the
bridge which is open to HGV are inadequate for a separate on-street cycle lane and therefore the scheme
does not adequately cater for cyclists. It is wholly inappropriate to sign cyclists to cross the approach
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ramps to the bridge which has inadequate visibility and to then force them to use a shared footway where
they are likely to conflict with all pedestrians and cyclists in the opposite direction.]
2.7.2 During project appraisal involving new construction or improvement of an existing road, Design
Organisations must determine and make adequate provision for any NMU requirements. See TA 90
(DMRB 6.3.5), TA 91 (DMRB 5.2.4), HD 42 (DMRB 5.2.5) and IHT Guidelines For Providing For Journeys
On Foot.
[BBAG Response: As described above the provision for non-motorised users is inadequate across the
bridge but also the whole route. The design solution to make road space for HGVs and commuter traffic by
relocating cyclists onto footways and routing them around parking bays and along inadequate width
footways to crossing points located away from the crossing desire line is unacceptable. All these concerns
and many more NMU concerns have been highlighted in the BBAG drawings (BBAG drawing BBAG/DWG/
101 to 121) which are included as part of our response to the public consultation.]
•

2.8.3 The required standard of provision for persons with disabilities must be considered at the early
stages of scheme preparation and the level of facilities must be agreed with the Overseeing Organisation
as part of the reporting procedure outlined in paragraph 2.7.2 above.
[BBAG Response: The Bermuda Connection has failed to consider those with a disability, particularly those
with mobility impairment. The single biggest failing is to provide controlled signalised pedestrian crossings
at the signalised crossings on the arms of Bermuda Road, The Raywoods and Tenlons Road where NMUs
have to cross at locations with no junction indivisibility which is very dangerous. In addition, a pedestrian
crossing on the desire line also being removed. Footways have been narrowed along Heath End Road and
Bermuda Road resulting in minimum width footways which make it very difficult for the mobility impaired
to pass other footway users. In addition to this minimum width shared footways have been created as
described above and the provision for non-motorised users is inadequate across the bridge but also the
whole route. The design solution to make road space for HGVs and commuter traffic by relocating cyclists
onto footways and routing them around parking bays and along inadequate width footways to crossing
points located away from the crossing desire line is unacceptable. All these concerns and many more NMU
concerns have been highlighted in the BBAG drawings BBAG/DWG/ 101 to 121 which we include in our
response to the public consultation.]
•
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2.9.1 Environmental design features are an integral aspect of the design of any road and many features
can have a significant effect on the required overall width of highway. The Good Roads Guide (DMRB
10.1 and 10.2), HA 67 (DMRB 10.4.1) and DMRB Vol 11 describe the approach to be taken.
[BBAG Response: The Bermuda Connection fails to give due consideration to environmental issues.
Environmental issues are covered elsewhere within this report but demonstrate how insufficient works
has been undertaken, particularly in the areas of noise, vibration and air pollution and therefore
appropriate design features are not incorporated into the scheme.]
•

3.2.2 Design Organisations must consider maintenance issues on a scheme-by-scheme basis and the
selection of standard cross-sections in TA 46 (DMRB 5.1.3) and TD 27 does not obviate the need for such
considerations. The Design Organisation must compile a statement of scheme specific maintenance and
health and safety issues ensuring that all maintenance activities are considered. The Design Organisation
must consult with the Maintaining Organisation when compiling this statement. The Design Organisation
must recommend the most appropriate cross-section to the Overseeing Organisation and must agree
the timing of such recommendations at the outset of the scheme. This paragraph does not relieve
Design Organisations of their statutory health and safety responsibilities.
[BBAG Response: The narrow road cross sections result in maintenance and health and safety issues.
Safety issues are well documented elsewhere within this document. However maintenance workers and
drivers and pedestrians are put at risk from the removal of the southern footway across the bridge and
running high volumes of commuter and HGV traffic up against the bridge parapet with an offset of 600mm
•
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to the edge It is unclear whether the width of the parapet has been considered within the design and this
may result in a maintenance width that could be below the 450mm offset required for a 30mph road.]
Other Clauses
The Design Manual for Roads and Bridges has a number of other clauses in Volume 6 Section 1, Part 2 TD 27/05,
Cross Sections & Headroom that are not satisfactorily addressed by the proposed design:
•

Figure 2/1 Typical Features to be Accommodated in the Cross-Section

[BBAG Response: The section of carriageway across the bridge is in an urban area and does not provide a
footway on both sides of the road putting pedestrians at risk trying to walk down a narrow verge or risk
crossing a road with high volumes of traffic in close proximity to a hum backed bridge. The scheme also
requires cyclist in both directions to share on minimum width shared footway. The design has serious
safety implications for NMUs.]
2.4.1 In urban areas there will usually be less scope for co-ordinating features than in rural areas,
although wherever economically and environmentally practicable every effort should be made to do so.
The Design Organisation will need to ensure a careful balance between the many competing demands.
[BBAG Response: The Design Organisation has not ensured that a careful balance is achieved with cost and
the needs of accommodating large volumes of traffic put ahead of the environmental impact, the impact
on NMUs and residents.]
•

2.5.1 The aim is to deliver an economic, accessible, integrated, safe, reliable, efficient and
environmentally acceptable network for all users. This includes the need for safe, efficient and effective
maintenance as well as the necessity to adapt and improve some highways for the benefit of nonmotorised users. The Design Organisation should take these factors into account throughout the design
process.
[BBAG Response: The Design Organisation has not ensured that a careful balance is achieved with cost and
the needs of accommodating large volumes of traffic put ahead of the environmental impact, the impact
on NMUs and residents.]
•

•

2.7.1 It is essential that Design Organisations integrate facilities for NMUs in the design at an early stage
so that they are not overlooked when allocating space. To do this effectively, Design organisations must
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be able to understand the highway environment from an NMU’s perspective and its relationship to the
various road design components.
[BBAG Response: The Bermuda Connection has failed to even consider let alone integrate NMUs. The
single biggest failing is to provide controlled signalised pedestrian crossings at the signalised crossings on
the arms of Bermuda Road, The Raywoods and Tenlons Road where NMUs have to cross at locations with
no junction indivisibility which is very dangerous. In addition, a pedestrian crossing on the desire line also
being removed. Footways have been narrowed along Heath End Road and Bermuda Road resulting in
minimum width footways which make it very difficult for the mobility impaired to pass other footway
users. In addition to this minimum width shared footways have been created as described above and the
provision for non-motorised users is inadequate across the bridge but also the whole route. The design
solution to make road space for HGVs and commuter traffic by relocating cyclists onto footways and
routing them around parking bays and along inadequate width footways to crossing points located away
from the crossing desire line is unacceptable. All these concerns and many more NMU concerns have been
highlighted in the BBAG drawings (BBAG drawings BBAG/DWG/ 101 to 121) which we include in our
response to the public consultation.]
2.7.3 The Design Organisation’s attention is drawn to the statutory duty to provide proper and sufficient
footways for pedestrians and adequate margins for ridden horses and driven livestock where it is
considered necessary, or desirable, for the safety or accommodation of these road users.
[BBAG Response: The Bermuda Connection has failed to provide sufficient footways for pedestrians.
Across the bridge the footway has been removed. In other areas footways are narrow to below the
recommended width of 3m (e.g. Bermuda Road down to 1.8m and the northern footway of Heath End
Road narrowed to 1.6 between The Raywoods and Bermuda Road with the existing southern footway
already being very narrow at 1.3m wide; see image below). All footways on Heath End Road near Tenlons
Road and the school access are significantly narrowed too (between 2 – 2.5m) which is by the pedestrian
access to the school. Bermuda Road is also popular with horse riders due to the quiet traffic environment
that will be lost under the scheme proposals. No consideration has been given to these road users.]
•
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•

2.8.1 Persons with disabilities are better able to participate in the community if suitable and accessible
facilities are available that make it easier for them to reach their desired destinations, especially for
those that do not drive. Suitable provision is therefore an essential component of the cross-section
because it allows greater independence for persons with disabilities.
[BBAG Response: As well documented above there is no consideration of persons with disabilities in
the current scheme design.]

•

3.2.1 When selecting the most appropriate carriageway type, including connector roads, for a new or
improved road using TA 46 (DMRB 5.1.3) there is a requirement to consider the future maintenance and
operation of the road. Health and Safety legislation also requires that consideration be given at the
design stage to the safety of maintenance operations and the safety of all who may be required to work
on or near the highway in the course of their duties, e.g. emergency service personnel. In certain
circumstances, when selecting the cross-section, the Design Organisation may need to:
i.
enhance particular cross-sectional components along a whole route or link;
ii.
provide localised widening of standard cross-sections;
iii.
select a higher standard carriageway than suggested on traffic grounds alone by TA 46 (DMRB
5.1.3).
[BBAG Response: The cross sections for the new sections of carriageway are below recommended
standard as noted on BBAG drawings BBAG/DWG/201 to 208. The removal of the footway and running
traffic up against the parapet of Bermuda Bridge will be a safety risk for pedestrians who have to risk
crossing a busy relief road with sub-standard geometry while maintenance workers have very limited
working space. The drawings prepared for the Bermuda Connection do not appear to have taken
account of the actual depth of the parapet barrier when setting the offset.]

•

3.4.1 On curved alignments and approaches to junctions, it may be necessary to widen the cross-section,
particularly verges and central reserves, to ensure that the layout meets visibility requirements. Refer to
TD 9 (DMRB 6.1.1).
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[BBAG Response: The designs for the Bermuda Connection have failed to consider this on the new sections
of highway on St Georges Way, The Bridleway and the realigned section of Bermuda Road. The widths are
not in accordance with DMRB standards and are of insufficient width for a relief road with high volumes of
commuter traffic and HGVs.]
• Figure 3-1: Cross-Section Design Flow Chart
[BBAG Response: It appears that the flow chart has not been followed in developing the Bermuda
Connection Proposals as there are numerous alignment and cross sectional departures in standards and
relaxations.]

DMRB VOLUME 6 SECTION 2, PART 6 TD 42/95, GEOMETRIC DESIGN OF MAJOR / MINOR
PRIORITY JUNCTIONS
Mandatory Elements
Mandatory elements of DMRB Volume 6 Section 2, Part 6 TD 42/95, Geometric Design of Major / Minor Priority
Junctions have not been adhered to:
• 2.16 At existing rural, and at urban junctions the cost of upgrading a simple junction to provide a right
turning facility will vary from site to site. However, upgrading should always be considered where the
minor road flow exceeds 500 vehicles 2-way AADT, a right turning accident problem is evident, or where
vehicles waiting on the major road to turn right
[BBAG Response: The traffic flows predicted for the Bermuda Connection way exceed these figures.
However the upgraded junctions fail to consider the needs of pedestrians. There are no recorded accidents
at the junction of Tenlons Road with Bermuda Road but the proposed layout of the new mini-roundabout
causes a number of significant issues as shown on BBAG drawings BBAG/DWG/104, 201 and 302.]
7.3 Minor road traffic has to join or cross the major road when there are gaps in the major road traffic
streams. It is therefore essential that minor road drivers have adequate visibility in each direction to see
the oncoming major road traffic in sufficient time to permit them to make their manoeuvres safely. This
concept also applies to major road traffic turning right into the minor road. As well as having adverse
safety implications, poor visibility reduces the capacity of turning movements. Visibility shall however,
not be excessive as this can provide a distraction away from nearer opposing traffic.
[BBAG Response: Throughout the Bermuda Connection route inadequate visibility is provided along the
major road. These are documented in this report and also shown on BBAG drawings BBAG/DWG/201 to
208.]
•

7.4 Drivers approaching a major/minor priority junction from both the major road and the minor road
shall have unobstructed visibility as indicated in the following sections. The envelope of visibility for
driver's eye height is as set out in TD 9 (DMRB 6.1.1.2.2).
[BBAG Response: Throughout the Bermuda Connection route inadequate visibility is provided along the
major road. These are documented in this report and also shown on BBAG drawings BBAG/DWG/201 to
208. A significant safety concern is the hog and sag curve alignments that will be present either side of the
bridge one of which leads into a heavily residential area and unsighted junction that has already been
raised as a safety issues by the independent road safety audit team.]
•
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7.5 Drivers approaching a major/minor priority junction along the major road approaches shall be able
to see the minor road entry from a distance corresponding to the Desirable Minimum Stopping Sight
Distance (SSD) for the design speed of the major road, as described in TD 9 (DMRB 6.1.1). This visibility
allows drivers on the major road to be aware of traffic entering from the minor road in time for them to
be able to slow down and stop safely if necessary.
[BBAG Response: As demonstrated in the BBAG drawings BBAG/DWG/201 to 208 this is not achieved at
many junctions throughout the new route and poses a significant safety risk.]
•

7.6 The principle of providing the required visibility for drivers approaching the junction from the minor
road has three distinct features.
o a. Approaching drivers shall have unobstructed visibility of the junction from a distance
corresponding to the Desirable Minimum Stopping Sight Distance (SSD) for the design speed of
the minor road, as described in TD 9 (DMRB 6.1.1). This allows drivers time to slow down safely
at the junction, or stop, if this is necessary. Where a "Give Way" sign is proposed the visibility
envelope shall be widened to include the sign.
o b. From a point 15m back along the centreline of the minor road measured from the
continuation of the line of the nearside edge of the running carriageway of the major road (not
from the continuation of the back of the major road hardstrip if this is present), an approaching
driver shall be able to see clearly the junction form, and those peripheral elements of the
junction layout. This provides the driver with an idea of the junction form, possible movements
and conflicts, and possible required action before reaching the major road.
o c. The distance back along the minor road from which the full visibility is measured is known as
the `x' distance. It is measured back along the centreline of the minor road from the
continuation of the line of the nearside edge of the running carriageway of the major road. The
`x' distance shall be desirably 9m (but see para 7.8). From this point an approaching driver shall
be able to see clearly points to the left and right on the nearer edge of the major road running
carriageway at a distance given in Table 7/1, measured from its intersection with the centreline
[BBAG Response: As demonstrated in the BBAG drawings BBAG/DWG/201 to 208 this is not achieved at
many junctions throughout the new route and poses a significant safety risk. Atkins have using the values
which should only be used in exceptional circumstances. When such a significant change in the volume
and composition of the traffic using a route is considered and the work results in the creation of a new link
the road should be upgraded to an appropriate standard or a conclusion reached that a route just isn’t
appropriate for its intended future use. The relaxations (departures from standard) that are a few steps
below the acceptable standards should not be applied at every existing junction as this decision relate to
road safety of all users of the link. The only conclusion that should be reached is that a brand new relief
road has to be built as the proposed route in unsuitable and too constrained to be used as a relief road for
a strategic road (the A444).]
•

7.9 Similarly, although the `y' distance shall always be provided, there is little advantage in increasing it,
as this too can induce high approach speeds and take the attention of the minor road driver away from
the immediate junction conditions. Increased visibility shall not be provided to increase the capacities of
various turning movements.
[BBAG Response: This isn’t relevant to the Bermuda Connection as the Y value hasn’t even been achieved
in most instances providing evidence that the route is unsuitable and should be scrapped.]
•

•

7.10 These visibility standards apply to new junctions and to improvements to existing junctions.
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[BBAG Response: As noted above this has been met for either the existing or new junctions. The Bermuda
Connection proposals are non-complaint and unsafe.]
7.14 Allowance shall be made for the swept turning paths of long vehicles where they can reasonably be
expected to use a junction. Consideration shall also be given to the manoeuvring characteristics of these
vehicles in the design of staggered junctions.
[BBAG Response: There is a small industrial complex on Hazell Way and the Bermuda connection will
provide a relief road to the A444 linking into the Bermuda Park industrial estate. The route also provide a
‘rat run between the A5 and M6 motorway. Atkins have produced two swept path drawings but
interestingly these prove that neither the Tenlons Road junction nor Bermuda Road can safely
accommodate these vehicles. BBAG have marked up these drawings with a number of observations and
serious safety issues that these drawings highlight which can be seen on drawings BBAG/DWG/301 & 302.
Many other corners on the route such as the new mini roundabout, the realigned section of Bermuda
Road and the new highway adjacent to The Bridleway are of unsuitable geometry for two way traffic.]
•

7.25 Where carriageways are taken around short radius corners, added width shall be provided to cater
for the swept area of larger goods vehicles and the "cut in" of trailer units. On single lane sections
greater than 50m in length an allowance shall be made for broken down vehicles as in para
[BBAG Response: Please see the response above. The route is unsuitable for the swept path of large goods
vehicles.]
•

7.21. Table 7/2 shows the recommended minimum widths for various nearside corner radii based on the
design vehicle. For radii above 100m, the standards set out in TD 9 (DMRB 6.1.1) shall be used.
[BBAG Response: As noted above the Design Speed is ideally 70kph but as a minimum is 60kph. Even
though no vertical alignment has been done the standard requires a radius of 180m and 127 respectively
for an alignment that is Two Steps below Desirable Minimum Radius with Superelevation of 7% (this is the
maximum superelevation allowed and it is unlikely this can be achieved due to the number of side roads
along the route). None of the new or realigned sections of the Bermuda Connection meet this absolute
minimum requirement. The Bermuda Connection is an inappropriate and unsafe route for a relief road for
the A444.]
•

Other Clauses
The Design Manual for Roads and Bridges has a number of other clauses in Volume 6 Section 2, Part 6 TD 42/95,
Geometric Design of Major / Minor Priority Junctions has a number of other clauses that are not satisfactorily
addressed by the proposed design:
2.7 The next step is to address all of the relevant safety issues to ensure as safe a design as possible, to
take account of road users' specific requirements and to incorporate a preliminary landscape design
within the junction. At this point, the key geometric parameters of the junction design should be
assessed. [Steps 3a-3d]
[BBAG Response: It was confirmed at the consultation by WCC staff and Atkins staff that the proposals have
only been design in 2 dimensions. Given there vertical alignment safety concerns raised regarding the bridge by
BBAG to WCC in March 2015 the lack of any work to assess this is a significant concern. This could have
•
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significant implications on the environmental impact and the capital cost of delivering the scheme that isn’t
currently being considered.]
2.8 Having established the various components of the junction design, the Design Organisation should
check that the capacity of the junction is still adequate. This includes a check if the junction is located on
a route which might experience a wide variation in flow and turning movements, particularly those
having prolonged daily peak periods, over a day, week, or year. The check should be undertaken prior to
assembling the component parts to form a complete junction.
[BBAG Response: Atkins have undertaken junction modelling in April 2015. However the inputs and capacities
input into that modelling are different from the layouts presented at public consultation. The junction
stoplines have been set back as noted in the Designer’s response to the Stage 1 Road Safety Audit which
nullifies the modelling used in the public consultation. Errors have also been found in the input geometry to
the Linsigs (if the scheme proceeds this is an area which the BBAG will be looking to challenge at any future
Public Inquiry / Judicial Review into the scheme. As a result the junctions assessed in April 2015 have a higher
capacity and WCC confirmed at the public consultation that it is this modelling that was used to inform the
Paramics modelling and journey time savings. Therefore the information presented to the public including the
journey time savings are over-estimated. It could be that as a result The Raywoods / Bermuda Road junction
would be over capacity (saturated). It would certainly be over saturated if the housing at site SH1 and SH2
which are a key outcome of the Bermuda Connectivity Project Growth Fund Business Case are included in the
model which to date has not been done and is another area of challenge.]
•

5.2 Major/minor priority junctions present a hazard for pedal cyclists, and 73% of cyclist accidents at
junctions occur at major/minor priority junctions. It is therefore important that a cyclist is provided with
a safe passage through the junction, and that the design of any cyclist facilities should take into account
both their vehicular rights and their particular vulnerability, as suggested by the accident statistics.
[BBAG Response: Cyclists are one of the road users that suffer most from the Bermuda Connection through loss
of on-street cycling facilities, removal of a traffic free alternative to the A444. Cyclists will be forced to use a
minimum width shared footway and as a result give way to motorists at priority side road junctions where a
high proportion of accidents occur (e.g. Access to Bermuda Phoenix car park and Buckingham Close)g a ‘near
traffic free’ route take. The proposals also have no toucan crossings in the residential areas of the route or
advanced stop lines. It is clear that the vulnerability of cyclists has not been properly considered.]
•

5.5 Bearing in mind the practicalities and economics, it is important to consider the provision of facilities
that take cyclists away from the mouth of the junction. This will minimise the interaction between
cyclists and motor vehicles and provide safe crossing points.
[BBAG Response: This simply has not been considered with the Bermuda Connection Proposals.]
•

5.13 The type of facility selected will depend upon requirements - BD 29 (DMRB 2.2); TD 36 (DMRB
6.3.1); TD 28, TA 52 (DMRB 8.5). The use of different types of pedestrian facility at the same junction is
not recommended as this could lead to confusion by pedestrians and drivers.
[BBAG Response: At the three new/amended junctions on Heath End Road (Bermuda Road, The Raywoods and
Tenlons Road) there is a mix of uncontrolled and controlled crossings. The junctions are not in accordance with
DMRB with inadequate junction inter-visibility. Signal controlled pedestrian crossings are required on all these
junctions on all traffic arms (as noted above it is not appropriate for a mix of controlled and uncontrolled
crossings within the same junction). The provision of these crossings is essential and the traffic modelling and
•
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journey time assessments should be re-run with ‘all red’ stages’ as there are large numbers of people who use
these crossings at peak times as they provide access to Glendale, Croft and Middlemarch Schools. The current
layouts and traffic modelling will be subject to challenge if the scheme proceeds as the current modelling is
flawed and the journey time savings are significantly over-estimated and hence the BCR is too.]
5.14 At-grade pedestrian crossing points should not be placed in the mouth of the junction, instead they
should be located away from the mouth where the carriageway is relatively narrow.
[BBAG Response: The positioning of the crossings on the Bermuda Connection has not considered this. For
example the Bermuda Road crossing at Heath End Road is extremely wide and not under signal control with
inadequate visibility. ]
•

6.4 By careful planning, the areas required for visibility envelopes can be planted with species having a
low mature height. Specialised planting, which may be more appropriate in an urban area, generally
requires greater maintenance effort if it is to be successful.
[BBAG Response: Again this is not considered but will be a significant issue. Areas of concern include the
landscaping on Tenlons Road, Bermuda Road near Shillingstone Avenue, around the wildlife area / balancing
pond and across the Bridge. Visibility issues are highlighted on BBAG drawing BBAG/DWG/201 to 208.]
•

7.13 Vehicles parked within splay lines may obstruct visibility. Where necessary, parking and access
should be controlled to prevent this. Care should also be taken in the placing of signs, landscaping and
street furniture within the visibility splay areas to ensure that their obstructive effect is minimal.
[BBAG Response: On-street parking acts as a good traffic calming measure in a residential area. However the
Bermuda Connection will prohibit this. Only a few short parking bays will be provided and as a result will likely
be fully utilised. Concerns have been highlighted with the proposed scheme on Bermuda Road (near
Shillingstone Avenue and Sargasso Lane) and The Bridleway. These safety concerns are highlighted on BBAG
drawing BBAG/DWG/203 & 205.]
•
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7.15 All of the geometric parameters used in the design of a major/minor priority junction have been
developed to cater for a 16.5m long articulated vehicle, whose turning width is greater than for most
other vehicles within the normal dimensions permitted in the existing Vehicle Construction and Use
Regulations, or likely to be permitted in the near future.
[BBAG Response: As noted above the Bermuda Connection has not designed to DMRB and cannot safely
accommodate 16.5m long articulated vehicles.]
•

7.17 Where no provision is made for large goods vehicles, it is recommended that the minimum circular
corner radius at simple junctions should be 6m in urban areas and 10m in rural areas. Where provision is
to be made for large goods vehicles, the recommended circular corner radius is:o 10m at urban simple junctions, followed by a taper of 1:5 over a distance of 30m, measured
from the edge of the major road carriageway up the minor road in the case of the entry to the
minor road, and followed by a similar taper measured from the centerline of the minor road
along the major road for the entry to the major road.
[BBAG Response: Atkins have noted that the Tenlons Road /Heath End Road junction is unsuitable for HGV
access. Interestingly the Atkins drawings also show that the Bermuda Road / Heath End Road junction is
equally unsuitable (see BBAG drawings BBAG/DWG/301 & 302). The radius of the Bermuda Road / Tenlons
Road junction is a 6m radius so is also unsuitable for large goods vehicles. This junction is typical of many
within the area.]
•

7.18 Where large goods vehicles comprise a significant proportion of the turning movements, use of the
compound curve shown in Fig 7/3 is recommended.
[BBAG Response: A compound curve has not been used for Hazell Way despite it providing access to an
industrial estate with regular HGV deliveries.]
•

7.79 Road lighting is normally provided at major/minor priority junctions in rural areas only when an
intersecting road has lighting. When an existing junction is being modified, the lighting provision should
be checked for suitability with the new arrangement. Any alteration should be carried out prior to, or at
the same time as the roadwork’s.
[BBAG Response: A lighting risk assessment should have been prepared to assess adequate Lighting
classifications to BS 5489-1:2013. Bermuda Road is most likely designed to an S class for “residential and minor
roads” in accordance with the S classes from BS EN 13201-2:2003. The traffic count and accident levels will rise
accordingly, to match the modified road proposal to a “traffic route”, thus will as a minimum require a upgrade
to ME classification lighting scheme in accordance With BS EN 13201-2:2003. This will require taller lighting
columns (8 or 10m) and new lanterns with higher intensity to achieve brighter more uniform luminance levels.
As a result lighting along the whole of Bermuda Road and The Bridleway will need upgrading but is not
included within the costs for the Business Case. The environmental impact on local residents hasn’t been
considered either.]
•

•

The designer shall aim to achieve the best balance between the design components in order that the
overall junction works safely and efficiently, as described in para 8.1. The final assessment of the design
of a major/minor priority junction can only be carried out when looking at the junction both as a whole,
and in the context of those links and junctions adjacent to it on a particular route. The designer shall
consider the design from all the potential road users' point of view and trace through the possible
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movements. In particular, the demands placed on the driver using the junction shall be considered
bearing in mind what preceded arrival at the junction and what will follow. It is important in particular to
determine what will actually be visible to the driver as they approach the junction. This is what is termed
the "driveability" objective in design.
[BBAG Response: The Bermuda Connection appears to be driven by ‘low cost’ decisions that directly negatively
impact upon safety and the environment and drivability not considered.]

DMRB VOLUME 6 ROAD GEOMETRY, SECTION 2 JUNCTIONS, PART 3 TD 50/04 THE GEOMETRIC
LAYOUT OF SIGNAL CONTROLLED JUNCTIONS & SIGNALISED ROUNDABOUTS

Mandatory Elements
The following mandatory elements of DMRB Volume 6 Road Geometry, Section 2 Junctions, Part 3 TD 50/04 The
Geometric Layout of Signal Controlled Junctions & Signalised Roundabouts have not been adhered to:
• 2.7 Each traffic lane shall have clear vision of at least one primary signal associated with its particular
movement, from a distance equivalent to the DMSSD. The visibility envelope [See Figure 3, TD 9 (DMRB
6.1.1)] shall be increased to include the height of the signal head as indicated in Figure 2/1.
[BBAG Response: The bus stop on Heath End Road severely restricts visibility to the primary signal head on the
westbound approach of Heath End Road. All the proposed or amended junctions on Heath End Road have
driveways emerging into them where drivers will not be able to see a primary (or even secondary signal head)
and will have to take a chance on whether it is safe to egress.]
2.16 At new signalised junctions [See paragraph 1.3] major obstructions to intervisibility within the
junction intervisibility zone, such as that caused by buildings should be avoided. Under these conditions
each obstruction to visibility shall be considered as a Departure from Standard and measures shall be
taken to mitigate the effects on intervisibility.
[BBAG Response: Major obstructions have not been avoided. The required intervisibility zones have been
plotted onto the Atkins drawings and none of the new or amended junctions have adequate intervisibility. The
results of this analysis can be seen on BBAG drawings BBAG/DWG/201 & 202.]
•

2.35 The nature of the signal-controlled junction and its associated splitter islands and pedestrian
refuges may restrict the movement of vehicles, particularly large goods vehicles, and allowance shall be
made for the swept turning paths of the design vehicle where provision is to be made for large goods
vehicles.
[BBAG Response: As noted earlier, none of the proposed junctions can safely accommodate the swept path of
large goods vehicles (see BBAG drawings BBAG/DWG/301& 302).]
•

•

4.16 Pedestrian crossings should be perpendicular to the edge of the carriageway to assist intervisibility
and benefit visually impaired people [See Figure 4/2]. However in some circumstances it may be
necessary to provide them at a skew angle. In all circumstances, the tactile paving should be correctly
aligned to direct visually impaired people safely across the crossing. To achieve this the upright of the “L”
shape shall always be aligned in the direction of the crossing [See Chapter 4.7].
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[BBAG Response: The uncontrolled crossing of Bermuda Road and Heath End Road is on a skew and results in a
wide crossing. In the first instance the crossing should be controlled. None of the new junctions have the
required intervisibility to the controlled and uncontrolled crossings within the signalised junction.]
Other Clauses
The Design Manual for Roads and Bridges has a number of other clauses in Volume 6 Road Geometry, Section 2
Junctions, Part 3 TD 50/04 The Geometric Layout of Signal Controlled Junctions & Signalised Roundabouts that
are not satisfactorily addressed by the proposed design:
2.10 The junction intervisibility zone is the area identified for the purpose of assessing visibility within
the junction between drivers at each stop-line, or between drivers and pedestrians and facilitates
identification of measures to mitigate the effect of obstructions. The junction intervisibility zone is
defined as the area bounded by measurements from a distance of 2.5m behind the stop-line extending
across the full carriageway width for each arm as indicated in Figure 2/2. If an Advance Stop-Line is
provided [See Figure 4/3] the intervisibility zone is measured from a point 2.5m behind the cyclists’ stopline. This is because the cycle reservoir behind the Advance Stop-Line does not create any physical
impediment to intervisibility.
[BBAG Response: Junction intervisibility is not achieved on any arm of the junction. This is a serious safety
issue. The amount of land required to provide intervisibility of the piece of land WCC need to purchase to
realign Hare & Hounds Lanes would result in such a small pub car park that it is likely the business would be
extinguished. The hedges of residential properties already overhand the footways and restrict visibility further.
The consultation proposals also have uncontrolled crossings with only the Heath End Road (East) arm having a
controlled facility.]
•

•

2.14 Due to the control imposed on drivers, the visibility requirements measured from the stop-line for
signal-controlled junctions are not as onerous as those for major/minor priority junctions [See paragraph
7.6, TD 42 (DMRB 6.2.6)]. It is essential however to provide adequate intervisibility for drivers at each
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stopline, and between drivers at a stop-line and each of its associated exit lanes (and pedestrian
crossings), to permit manoeuvres to be completed safely once the driver has entered the junction
intervisibility zone. Paragraphs 1.5 to 1.7 provide advice regarding installation of signal control at existing
priority junctions.
[BBAG Response: Quite simply none of the proposed junctions provided the intervisibility which is noted above
as being ‘essential’ for safe manoeuvres. The proposed junction arrangements are unsafe and provides further
evidence that the Bermuda Connection is a simply a flawed project that will result in an increase in road traffic
accidents (even the JMP feasibility report noted there would be an increase in accidents and this wasn’t
assuming that such sub-standard junction arrangements would be used.]
2.15 Adequate intervisibility ensures a level of safety for all road users of the junction. Designers should
aim to achieve the greatest level of intervisibility for both drivers and pedestrians within the junction
intervisibility zone and it is important to consider the combined effect of building lines and pedestrian
crossing locations when checking intervisibility and identifying locations for pedestrian crossings.
[BBAG Response: The Bermuda Connection proposals do not achieve the greatest level of intervisibility. Land
should be compulsory purchased but this damages the cost element of the business case. A good Benefit To
Cost Ratio (BCR) for an unsafe scheme is not a scheme that should be recommended to the Cabinet Member
for progression.]
•

2.17 Figure 2/4 illustrates the reduction in intervisibility for a vehicle at the stop-line on the left turn
entry lane (Arm C) and the exit lane and pedestrian crossing (Arm D), caused by a major obstruction.
Figure 2/5 illustrates how the intervisibility between Arm C and Arm D can be mitigated, by moving the
stop-line forward and providing an in-line [See Paragraph 4.6] pedestrian crossing on Arm C. When
adjusting the position of the stop-line and pedestrian crossing, the effect of the position of the
pedestrian refuge on vehicle swept paths should be checked, and its effect on pedestrians, particularly
visually impaired people, should be considered.
[BBAG Response: Quite simply the junction intervisibility zone has not been achieved at the three signalised
junctions proposed by the Bermuda Connection with significant obstructions present. To make it worse a
number of the pedestrian crossing are uncontrolled.]
•

2.20 Where provision is to be made for large goods vehicles Table 2/1 and Figures 2/6 and 2/7 indicate
the minimum standards for circular corner radii and tapers.
[BBAG Response: The proposed link road will link the B4112 (&A5) to the A444 / M6 motorway via the
Bermuda Park industrial estate. WCC have confirmed there will be no weight restriction so the full route needs
to be designed for two way HGV traffic. Therefore, this requirement needs to be met but again the design fails
to accommodate heavy goods vehicles (see BBAG drawings BBAG/DWG/301& 302.]
•

• Table 2/1: Corner Radii and Tapers (urban radius of junctions is a 10m minimum)
[BBAG Response: A number of junctions along Bermuda Road do not meet this requirement, for example the
radius of Tenlons Road is 6m.]
•

2.22 Where new junctions are being designed as signal controlled junctions, entry lane widths should be
between 3m and 3.65m, unless there are specific reasons to justify the use of narrower or wider lane
widths. Where a significant number of cyclists are anticipated a minimum width of 4.0m should be
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provided between physical islands, while consideration should also be given to the possibility of
introducing specific measures for cyclists as set out in Chapter 4.
[BBAG Response: Despite the number of cycle lanes that cross Bermuda Road and the popularity of the route
with cyclists at the moment, no specific measures have been introduced for cyclists.]
• 2.23 Where an existing signal-controlled junction or an uncontrolled junction is being improved or
modified and available road space is restricted, then the permitted lane widths for straight ahead entry
lanes may be reduced to 2.5m providing that the 85th percentile approach speed does not exceed 56kph
(35mph), and the reduced width enables a necessary extra lane to be provided on multilane entries. In
exceptional circumstances lane widths may be reduced to 2.25m where it is not necessary to make
particular provision for large goods vehicles.
[BBAG Response: Provision is required for large goods vehicles.]
2.27 The storage length is the length of the entry lane (full width), measured from the stop-line, over
which vehicles can queue without causing obstruction to, or being obstructed by, vehicles in the
adjacent lane.
[BBAG Response: The reservoir between The Raywoods and Bermuda Road junctions is insufficient and cannot
even safely accommodate a large goods vehicles (see drawing BBAG/DWG/301.]
•

2.28 The storage length of the left and right turn entry lanes should be designed to meet the capacity
requirements of the junction. To avoid turning traffic blocking the adjacent lane it should be of sufficient
length to accommodate the longest queue of stopped traffic. Similarly traffic may be prevented from
entering the left or right turn lane where there is a high proportion of straight ahead traffic queuing in
the adjacent lane. The storage length may be extended to enable traffic to enter the turning lane
unobstructed.
[BBAG Response: Please see the response above. WCC have not been able to provide any evidence that the
new signalised junctions cannot accommodate the future year traffic flows or the committed development.
The geometry of the junction in the consultation plans does not match that in the traffic modelling undertaken
for the scheme. It is likely that the junction will become gridlocked based on a review of the evidence
presented by WCC and the significant sums required for the Bermuda Connection should not be invested in a
scheme that does not solve the traffic problems along Heath End Road.]
•

2.33 Where provision is to be made for large goods vehicles, buses and coaches, carriageways or lanes
may require widening around curves in accordance with the standards contained in TD 42 (DMRB 6.2.6)
paragraphs 7.25 to 7.27.
[BBAG Response: The new relief road route is a bus route and will link to an industrial estate with no weight
restriction. Although the scheme should be designed to accommodate these the swept path drawings provided
by Atkins show that the design does not safely accommodate these movements. BBAG have prepared a markup of the Atkins drawings showing all the issues identified, see BBAG Drawing 301 (WCCC-930-213 Swept Path
Mark-up) and BBAG Drawing 302 (WCCC-930-214 Swept Path Mark-up).]
•

2.36 It is essential to ensure that adequate turning radii are provided for the swept paths of all types of
vehicles using the junction and the swept paths should be checked for all permitted turning movements.
Figures 2/12 and 2/13 indicate examples of swept paths to illustrate the general requirements.
[BBAG Response: Swept paths have been checked by Atkins but they acknowledge that the Tenlons Road
junction is unsuitable. Interestingly the Atkins work shows that the Bermuda Road junction is equally
•
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unsuitable even with the significant narrowing of footways. This requirement cannot be met without
compulsory purchasing residential property which is the only solution to providing a workable design but will
add significantly to the capital cost of the scheme. The current scheme shows a number of swept path clashes
as highlighted in BBAG Drawing 301 (WCCC-930-213 Swept Path Mark-up) and BBAG Drawing 302 (WCCC-930214 Swept Path Mark-up). It is evident on the existing layout how HGV drivers are prepared to mount the kerb
endangering pedestrians when there is insufficient width to accommodate the swept path; see image below of
tyre marks across the footway.]

2.40 Where no provision is specifically made for large goods vehicles they may have difficulty in
completing a manoeuvre without encroaching into opposing lanes. When this is likely it may be
necessary to set back the stop-line (and crossings if present) where the conflict would occur, as indicated
in Figure 2/13. Stop-lines on adjacent entry lanes should not be staggered as large goods vehicles in the
nearside entry lane may prevent vehicles in the offside entry lane seeing the nearside primary signal or
pedestrians.
[BBAG Response: Atkins have moved stopline in response to the serious road safety issues raise in the Road
Safety Audit. However, although the stop line has been moved back to try and accommodate an HGV swept
path the design taken to consultation does not satisfactorily address this issue. In addition the significant
movement of the stopline has increased the inter-green between traffic stages within the proposed junction
and reduced the capacity of the junction. Therefore, the proposed consultation layout has a lower junction
capacity and saturation level than that modelled by WCC’s traffic modelling team. In essence the traffic
modelled and journey time savings are flawed and need to be recalculated to match the lower junction
capacity.]
•

•

2.50 Accidents at signal-controlled junctions can occur as a result of conflict arising from right turning
traffic movements. If local circumstances permit, right turn movements may be banned. Alternatively a
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number of signalling techniques may be employed to control the right turn movements and these
techniques should be considered at an early stage of the design to determine the appropriate measures.
[BBAG Response: The Atkins traffic modelling assumes the right turn at The Raywoods and Bermuda Road run
opposed. This doesn’t mitigate the right turn issue and is likely to lead to the two junctions in close proximity
to one another becoming gridlocked.]
2.52 Where opposing right turn lanes can be aligned directly opposite each other turning movements
are improved with right turn traffic passing nearside to nearside (non-hooking) as illustrated in Figures
2/17 and 2/18. Non-hooking road markings permit a small number of right turning vehicles to wait
within the junction intervisibility zone.
[BBAG Response: The proposed Bermuda Road junction results in a hooking turn is still required despite the
large landtake required from the Hare & Hounds Public House. This land take is not included within the Growth
Fund business case which noted “Small parcels of privately-owned land will be required to complete the
highway connections with the bridge so that a small amount of land assembly and purchase will be required.
Negotiations are underway with the relevant private landowners and their support in principle has been
gained. No other assets are being purchased, other than time and materials to construct the scheme”. This
provides further evidence that the scheme cost is far higher than the business case would suggest which is
based on a JMP feasibility report and doesn’t include this landtake or the possible extinguishment of the pub
business.]
•

2.61 There should be at least 2 signals visible from each approach, and stop-line, usually comprising a
primary and a secondary. Where separate signalling of turning movements is employed, this advice
applies to the approach lane(s) associated with each turning movement, and a signal post can then
display information applicable to more than one turning movement.
[BBAG Response: The secondary signal for The Raywoods junction would need to go in on a footway proposed
to be narrowed by the scheme. This is in an area where there are already road signs, BT poles and lighting
columns and a useable footway width of less than 1.3m wide. All the proposed or amended junctions on Heath
End Road have driveways emerging into them where drivers will not be able to see a primary (or even
secondary signal head) and will have to take a chance on whether it is safe to egress.]
•

3.1 The purpose of signal control is to obtain the most efficient use of available road space combined
with the maximum safety for all road users using the junction. This chapter highlights those geometric
design features which have a direct effect upon safety and provides additional guidance on good design
practice to enhance safety. Additional guidance is contained in the publication Code of Practice for
Traffic Control and Information Systems.
[BBAG Response: The proposed design fails to meet this requirement. Removing a crossing on the desire line of
vulnerable road users, narrowing of footways, clashing of swept paths, insufficient right turn storage and
uncontrolled pedestrian crossing in the middle of a signalised junction with no junction intervisibility is not
efficient use of road space combined with maximum safety. The proposed scheme is fundamentally flawed.]
•

• 3.2 The majority of accidents occur at or in the vicinity of junctions.
[BBAG Response: The proposed signalised junction’s layouts along Heath End Road with inadequate visibility
and uncontrolled pedestrian crossings will be future accident blackspot locations for people being killed or
seriously injured.]
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3.5 In addition to signalling techniques and the method of control, inclusion of certain design features in
junction layouts can, in some situations, positively influence the overall safety of a junction. The
designer may consider using these features singly or in combination but should assess their likely value
and effectiveness for individual sites. Examples are……..
[BBAG Response: The proposed design has failed to consider the following issues
o C. improved horizontal and vertical alignments on the approaches to increase visibility;
o f. carriageway markings to promote non-hooking right-turn movements;
o g. removal of right turn movements, if feasible;
o h. fitting crossing routes to pedestrian desire lines, and using guardrail to guide
pedestrians;
o i. provisions for disabled pedestrians such as audible and tactile devices;
o j. specific measures for cyclists;
o k. road lighting;
o l. use of barrier kerbs to restrain large goods vehicles and prevent damage or danger
caused by vehicle overhang;]
•

4.4 Where a pedestrian need is established then appropriate signal controlled facilities should be
provided.
[BBAG Response: Why are there no controlled facilities across Bermuda Road, The Raywoods and Tenlons
Road which are all on main walking routes to Glendale, Croft and Middlemarch Schools? WCC appear more
determined to funnel large amounts of traffic downs these streets with no consideration for nonmotorised users as providing safe crossing facilities would destroy the scheme business and any negligible
journey time savings being claimed.]
•

4.6 Pedestrian crossings should normally be located beyond the limits of the junction radius (inset
crossings) to minimise the road crossing distance. In some circumstances however, it may not be
possible to provide inset crossings and the crossing may need to be positioned within the limits of the
junction radii (in-line crossing). In these cases, the pedestrian refuge should be located at a minimum
offset of 1.5m measured from a line extended from the edge of the intersecting carriageway as indicated
in Figure 2/5. In-line pedestrian crossings will result in longer pedestrian crossing distances and
particular consideration should be given to the problems associated with vulnerable road users.
[BBAG Response: The Bermuda Road crossing at Heath End road is within the radius and is very wide with
no junction intervisibility. No consideration has been given to vulnerable road users in developing the
proposals.]
•

4.10 Pedestrians should be encouraged to use defined points to cross the road. Preferably, crossings
should be located to minimise crossing distances and to avoid excessive detours. It may be desirable to
restrict the pedestrian crossings to certain approaches at a signal controlled junction (e.g. limitations on
intervisibility or conflicts with private accesses).
[BBAG Response: Various issues have been highlighted above regarding the inadequacy of the pedestrian
crossing facilities.]
•

•

4.11 Where existing junctions are being modified, buildings may obstruct intervisibility [See Paragraphs
2.14 and 2.15] and in these circumstances measures to move the stop-line forward should be
considered. This may require pedestrian crossing routes to be diverted away from the immediate
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junction intervisibility zone (or the provision of inset crossings), and the effect on pedestrian desire lines
should be considered.
[BBAG Response: The stop lines cannot be move forward due to the swept path of goods vehicles (as
noted above the current proposals don’t even safely accommodate HGVs; see BBAG drawings
BBAG/DWG/301&302). Intervisibility is not achieved either. The above highlights that the use of Bermuda
Road and Tenlons Road as relief roads for the A444 is just unsafe and inappropriate and the scheme should
be scrapped before further public money is a wasted on this proposal.]
4.15 The crossing place should be indicated by two rows of studs or marks each of the dimensions given
in TSRGD and TSR[NI], and set out as shown in Diagram 1055 of the Regulations. The Regulations state
that the minimum width of the crossing place is 2.4m. The width of the crossing place is dependent on
the site conditions but is normally in the range 2.4 to 5 metres. Usage by large numbers of pedestrians
may require the width to be increased up to 10.0m. Toucan crossings should be a minimum of 3.0m wide
and preferably 4.0m wide. The crossing place should be designed to a width which avoids the need for
unnecessary cutting of the tactile paving units and dropped kerbs.
[BBAG Response: Most local highway authorities use a minimum width of 3.6m wide for a signal controlled
crossing. All the crossings on the Bermuda Connection are below this width with some uncontrolled
crossing using the minimum width above (e.g. The Raywoods and Tenlons Road).]
•

4.19 Along main traffic routes, the provision of cycle lanes to separate cyclists from other vehicular
traffic and delineate clear routes may be appropriate and those measures which should be considered
are…….:
[BBAG Response: Cycling provision has simply not been considered with no advisory lanes or advanced
stop lines have been provided due to the inadequate approach widths meaning that cyclists cannot
position themselves safely ahead of other traffic to assist in turning manoeuvres and make their presence
more visible.]
•

• 5.4 When designing signal-controlled junctions the designer should ensure that drivers…..:
[BBAG Response: The designs presented at the public consultation have simply failed to provide a clear
view of the pedestrian crossing facilities on their approach and departure or provided adequate
intervisibility within the junction intervisibility zone and each and every one of the new or amended
signalised junctions.]
5.6 Classified traffic counts (including pedestrians, equestrians and cyclists) for all proposed operating
conditions, including off-peak, should be undertaken in order to assess the junction operation for both
opening and design years. It is important that confidence can be placed in both the peak and off-peak
period flows used for signal control design purposes, particularly where part-time signals are to be used.
The junction layout and arrangement should be designed to achieve a safe efficient layout and signalling
system to cater for all road users.
[BBAG Response: All the new junctions fail to deliver a safe efficient layout that caters for all road users in
particular pedestrians but also cyclists and equestrians.]
•
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5.13 The combination of turning movements from each individual traffic lane and the geometric
constraints imposed by the junction may cause junction blocking where insufficient reservoir length is
provided. This can result in traffic congestion and conflict and thereby reduce junction safety for all road
users.
[BBAG Response: This is a perfect description of what will happen at the new staggered signalised crossings of
Bermuda Road and The Raywoods. This is demonstrated on the BBAG mark-up of the Atkins drawings showing
all the issues identified, see BBAG Drawings 301 (WCCC-930-213 Swept Path Mark-up) and BBAG Drawing 302
(WCCC-930-214 Swept Path Mark-up)]
•

5.14 The stagger distance at a junction is the distance along the major road between the centre-lines of
the two minor roads as indicated in Figure 5/5 and has a major influence on safety and capacity. A large
stagger may result in the arrangement needing to be treated as two separately signal-controlled
junctions, whereas a small stagger, possibly with a banned turn, may allow the junction to be treated as
a simple signal-controlled crossroad. The stagger distances will usually determine the phasing, stages
and timing of the traffic signals.
[BBAG Response: The stagger of Bermuda Road and The Raywoods has insufficient reservoir length and will
lead to capacity and safety issues.]
•

•

5.17 Where the stagger distance is below 75m the junction should normally be considered as a single
signal-controlled staggered junction, provided there is sufficient reservoir length [See paragraph 5.18].
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[BBAG Response: The junction has been modelled as one junction. However, due to the inadequate reservoir
length signalised crossings have been omitted. The conclusion should have been that the junction has
inadequate capacity for it’s intended use as the proposed design threatens safety. The traffic modelling and
road safety approach will be an area of challenge should the scheme progress.]
5.19 As the stagger distance reduces below 75m it becomes more difficult to provide for the inner stop
lines, pedestrian crossing facilities and the associated signals, where required. The shortest effective
reservoir length is 15m. With a reservoir length below 15m it is recommended that the junction be
treated as a signal controlled crossroad with special account being taken of the longer clearance
distances.
[BBAG Response: See comments above, the junction. The reservoir has inadequate capacity for the demand
and will create a number of rat runs along parallel residential streets as people try to avoid the long queues
that will develop at peak times and the delays that will occur from the signals throughout the day.]
•

5.20 Staggered junctions may suffer from junction blocking due to a limited reservoir length between
the two staggered arms.
[BBAG Response: The limited reservoir length will lead to blocking. The swept path drawings prepared by
Atkins shows that the reservoir cannot safely accommodate a single HGV on what is proposed to be an all
traffic route.]
•

5.24 A left/right stagger will usually have difficult traffic conflicts which could have an adverse affect
upon safety.
[BBAG Response: This is the exact arrangement of Heath End Road’s junctions with The Raywoods and
Bermuda Road.]
•

5.25 If such a junction with less than a 75m stagger is signalled using a 2-stage control (ie both the
staggered arms run together), the major problem is conflict of traffic [marked as “X” - “X” on Fig 5/7] as
the traffic emerging from one of the arms turns right across the path of vehicles turning right into the
same arm. This can be particularly dangerous when drivers do not have intervisibility approaching the
conflict point. Unless these movements are very low in volume and the length of stagger is small, it is
recommended that 3-stage signalling be used with separate stages for each of the staggered
approaches.
[BBAG Response: Please see the comments above regarding the stagger and insufficient storage as well as the
swept path issues identified on drawings BBAG/DWG/301&302.]
•

DMRB VOLUME 6 ROAD GEOMETRY, SECTION 2 JUNCTIONS, PART 2 TD 54/07 DESIGN OF
MINI-ROUNDABOUTS

Mandatory Elements
The Design Manual for Roads and Bridges has a number of mandatory requirements in Volume 6 Road Geometry,
Section 2 Junctions, Part 2 TD 54/07 Design of Mini-Roundabouts that have not been adhered to:
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6.8 The following requirements together determine the location of the white circle as illustrated in
Figures 6/2 and 6/3:
(i) It must be as large as practicable up to a maximum of four metres diameter and
positioned using the inside of the swept path of cars.
(ii) The centre of the design vehicle path must be at least 1 metre from kerbs, the perimeter of the white
circle, and from any road marking separating opposing traffic.
iii) A minimum design vehicle path radius of 6 metres, at the centre of the path, must be allowed for right
turns. For this radius the vehicle path should be widened to 3m at the apex of the turn.
[BBAG Response: The junction of Bermuda Road / Tenlons is so constrained that a minimum size roundabout is
used. Even by doing this the desire line for cars is to no circulate the carriageway but to go on the wrong side of
the circle. The radii of the corner of the junction is 6m so the centre of the Design Vehicle path is a much
smaller radii and cannot be accommodated. To make matters worse the island is meant to provide the HGV
access to premises on Tenlons Road. It can be seen on the Atkins Swept Path drawings that these movements
cannot be safely accommodated (see BBAG drawing BBAG/DWD/302). The alignment for northbound vehicles
just doesn’t operate safely.]
•

6.9 TSRGD regulation 16(1) requires that a vehicle proceeding through the junction must keep to the left
of the white circle, unless the size of the vehicle or the layout of the junction makes it impracticable to
do so. Therefore, the white circle must be sized and located so that drivers of light vehicles are not
encouraged to drive on it or pass on the wrong side of it when negotiating the junction.
[BBAG Response: As noted above the desire line of a northbound car is such that it wants to pass to the right of
the white circle. The current proposal will result in drivers passing on the wrong side leading to potential
conflict and accidents.]
•

6.17 The visibility distance ‘D’, as shown in Figure 6/5 and Table 6/1, is the minimum sight distance
required by a road user approaching the roundabout at a distance ‘F’ from the give way line. ‘D’ is
measured from the centre of the offside approach lane to the nearside carriageway edge of the arm to
the right. It enables the driver of an entering vehicle to observe vehicles coming from the right before
they reach the conflict point. Distance ‘D’ varies with the 85th percentile ‘dry weather’ approach speed
70m before the give way line on the arm to the right and the ‘gap acceptance time’ as determined in
paragraph 6.16. See TA 22 (DMRB 5.1.4) for guidance on speed measurement.
[BBAG Response: The visibility distance has been plotted on BBAG drawing BBAG/DWG/201. The current
average speed on Bermuda Road is 27mph and this is along a residential cul-de-sac with on-street parking. The
change to a relief road with parking prohibited will lead to a significant increase in traffic. Therefore it is
th
conservative to assume that the 85 percentile dry weather speed will be at least 30mph (it is more likely to be
35mph). Using the value of 30mph results in a ‘D’ distance of 35m for a 2 second gap acceptance. The results of
this are shown on BBAG drawing BBAG/DWG/201.]
•

6. 18 The visibility distance ‘D’ must be provided within the whole of the visibility envelope between
driver’s eye heights of 1.05m and 2.0m at the centre of the offside approach lane to object heights
between 0.26m and 2.0m at the nearside edge of the arm to the right.
[BBAG Response: It can be seen on BBAG drawing BBAG/DWG/201 that residential gardens, walls and
hedgerows mean that the required visibility of clause 6.17 is not achieved. Of more concern is that visibility
isn’t even achieved to the uncontrolled pedestrian crossing with visibility down to a few metres of vehicles
turning right from Bermuda Road into Tenlons Road and limited visibility of small children for those turning left
•
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into Tenlons Road from Bermuda Road. This crossing is on the main walking route from Bermuda Road to
Glendale, Croft and Middlemarch Schools plus the Nuneaton Academy. The mini roundabout design is likely to
lead to people being killed or serious injured at a junction that does not have a recent personal injury accident
record; see http://www.crashmap.co.uk/.]
• 6.17 The visibility distance ‘D’, as shown in Figure 6/5 and Table 6/1, is the minimum sight distance
required by a road user approaching the roundabout at a distance ‘F’ from the give way line. ‘D’ is
measured from the centre of the offside approach lane to the nearside carriageway edge of the arm to
the right. It enables the driver of an entering vehicle to observe vehicles coming from the right before
they reach the conflict point. Distance ‘D’ varies with the 85th percentile ‘dry weather’ approach speed
70m before the give way line on the arm to the right and the ‘gap acceptance time’ as determined in
paragraph 6.16.
[BBAG Response: The visibility distances has been plotted on BBAG drawing BBAG/DWG/201. This
demonstrates that drivers do not have the necessary visibility to the right or the junction conflict point. The
current proposal is likely to lead to road traffic accidents.]
6.18 The visibility distance ‘D’ must be provided within the whole of the visibility envelope between
driver’s eye heights of 1.05m and 2.0m at the centre of the offside approach lane to object heights
between 0.26m and 2.0m at the nearside edge of the arm to the right.
[BBAG Response: The visibility distance is not achieved as noted above and as shown on BBAG drawing
BBAG/DWG/201. The new uncontrolled crossing tucked around the corner into Tenlons Road is a real concern
on what is a main walking route for children from the Bermuda Road residential area to local primary schools
at Glendale, Croft and Middlemarch as well as the Nuneaton Academy secondary school. Existing residential
gardens, fences and trees block visibility particularly to small children. The proposed junction raises a number
of serious safety concerns.]
•

6.19 The give way marking (to diagram 1003.3) used at mini-roundabouts requires road users to give
way to circulating traffic at or immediately beyond the line. The ‘F’ distance in Figure 6/5 must be a
minimum of 9m, so that the first two vehicles in the approach queue have visibility of traffic coming
from the arm on the right, but see paragraphs 6.20 and 6.21. 6.20 In difficult circumstances, the ‘F’
distance in Figure 6/5 for an arm may be taken as a relaxation from 9m to 4.5m, providing that the
maximum peak hour entry flow on the arm is less than 300 veh/hr. In exceptionally difficult
circumstances, a relaxation to 2.4m (absolute minimum) is permissible, as it enables a road user who has
reached the give way line to see approaching vehicles without encroaching past the give way line. This
will, however, allow only one vehicle at a time to enter safely and requires following drivers to be
prepared to stop and look. An ‘F’ dimension of 2.4m must only be used on an arm with a maximum peak
hour entry flow of 300 veh/ hr or less and where there is no entry arm to the left (see paragraph 6.6). In
such cases the mandatory give way markings and upright sign (diagrams 1003, 1023 and 602) must be
used to require road users to give way to circulating traffic at the line.
[BBAG Response: The proposed flows on Tenlons Road are more than 300 veh/hr (e.g AM peak 0800 until
0900. Therefore, a relaxation to 4.5m or below is not appropriate and the proposed layout is a safety issue. It is
another example of why the Bermuda Connection route and proposals should be scrapped in favour of
purpose designed solutions.]
•

•

6.20 In difficult circumstances, the ‘F’ distance in Figure 6/5 for an arm may be taken as a relaxation from
9m to 4.5m, providing that the maximum peak hour entry flow on the arm is less than 300 veh/hr.
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[BBAG Response: The traffic modelling provided by WCC shows all arms to be over 300 vehicles / hour at peak
time. In addition WCC have not modelled future years or any traffic growth. The proposed junction
arrangement and proposed traffic flows are a serious safety concern in the opening year and will only get
worse in the future as the other developments that are a key outcome of opening the bridge get approved and
add further significant levels of traffic.]
• 6.22 The Stopping Sight Distance ‘E’ in accordance with Table 6/2 and Figure 6/5 must be provided
within the whole of an envelope between eye heights of 1.05m and 2.0m at the centre of the path of an
approaching vehicle to object heights of 0.26m to 2.0m at the give way line.
[BBAG Response: This is achieved but the approach along Bermuda Road is a long straight. With the
prohibition of parking there will be a significant increase in the average speed of vehicles. With the miniroundabout installed in isolation there is a significant concern that vehicles will ride over the mini roundabout
without giving way to traffic from the right resulting in road traffic accidents at a junction which currently has
no accidents.]
6.25 A kerbed splitter island must be provided where, without it, vehicles would encounter an easier
path if they were to pass on the wrong side of the white circle.
[BBAG Response: The proposed design will result in vehicles having a desire line to pass on the wrong side of
the white circle. Unfortunately there is not space to provide a splitter island. What can be concluded from this
is that the junction of Tenlons Road and Bermuda Road is completely unsuitable to safely accommodate the
proposed traffic flows and conflicting traffic movements.]
•

6.28 Kerbed islands provided to assist crossing pedestrians must be located within 20m of the give way
line at the nearest point. Pedestrian facilities located more than 20m from the junction may be too far
from the desire line, which may cause pedestrians not to use the facility. Pedestrian facilities located
over 60m from a mini-roundabout perform independently of the junction.
[BBAG Response: The location of the uncontrolled crossing across Tenlons Road would be OK if there were not
significant safety and visibility issues (see image below taken from proposed crossing point)
•
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6.32 The minimum lane width permitted at the give way line is 3.0m, except at a two lane approach
where the minimum lane widths can be reduced to 2.5m, provided heavy goods vehicles and buses do
not frequently use the entry. The maximum lane width at the give way line for a single lane entry is
4.0m.
[BBAG Response: The Tenlons Road mini roundabout has minimum width lanes on all approaches.]
•

6.36 Typically the give way line (to diagram 1003.3) is placed on the circumference of the largest circle
that can be inscribed within the junction kerbs. However, where the swept path of the largest design
vehicle likely to use the junction crosses the inscribed circle, the give way markings for the affected arms
must be moved back such that they are not crossed by the outside edge of the swept path. Where
mandatory give way markings (to diagram 1003) are used (see Figure 6/5 and paragraph 6.7), they
should be placed in a straight line at right angles to the vehicle path with no part of the marking inside
the outer edge of the swept path of the largest design vehicle circulating past the entry.
[BBAG Response: The Bermuda Connection drawings prepared by Atkins do not meet this requirement; see
BBAG drawing BBAG/DWG/302.]
•

7.12 In England, the provision of road lighting at mini-roundabouts must be considered in accordance
with DMRB 8.3.
[BBAG Response: A lighting risk assessment should have been prepared to assess adequate Lighting
classifications to BS 5489-1:2013. Bermuda Road is most likely designed to an S class for “residential and minor
roads” in accordance with the S classes from BS EN 13201-2:2003. The traffic count and accident levels will rise
accordingly, to match the modified road proposal to a “traffic route”, thus will as a minimum require a upgrade
to ME classification lighting scheme in accordance With BS EN 13201-2:2003. This will require taller lighting
columns (8 or 10m) and new lanterns with higher intensity to achieve brighter more uniform luminance levels.
As a result lighting along the whole of Bermuda Road and The Bridleway will need upgrading but is not
•
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included within the costs for the Business Case. The environmental impact on local residents hasn’t been
considered either.]

Other Clauses
The Design Manual for Roads and Bridges has a number of other clauses in Volume 6 Section 2, Part 2 TD 54/07
that are not satisfactorily addressed by the proposed design.:
• 5.2 The design period and forecast of traffic growth should be subject to the requirements of the
highway authority and local transport policies for the area in which the mini-roundabout is situated.
[BBAG Response: WCC have not modelled future years or any traffic growth. There is no evidence that the
junction can support the level of traffic predicted for future years.]
5.4 A ratio of flow to capacity of 85% should be used where possible to allow for variation of ±15% in the
accuracy of capacity prediction. Higher values may be acceptable, subject to the assessment of other
impacts, such as that on safety for vulnerable road users and the effect of possible queuing on the road
network.
[BBAG Response: WCC have not taken account of this in their work to date and there is a high probability of
traffic from the Bermuda Road junction queuing back and blocking this junction and also forcing drivers to find
alternative rat runs along Shillingstone Avenue or Radley Drive / Cornish Crescent. The junction is not future
proofed as no evidence has been provided by WCC that the proposed mini-roundabout and new signalised
junctions can cope with anticipated traffic growth, committed development and the new housing at Arbury
View and Gypsy Lane that are stated key outcomes of opening up the bridge. ]
• 6.2 Both the speed and path of a vehicle through a mini-roundabout are important factors in accident
causation. The layout should be designed so that the approaching drivers are aware of the circulatory
nature of the junction ahead. Drivers need to be ready to stop if necessary on the approach so it is
essential for entry (and circulatory) speed to be managed by careful design.
[BBAG Response: There is nothing in the Bermuda Connection design to slow down drivers, in fact the very
opposite is true through the prohibition of on-street parking. A mini roundabout cannot be considered a traffic
calming measure when used in isolation such as the Tenlons Road / Bermuda Road example.]
•

• 6.3 A design that encourages drivers to follow a suitable path at an appropriate speed is critical to safety.
[BBAG Response: As noted above the design has inadequate visibility, vehicle swept path clashes, encourages
drivers to go the wrong side of the island and has no measure to slow down traffic. The proposed design is not
a safe to be implemented at this location.]
6.4 As vehicle speeds should already be low, full deflection as required for standard roundabouts need
not be provided. However, some deflection on entry will help to induce gyratory movement and increase
efficiency. A lateral shift (see Figure 6/1) of 0.8m minimum should be provided at entry. This shift should
preferably be introduced on the offside of the approach arm. For offside shift, the lateral shift should be
measured from the centre of the approach road, developed at rate 1 in 7.5 as shown in Figure 6/1
Example A.
[BBAG Response: A lateral shift has been provided but the junction is too constrained to meet all the other
requirements of a safe mini-roundabout design. A key constraint is that there are a number of driveways that
•
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emerge into the middle of the mini roundabout and it will be very confusing for drivers to be able to stop in
the middle of the roundabout and then reverse onto their drive.]
6.5 The value of 0.8m for lateral shift corresponds to the minimum width required to accommodate
hatched road marking to diagram 1040 and diagram 1040.2. These markings are used to separate
opposing traffic flows and further details can be found in Chapter 5 of the Traffic Signs Manual. The
layout of road markings on the approaches should encourage drivers to follow the correct route through
the junction. The design should take account of predicted swept paths, and the guidance in paragraph
6.2 relating to speed management.
[BBAG Response: As well documented above the design does not take account of the swept paths and high
speed of approaching traffic.]
•

6.14 The use of a domed white circle has been found to lead to the perception of vibration by residents
and discomfort to bus drivers and passengers. A domed white circle should be avoided for miniroundabouts likely to be regularly overrun by heavy goods vehicles or buses in residential areas.
[BBAG Response: It is not clear if a dome is proposed but it is clear given the ‘all traffic’ commuter and
commercial vehicle route that a dome can’t be implemented as it is a heavily residential area. This adds further
evidence that the mini roundabout cannot be considered a speed mitigation measure.]
•

6.16 Road users approaching the give way line on any approach to a mini-roundabout need to be sure
that it is safe to enter the circulatory area. The conflict point is defined by the construction in Figure 6/5.
The time taken for a vehicle to travel from a stationary position at the give way line to the conflict point
is defined as the ‘gap acceptance time’. This is dependent on the size of the roundabout, and should be
taken as two seconds when the distance from the give way line to the centre of the white circle is seven
metres or less, otherwise three seconds.
[BBAG Response: The visibility issues are identified on BBAG drawing BBAH/DWG/302. The presence of
driveways within the circulatory carriageway add a significant hazard to safe entry and egress.]
•

6.21 Excessive visibility between adjacent entries can result in approach and entry speeds greater than
desirable for the junction geometry, with a tendency for approaching drivers to take a decision too early
about whether to give way. Road users approaching a mini-roundabout need to be able to stop if
vehicles are circulating or if there is an obstruction on the junction. Although the ‘D’ distance must
always be provided, there is little or no advantage in increasing it as this could lead to excessive
approach speeds.
[BBAG Response: Excessive speed is possible on all approaches due to parking prohibitions and long straights
with no traffic calming.]
•
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6.23 Traffic islands may be provided to separate opposing streams of traffic and, if appropriate, to serve
one or more of the following purposes as shown on Figure 6/6:
• assist provision of adequate deflection of the path of vehicles approaching the miniroundabout;
• increased conspicuity to drivers approaching the mini-roundabout;
• pedestrian use (subject to the requirements of paragraph 6.28);
• calming feature (subject to the requirements of paragraph 2.20).
[BBAG Response: There is no space to add traffic islands to resolve all the issues above that will be present in
the proposed design.]
•

6.31 Kerbed islands to narrow the carriageway within 40m of the give way line of a mini-roundabout
may be used as a calming feature to control the speed of approaching traffic. Further guidance on the
use of islands for this purpose is contained in Traffic Advisory Leaflet 7/95 ‘Traffic Islands for Speed
Control’.
[BBAG Response: No traffic calming features have been proposed as part of the Bermuda Connection despite
the independent road safety audit team recommending that it is installed along the whole extents of Bermuda
Road and The Bridleway. The lack of consideration for road safety and vehicle speeds at the expense of a
business case is simply appalling.]
•
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6.34 Road markings, islands and existing kerbs may not create sufficient deflection of vehicle paths. A
reduction in vehicle speeds may be achieved by narrowing the approach. Narrowings within 15 metres
of the give way line have been found to be associated with fewer accidents at an entry. Overrun areas
may be considered instead if narrowings would affect the swept path of long vehicles on the nearside of
an entry. Further advice on Overrun Areas is contained in Traffic Advisory Leaflet 12/93.
[BBAG Response: No narrowing is proposed to reduce speed.]
•

Kerbed build-outs reduce the crossing width for pedestrians and permit the mini-roundabout sign to be
located in a more visible position for approaching traffic. Where kerbed build-outs are used, care should
be taken to avoid causing drainage problems or creating ‘dead’ areas of carriageway that are not used by
traffic or are difficult to maintain. Build-outs can become a source of damage only accidents, especially
in poor visibility (Refer to paragraph 7.9 for guidance on ensuring that build-outs are conspicuous).
[BBAG Response: No kerb buildouts are proposed other than the deflection island which doesn’t assist
pedestrians.]
•

6.37 Mini-roundabouts have often been superimposed on the existing carriageway profile with little or
no change in level. Channels, which may give the impression of a former priority junction layout, should
be eliminated. Where the carriageway levels are reprofiled, crossfall towards the centre island should be
avoided. Ideally, some outward sloping crossfall assists conspicuity of the junction (see paragraph 7.16).
[BBAG Response: Tenlons Road junction has a crease along the give way line while Bermuda Road has a camber
resulting in geometry that is unsuitable for installation of a circulating carriageway without reprofiling.]
• 7.1 It is important that a mini-roundabout is conspicuous to approaching drivers at all times. 7.2
Designers should consider the driver’s view of the junction and its approaches, including the combined
effect of signs, road markings, road surfacing, islands, horizontal alignment, crossfalls, and road lighting
and permanent or temporary obstructions. These features must combine effectively to make the miniroundabout stand out clearly to all road users, for all driving conditions, during the day and at night.
[BBAG Response: These issues have been considered in the comments above and result in the conclusion that
the introduction of a mini-roundabout at Tenlons Road is simply not appropriate or safe]
•

7.7 Conspicuity should not rely solely on road markings, which can become worn or may be less
conspicuous in the wet or in adverse lighting conditions.
[BBAG Response: The HGV turning movements shown on the Atkins drawings and the fact that drivers will be
encouraged by the desire lines to driver over the central island will result in the white circle earing away and
requiring regular maintenance. The issue noted above will be a problem, particularly as the drainage along
Bermuda Road is inadequate and will need to be improved to prevent aqua-planning if the road is opened up
to high volumes of traffic.]
•
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7.9 Where a build-out is provided, its conspicuity and that of the junction as a whole may be enhanced if
vertical features such as bollards, directional or regulatory signs can safely be located on the build-out.
Care must be taken to ensure that nothing is installed on the build-out that could be regarded as an
unauthorised obstruction to the highway. Any bollards installed should be crash friendly.
[BBAG Response: There is no space for such a feature to aid conspicuity]
•

LOCAL TRANSPORT NOTE 2/08, CYCLE INFRASTRUCTURE
Local Transport Note 2/08, Cycle Infrastructure provides advice on cycling facilities and again the Bermuda
Connection fails to meet these:
• Table 1.1 notes the following:

[BBAG Response: Bermuda Road is best described by the second and third items yet the proposals for the
Bermuda Connection do the opposite to the recommendation by pushing cyclists on to shared footways.]
• 1.3.4 The Manual for Streets (DfT/CLG, 2007) adopts a hierarchy of users to assist in design, planning and
development control decisions. This places pedestrians at the top (including the access requirements of
people with disabilities), followed by cyclists, then public transport, with unaccompanied private car
users last. The aim is to ensure that the needs of the most vulnerable road users are fully considered in
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all highway schemes, but not necessarily to give priority to pedestrians and cyclists in every
circumstance.
[BBAG Response: The Bermuda Connection seems to have adopted the polar opposite approach to that noted
above by promoting private cars ahead of public transport with cyclists and vulnerable users not really being
considered.]
1.3.5 There are five core principles which summarise the desirable design requirements for pedestrians
and cyclists. They have been derived from the requirements for pedestrians included in Guidelines for
Providing for Journeys on Foot (IHT et al., 2000) (connectivity, conspicuity, convenience, comfort and
conviviality) and requirements for cyclists included in Cycle Friendly Infrastructure (IHT, 1996)
(coherence, directness, comfort, safety, and attractiveness).
[BBAG Response: The decision to remove on-street cycling facilities, to dissect cycle routes with a relief road,
the provision of no or inadequate crossing facilities (refuges) off the desire line accessed by narrow footway s
rather than Toucan crossings demonstrate that none of the 5 principles of Convenience, Accessibility, Safety,
Comfort and Attractiveness have been considered.]
•

1.3.9 Pedestrians and cyclists will use high quality, well maintained, traffic free routes away from the
carriageway if they are more direct than the equivalent on road alternative and there are no personal
security issues.
[BBAG Response: This is why Bermuda Road, The Bridleway and St Georges are already really popular with
cyclists providing a near traffic through alternative route from Nuneaton to Bermuda Park than using the A444
bypass. The proposals will remove this and endanger cyclists by funnelling large volumes of traffic down the
route. As a result cyclists may be forced back on to the bypass which is a more direct route to the Town
Centre.]
•

1.3.10 For most utility cyclists, convenience (in terms of journey time and distance) and an acceptable
degree of traffic safety and personal security are most important. These are key factors when planning
networks of routes. The journey purpose is important in defining the value attached to attractiveness.
There are situations where walking or cycling for pleasure may be the only reason for the journey. These
include rural leisure routes, parks, urban squares and tourist destinations.
[BBAG Response: This is true and the Bermuda Connection will threaten a healthy lifestyle as pedestrians are
put off visiting Ensor’s Pool, The children’s playground, Bermuda Lakes and various cycle routes located within
the area.]
•

1.3.13 Conversion of existing footways to permit cycle use should only be considered when on
carriageway options have been rejected as unworkable. In particular, hearing and sight impaired
pedestrians have problems sensing the presence of cyclists. In vehicle restricted areas where the whole
street width is available, cyclists can usually mix safely with pedestrians, especially outside the main
retail trading hours. The potential for conflict between cyclists and pedestrians is greatest where width is
restricted, flows are heavy and their respective routes cross each other, such as where a cycle track
passes a busy bus stop. The speed differential between cyclists and pedestrians can exacerbate this.
[BBAG Response: The shared footways proposed by the Bermuda Connection are all minimum width and not
provided both sides of the road. Appropriate cycling facilities have simply not been considered with delivering
a ‘cheap’ scheme driving the solution not a safe considered design.]
•
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1.4.3 Cycle routes on back streets and off road routes need to be clearly signed, and changes in
direction should be kept to a minimum. However, a balanced approach to signing is required to avoid
clutter. Designers should investigate options for modifying existing signs or mounting new signs on
existing poles or other street furniture. Creating a smooth physical interface between different elements
of a route by, for example, using dropped kerbs also helps to create a continuous, legible and coherent
network that is easy to follow.
[BBAG Response: The shared footways are of minimum width at 3m but this isn’t a clear 3m width as no
consideration has been given to existing road signs and street lighting. There are also sharp changes in
direction around the obstructions (e.g. the small parking bay).]
•

1.7.1 A cycle audit is different from the risk assessment process described above, or safety audits that
consider road safety issues in isolation. It is a check on the design of a highway scheme to ensure that it
does not unduly affect cyclists. A cycle audit should not be necessary if a scheme is specifically aimed at
improving conditions for cyclists, because the design process should address all the relevant issues.
However, such a scheme could benefit from a pedestrian audit to help ensure that improvements for
cyclists do not create difficulties for pedestrians. Many authorities conduct “non motorised user” audits
to ensure that new schemes encompass the needs of pedestrians, cyclists, equestrians and disabled
people. A cycle audit should not be limited to aspects that affect cyclists negatively– it should also
identify opportunities to improve conditions for cyclists.
[BBAG Response: Although many authorities conduct these audits WCC have not conducted cyclists or
pedestrian audits and this is clearly evident in the designs presented at the public consultation which have
inadequate NMU provision.]
•

•

2.3.1 The following minimum clearances (Table 2.1) are recommended and should be increased where
possible. They are measured between the wheel and the object.

[BBAG Response: The clearance to a wall or parapet is important as the shared footways on Bermuda Road are
constrained by the playing field fence and the across the bridge by a post and rail fence and then a bridge
parapet. A 1m clearance to such features should be provided. The kerbs along the route are HB2 kerbs which
are 125mm high requiring a kerb offset of 0.5m]
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2.4.1 Where cyclists need to pass each other, 0.5 metres separation should ideally be allowed between
the dynamic envelope of each cyclist. This gives a desirable minimum width of 2.5 metres for two way
cycle tracks (see Figure 2.2).
[BBAG Response: The shared footways on the Bermuda Connection are 3m wide and intended for two way
cyclists. Using the 2.5m clearance for two way cyclists and the offset to the parapet (1m) and kerb (0.5m)
results in a minimum width of 4m required for the cycling element. However this has taken no account of the
needs of pedestrians who are using the same footway. The shared footway widths being proposed are simply
inadequate for what is currently a very popular walking and cycling route.]
•

2.6.4 The minimum turning circle of a bicycle depends on the ability of the rider to balance at low
speeds. Where children are carried in child seats, the centre of gravity is quite high, and the heavier the
Table 2.4 Minimum turning circles (mm) child, the more awkward it is to make a tight turn. Table 2.4 is
intended as a guide to typical minimum turning circles achievable at low speeds but designers should try
to work to larger radii. The minimum inner kerb radius in cycle route design should be 4 metres (unless a
deliberately smaller radius is being used to control motor vehicle and/or cycle speeds).
[BBAG Response: As the shared footways are only 3m wide and require 90 degree turns to use pedestrian
refuges then the needs of cyclists is not being considered (e.g. Ensor’s Pool, Community Centre Car Park etc.]
•

5.1.1 Many cyclists feel comfortable on roads with no cycle specific infrastructure if traffic speeds are
low enough. Lower speed not only reduces the likelihood of an accident, but it also reduces severity of
injury in the event of one.
[BBAG Response: This is precise the reason why Bermuda Road, The Bridleway and St Georges Way are already
really popular with cyclists. The Bermuda Connection will destroy this ideal environment for sustainable
transport modes.]
•

•

5.1.2 Table 5.1 provides examples of measures that encourage lower speeds, a few of which need to be
designed with particular care if cyclists are not to be disadvantaged. Some of the measures are covered
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in more detail below. More information on speed reducing measures can be found in Local Transport
Note 1/07 Traffic Calming (DfT, 2007) and measures in the Department’s Traffic Advisory Leaflets on
traffic calming. See also the Traffic Calming Act 1992 and the Highways (Traffic Calming) Regulations
1999 (SI 1999, No. 1026).
[BBAG Response: None of the measure proposed in Table 5.1 form part of the Bermuda Connection Proposals
and low traffic speeds or the needs of cyclists are considered.]
5.8.2 Other buildout arrangements can also create hazards for cyclists. On roads where vehicle speeds
are over 20 mph, cyclists can still come into conflict with following motorists, and cycle bypasses should
be considered.
[BBAG Response: The pedestrian refuges on the Bermuda Connection have lane widths that will pose a risk
particularly due to the likely high speed of traffic along the long straight past Hazell way and into the
residential area near to the access to Ensor’s pool as well as the sweeping curve around to the community
centre in the opposite direction.]
•

7.1.1 Cycle lanes can benefit cyclists, but poorly designed lanes can make conditions worse for them.
There is no legal obligation for cyclists to use cycle lanes (or any other type of cycle infrastructure
provision).The potential benefits of cycle lanes are that they can:
o create a comfort zone, especially for less experienced cyclists nervous about mixing with motor
traffic;
o assist cyclists in difficult or congested situations;
o allow cyclists to bypass features intended to slow or exclude motorised traffic;
o help guide cyclists through complex junctions and provide route continuity to help with navigation;
o help control the speed of motor traffic by narrowing the all-purpose traffic lane; and
help to raise driver awareness of cyclists.
[BBAG Response: The benefits of cycle lanes have not been considered and in fact the Bermuda Connection
removes perfectly good cycle lanes from St Georges Way.]
•

8.1.2 In general, off road cycle routes in urban areas tend to be the least desired option, and it is usually
better to cater for urban cyclists on road if this is practicable. Off road routes are often created by
converting existing footways/footpaths and, if such routes are not carefully designed, pedestrians may
view them as a reduction in quality of provision. It is important to consult with cyclists and pedestrian
groups on the design of such facilities. This can help reduce the likelihood of objections to the
conversion of pedestrian facilities. More information on the establishment of shared use schemes is
available in Local Transport Note 2/86 Shared Use by Cyclists and Pedestrians (DoT, 1986).
[BBAG Response: The Bermuda Connection shared footways have not been carefully designed and are most
definitely a reduction in quality of provision. No consultation has been undertaken with the local interest
groups in developing the proposals. The BBAG object to the conversion of footways along the whole route and
appropriate on-street provision needs to be maintained.]
•

8.1.3 In addition, urban off road routes may be frequently interrupted by side roads. Track crossings of
side roads can be difficult to get right, and they may become points of conflict between cyclists and
motorists. This aspect is covered in more detail in Section 10.3.
[BBAG Response: This describes the issues with side roads along the Bermuda Connection and there are a
number of conflict points when cyclists are expected to leave and entre the carriageway.]
•
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8.2.3 Where cyclists share a route with pedestrians, a lower design speed may be required. Routes with
design speeds significantly below 20 mph are unlikely to be attractive to regular commuter cyclists, and
it may be necessary to ensure there is an alternative on carriageway route for this user category.
[BBAG Response: There are many cycling commuters to Bermuda Park, particularly Dairy Crest. The needs
of these commuters have not been considered despite the original project being started many years ago as
a sustainable transport route to Bermuda Park and the new train station. The current Bermuda Connection
concept could not be further from its original origins than it is in its current form with the needs of existing
roads users being ignored.]
•

8.3.4 The ability of a cyclist to interact safely with other cyclists and pedestrians will depend on the
sightlines available. These in turn affect the ability to maintain momentum, anticipate the actions of
others and, if necessary, stop in time. It is also important for personal security that cyclists can assess the
situation ahead.
[BBAG Response: The sightlines for cyclists routes on shared footways around parking bays and across the
hump back bridge poses a risk for all NMUs.]
•

•

The minimum recommended width for urban footways on local roads is 2 metres. This is sufficient to
allow a person walking alongside a pushchair to pass another pram or wheelchair user comfortably. A
minimum width of 1.5 metres is recommended for a oneway cycle track. The minimum recommended
width for a twoway cycle track is 3 metres. If these widths cannot be realised, the facility may become
difficult for some people to use. Narrow stretches should be kept to short lengths, with passing places
interspersed along the route. Passing places should be within sight of adjacent ones. The distance
between passing places should not exceed 50 metres.
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[BBAG Response: LTN 2/08 notes in clause 8.5.1 that “Wherever it is possible, widths larger than the minimum
should be used. Practitioners should not regard minimum widths as design targets”. It appears that the
Bermuda Connection project team have targeted minimum width facilities in most area.]
• 8.5.3 Where there is no segregation between pedestrians and cyclists, a route width of 3 metres should
generally be regarded as the minimum acceptable, although in areas with few cyclists or pedestrians a
narrower route might suffice. In all cases where a cycle track or footway is bounded by a vertical feature
such as a wall, railings or kerb, an additional allowance should be made, as the very edge of the path
cannot be used. Table 8.2 provides the recommended width additions for various vertical features, and
Figure 8.1 illustrates how these figures might be applied to 2metre cycle track alongside a 1.5metre
footpath.
[BBAG Response: As noted elsewhere within this document no additional width has been allowed for
clearances to the fence to the Bermuda Phoenix Centre or the post and rail fence / parapets across the
bridge.]
8.7.2 In general, a maximum gradient of 3 per cent is recommended, but this can rise to 5 per cent over
a distance of up to 100 metres. Where steeper slopes are unavoidable, the limiting gradient is 7 per cent
over a distance of up to 30 metres. Steeper gradients are not recommended, except over short
distances. On the approach to priority junctions, the gradient would ideally not exceed 3 per cent.
Where cyclists have to stop, such as at junctions, a short locally levelled section will be of benefit.
[BBAG Response: The gradient across the bridge and up Bermuda Road past Hazell Way is steeper than 3%
and as a result the shared footway should be wider for two way cyclists. The bridge is much steeper than
5% and this becomes important as the Bermuda Connection will remove the benefit that cyclists currently
have of not having to share the facility with motorised traffic.]
•

8.11.1 Where a footway or footpath is being converted for cycle use, obstacles within the track such as
sign poles, lighting columns, pillar boxes, bus stops and telephone kiosks may need to be moved. If
barriers or bollards are required to restrict motor vehicle access to the route, they should be highlighted
through the use of reflective material or high visibility paint, especially in areas where there is no street
lighting. A cycle audit during the hours of darkness as well as in daylight may help to identify potential
hazards.
[BBAG Response: The fact that minimum width shared footways are being considered highlights that the
above has not been consider as road signs and lighting is present on the current footway.]
•

8.13.1 Almost all off carriageway routes for cyclists are used by pedestrians, and the potential for user
conflict needs careful consideration. Where there is potential for conflict, separating user flows is an
option but if room is limited, this may not be making best use of the width available. Alternatively,
cycling speed can be reduced or accommodated.
[BBAG Response: This conflict will be present at many areas along the proposed shared footways at the
Children’s playground, Community Centre, Barling Way access and Hill Top access all of which don’t have
adequate visibility for cyclists / pedestrians of each other.]
•

•

9.2.1 Signalised junctions are one of the safest types of junction for cyclists. An advanced stop line (ASL)
arrangement with a cycle feeder lane will enable cyclists to pass queuing motor vehicles on the
approach and take up the appropriate position for their intended manoeuvre before the signals change
to green. ASLs are dealt with in more detail in Section 9.4.
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[BBAG Response: The new and amended traffic signals make no provision for cyclists despite Bermuda
Road being a busy cycling commuter route to businesses at Bermuda Park including Dairy Crest. No
Advanced Stop Lines (ASLs) are provided with commuter traffic and right turn traffic considered more
important than the needs of cyclists.]
• 10.2.6 Where cycle routes cross roads with speed limits above 30 mph or where vehicle flows are high, it
can be difficult to find an adequate gap in the traffic to cross the carriageway in one movement. A
central refuge allows crossing to be undertaken in two easier movements, but the arrangement needs to
be carefully designed to avoid the refuge creating pinchpoints that can disadvantage cyclists using the
carriageway.
[BBAG Response: The refuges proposed for the Bermuda Connection result in traffic lane widths of only
3m. These will create a pinch point for any cyclists staying on the carriageway putting themselves at risk.]
10.2.7 The crossing should be wide enough for pedestrians and cyclists to conveniently pass each other,
and preferably not less than 3 metres (HA, 2005a), especially where family groups are likely. The central
refuge should be at least 2 metres deep to ensure that a typically sized bicycle does not encroach upon
either carriageway. A depth of 3 metres will accommodate a cycle towing a trailer, or a tandem.
[BBAG Response: The refuges proposed for the Bermuda Connection are all only the minimum dimension
of 2m deep and 3m wide with traffic lane widths of only 3m. The crossing near the Phoenix Centre is well
away from the desire line and doesn’t even have a shared width footway and clashes with existing
utilities. As a minimum a Toucan crossing should be used to provide safer cycling provision close to the
desire line.]

•
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WCC STANDARD DETAILS
Drawing CY701.1 (issue 3) – The recommended width for a mandatory cycle lane is 2.0m on busy roads
or where traffic travels in excess of 40mph. The desirable minimum is 1.5m. There is no definition of
busy but it is envisaged that Bermuda Road will be ‘busy’ as it will be the main rote of choice for all
traffic from all ears to the West of Nuneaton town centre. The 85th percentile of vehicles travelling past
the Bermuda Road industrial estate could be 40mph due to the long wide straight.
[BBAG Response: The Bermuda Connection solution is to remove the cycleway and push cyclists onto a
shared footway of inadequate width. The WCC proposals are simply inadequate and unsafe.]

•

• Drawing CY701.6, 701.8, 701.10, 702.1, 702.8, 702.9, 703.1, 703.3 & 704.7
[BBAG Response: The Bermuda Connection is not using WCCs own standard details for access and egress
to the shared footways and the width of the cycleways. WCC desirable shared footway width is 4m yet
isn’t being used on the new build shared footways on Bermuda Road and The Bridleway. These facilities
are below the legal adopted width as shown on drawing 702.8 while drawing 702.9 notes that “Minimum
widths should not be used as a design target”. The width of the pedestrian refuges are below the
desirable WCC minimum as shown on drawing Again cost appears to be driving the scheme proposals
rather than safety.]

BERMUDA BRIDGE ACTION GROUP DRAWINGS
The failings of the Bermuda Connection design are shown on a series of drawings based on WCCs own work that
are appended to this report and on the Bermuda Bridge Action Group website:
•
•

•

Series 100 - Design Issues (based upon a mark up of WCC Consultation Proposals scanned into AutoCAD ;
WCC refused to supply AutoCAD drawings as part of the consultation)
Series 200 - Visibility Issues (based upon larger scale Atkins Bermuda Connection Drawings that were
uploaded to WCC website at the end of the public meetings phase of the consultation; these have not
been exhibited to the public)
Series 300 – Swept Path Drawings (based upon Akins Swept Path Drawings that were uploaded to WCC
website at the end of the public meetings phase of the consultation; these have not been exhibited to
the public)

These drawings are part of our formal objection to the public consultation and in addition to the items
highlighted in this document we are expecting a response from WCC to each of the individual issues raised in
these drawings given that they affect members of the public either in safety or environmental terms.
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